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Abstract 

This thesis contributes significantly to the understanding of phase-variable gene 

expression in Haemophilus influenzae and phasevarions in Streptococcus 

pneumoniae, and to the broader fields of bacterial genetics and epigenetics. This 

thesis has: (i) demonstrated that particular forms of lipooligosaccharide (LOS) are 

selected for during NTHi invasive infection; (ii) described the autotransporter Lav in 

NTHi, demonstrating that this protein is phase-variable, is an important virulence 

factor, and is a potential NTHi vaccine candidate; (iii) informed vaccine development 

by characterising the prevalence of Hgps across Haemophilus influenzae, while 

identifying expression in an invasive NTHi isolate collection; (iv) effectively doubled 

publicly available genomes for Haemophilus influenzae biogroup aegyptius isolates; 

and (v) carried out a detailed analysis of the pathobiology of the SpnIII system of S. 

pneumoniae. 

As the body of work that constitutes each Chapter of this thesis is in manuscript 

format, abstracts can be found in these Chapters.   
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Thesis Structure 

This thesis has eight chapters, comprised of seven manuscripts and a final chapter 

discussing application of the findings of the previous chapters. All manuscripts are 

published, co-authored and have a contribution statement preceding them. Chapter 

1 and 6 are review papers, which serve as an introduction to the proceeding 

chapters. Two bacterial pathogens are the focus of this thesis – Nontypeable H. 

influenzae (NTHi) (Chapters 1-5) and S. pneumoniae (Chapters 6-7). Chapter 8 is a 

distillation of the papers of Chapters 1-7 and provides general discussion and 

importance of key findings.  
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Foreword 

Two published literature reviews serve as introductions within this thesis. As these 

were published in late 2019, relevant recent publications (that became available 

between late 2019 and thesis submission) are included in the Afterword sections, 

after each review. The review featured in Chapter 1 serves to introduce phase-

variable gene expression in human-adapted bacterial pathogens. Most relevant to 

this thesis is H. influenzae and NTHi, which are the focus of Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5.  

  



Biochemical Society Transactions (2019) 47 1131–1141 

https://doi.org/10.1042/BST20180633 
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Phase-variation of genes is defined as the rapid and reversible switching of expression — 

either ON-OFF switching or the expression of multiple allelic variants. Switching of 
expression can be achieved by a number of different mechanisms. Phase-variable genes 
typically encode bacterial surface structures, such as adhesins, pili, and lipooligosacchar- 
ide, and provide an extra contingency strategy in small-genome pathogens that may lack 
the plethora of ‘sense-and-respond’ gene regulation systems found in other organisms. 

Many bacterial pathogens also encode phase-variable DNA methyltransferases that 
control the expression of multiple genes in systems called phasevarions ( phase-variable 
regulons). The presence of phase-variable genes allows a population of bacteria to gener- 
ate a number of phenotypic variants, some of which may be better suited to either colo- 
nising certain host niches, surviving a particular environmental condition and/or evading 
an immune response. The presence of phase-variable genes complicates the determin- 
ation of an organism’s stably expressed antigenic repertoire; many phase-variable genes 

are highly immunogenic, and so would be ideal vaccine candidates, but unstable expres- 
sion due to phase-variation may allow vaccine escape. This review will summarise our 
current understanding of phase-variable genes that switch expression by a variety of 
mechanisms, and describe their role in disease and pathobiology. 

 

Review Article 

Phase-variable bacterial loci: how bacteria gamble 

to maximise fitness in changing environments 
Zachary N. Phillips, Greg Tram, Kate L. Seib and John M. Atack 

Institute for Glycomics, Griffith University, Gold Coast, Queensland 4215, Australia 

Correspondence: John M. Atack ( j.atack@griffith.edu.au) 
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Introduction 
Phase-variable bacterial loci rapidly and reversibly switch their expression. In many small-genome, 

host-adapted bacterial pathogens, phase-variation serves as an extra contingency strategy to allow 

adaptation to changing conditions [1], and form part of the ‘tinkerer’s evolving toolbox’ [2]. The 

mechanisms and processes behind the evolution of these loci have been discussed in excellent detail 

previously [2,3], and as such this review will focus on the role, and the advantages, of phase-variable 

gene expression during pathobiology in a number of important human pathogens. Phase-variable 

genes often encode bacterial cell-surface features, such as adhesins, iron acquisition proteins, pili and 

lipooligosaccharide (LOS) biosynthetic enzymes [4–9]. The suite of phase-variable genes in a particu- 

lar species is referred to as the ‘phasome’ [10]. Variable expression of the phasome within a bacterial 

population results in a variety of phenotypically distinct individuals which may be better equipped to 

colonise certain host niches or better able to evade a pre-primed host immune response. For example, 

expression of an adhesin may be required for initial colonisation of the host, and variants where the 

adhesin is expressed may be selected for during this stage of infection. However, this adhesin may be 

highly immunogenic, and its expression may be selected against if the host has a pre-primed immune 

response, as those variants expressing high levels are killed by the immune system. Modifications to 

LOS may impart serum resistance and resistance to neutrophil-mediated killing [11,12], but may be 

selected against in different host niches [8]. The polysaccharide capsule of Neisseria meningitidis is 

absolutely required for resistance to serum and always present in invasive isolates [13], but variants 

expressing high levels of capsule show decreased adherence to host cells [14], meaning they may be 
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http://portlandpress.com/biochemsoctrans/article-pdf/47/4/1131/850951/bst-2018-0633c.pdf
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less equipped to initially colonise the host. As such, a ‘back-and-forth’ selection and counter-selection for the 

different phenotypes resulting from phase-variable gene expression occur as bacteria colonise different niches 

or encounter different pressures. 

The rapid and reversible switching of gene expression means that many antigens encoded by phase-variable 

genes are often discounted as vaccine candidates. However, under certain circumstances, phase-variable genes 

can be used as vaccine antigens if they are highly immunogenic or their expression is high during colonisation 

and/or disease. For example, the NadA protein forms part of the 4CMenB vaccine against N. meningitidis ser- 

ogroup B (licensed as Bexsero) [15], and although it undergoes phase-variation due to DNA repeats in the 

region upstream of its promoter, it is highly expressed during infection [16], and thus required for a key stage 

in disease. Therefore, targeting this protein with a vaccine will result in protection against a key stage of 

disease. Similarly, the adhesin Hia switches between high and low expression states by variation in length of a 

DNA repeat tract in its promoter region, but is being investigated as a vaccine candidate for non-typeable 

Haemophilus influenzae (NTHi) as it is able to induce high levels of serum anti-Hia antibodies in a Chinchilla 

model of NTHi disease [17]. Targeting Hia with a vaccine would in theory prevent the initial colonisation of 

the host as hia expression is selected for during a Chinchilla model of host colonisation [4], meaning protection 

could be achieved by preventing colonisation. 

 

Mechanisms of phase-variation 
Genes can phase-vary through a number of genetic mechanisms [1] (Figure 1), including variation in the 

length of hypermutable simple DNA sequence repeat (SSR) tracts, recombination-mediated shuffling between 

expressed and silent loci, promoter inversions, and by epigenetic mechanisms [1,18]. SSR tracts are unstable 

and vary in length through polymerase slippage during replication. Longer SSR tracts exhibit higher rates of 

phase-variation [19–21]. If an SSR tract is located in the open reading frame (ORF) of a gene, variation in tract 

length can result in the expression of the gene (ON), or due to a frame-shift mutation downstream of the SSR 

resulting in a premature stop codon, the gene is not expressed (OFF), or in some cases a truncated protein is 

expressed. SSR tracts can also be located in the promoter of a gene, where they result in a gradient of protein 

expression. Alternatively, recombination, or shuffling, between expressed and silent variants of particular loci 

results in the switching of expression between multiple allelic variants of a single protein. This often occurs via 

recombination between inverted repeats (IRs) that are present within these loci. This type of phase-variable 

gene expression is also referred to as antigenic-variation. Furthermore, many bacterial promoters are invertible, 

which results in ON-OFF switching of their respective genes [22], with promoter inversions often catalysed by 

an associated recombinase. In addition, differential methylation of DNA at particular target sequences in pro- 

moters can lead to up- and down-gene regulation by epigenetic mechanisms, and is dependent on the inter- 

action of the methylated site or the methyltransferase with a regulatory protein at the same site [23]. Phase-

variable regulons — phasevarions — control differential regulation of multiple genes through phase- variation 

of a single gene encoding a methyltransferase [24], adding a further level of complexity to understand gene 

expression in a number of pathogens. This review will highlight a variety of interesting and well-studied 

examples of phase-variable genes in bacteria, and the role that phase-variable gene expression contributes to 

the biology of the organisms containing them. It will also highlight the implications of phase-variation on 

vaccine development. 

 

Phase-variable expression of genes via genetic 

mechanisms 
Adhesins 
Many adhesins found in bacteria are phase-variable [1]. Whilst these are required for colonisation, as their 

expression is required to adhere to host cells, they are also often highly immunogenic; therefore individuals that 

have lower levels or no expression of the adhesins are better equipped to survive an immune response. For 

example, the HMW1 and HMW2 adhesins are found in ∼75% of NTHi isolates [25]. Genes encoding both 

adhesins contain heptanucleotide TCTTTCA(n) repeats in their promoter regions. As the number of 

TCTTTCA(n) repeats in this SSR increases, the level of expression of HMW1/2 decreases [26]. HMW1/2 are 

required for binding to related host cell receptors in the human airway [27,28], but they are also highly 

immunogenic, and are currently being investigated as a candidate for a vaccine against NTHi [29,30

]. 
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Figure 1. Illustration of the major ways bacterial loci phase-vary. 

(A) Variation in the number of simple sequence repeats (SSRs; grey boxes) associated with a gene: (i) if the SSR tract is located 

in the ORF of a gene, this results in ON-OFF switching of expression of the encoded protein. If the number of SSRs leads to 

the gene remaining in-frame, the gene is expressed (ON). However, gain or loss of repeat units in the SSR tract results in a 

frame-shift downstream of the SSR tract, and a premature stop codon means the gene is non-functional (OFF). Therefore, the 

bacterial population contains variants that express the protein or that do not; (ii) alternatively, if the SSR tract is located in the 

promoter of gene, this can result in graded protein expression, from high expression to low/no expression, with the resulting 

bacterial population containing a mixture of variants. (B) Phase-variable loci can shuffle between expressed (red + blue) and 

silent (white + green) loci, often by recombination between inverted repeats (IRs; yellow and grey boxes). In the example shown, 

this results in four different gene variants possible in the expressed locus, meaning four protein allelic variants are expressed, 

with the resulting bacterial population containing all four protein variants. (C) Inversion of a promoter means that the gene it 

controls is either expressed ( promoter in the correct orientation to allow expression; green box), or not expressed, as the 

promoter is pointing in the opposite orientation (red box). Similar to the ON-OFF switching seen with SSR tracts in an ORF, 

this results in the bacterial population containing variants expressing the protein, or not. 

 
The adhesin SabA in the human gastric pathogen Helicobacter pylori is capable of phase-variation through 

changes in the length of two SSR tracts associated with the sabA gene. The sabA gene contains a CT(n) tract in 

its ORF, and a T(n) tract in its promoter [31]. ON-OFF switching occurs due to variation in the length of the 
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CT(n) tract [31], with fine tuning of expression occurring via T(n) tract variation [32]. This fine tuning of sabA 

expression is a result of changes in the DNA structure of the promoter region through T tract length variation, 

leading to differences in RNA polymerase binding and therefore levels of transcription. 

The opacity proteins of Neisseria gonorrhoeae phase-vary through both ON-OFF switching and by expres- 

sion of multiple allelic variants [33]. Expression of allelic variants is the result of the number of CTCTT(n) 

repeats in the ORF of multiple variable copies of the opa genes [33,34]. The selective pressure of the host 

immune system drives variation of Opa protein expression [35], allowing evasion of pre-primed immune 

responses against this organism. 

 
Autotransporter proteins 
Autotransporters, also called Type V secretion systems, are characterised by an N-terminal passenger domain 

and a C-terminal transmembrane domain, through which the functional passenger domain is translocated to 

the bacterial surface [36,37]. Many autotransporters function as adhesins, and a selection for and against their 

expression during pathobiology would similarly provide advantages to the organisms containing them. The 

adhesin Hia in NTHi contains a T(n) SSR tract in its promoter, and switches between low and high expression 

levels due to variation in the length of this tract [4]. Selection for Hia expression occurs during colonisation of 

the host nasopharynx, and was commensurate with 34T residues present in the T(n) tract. However, Hia is 

immunogenic, and it was demonstrated that T(n) tract lengths that result in low Hia protein expression levels 

(30T residues) are selected for during in vitro opsonophagocytic killing assays [4]. Thus, selection and counter- 

selection for Hia protein expression levels, mediated by phase-variation, occur during NTHi colonisation and 

pathogenesis. 

A number of autotransporters in N. meningitidis are phase-variable. For example, NadA is a major adhesin 

in N. meningitidis, and forms part of the 4CMenB (Bexsero) vaccine against N. meningitidis serogroup B [15]. 

The nadA promoter contains a TAAA(n) repeat, with the number of TAAA(n) repeats affecting the spacing of 

key regulatory elements [38], and consequently differential expression. NadA has been shown to be highly 

expressed during infection [16], meaning that NadA could be targeted by a vaccine during disease even though 

it is phase-variable. MspA is an outer-membrane serine protease in N. meningitidis that can also be found in 

the extracellular medium due to auto-catalytic cleavage that releases the passenger domain. ON-OFF switching 

of expression of MspA occurs due to variation in the length of a C(n) SSR tract located in the ORF of the mspA 

gene [39]. MspA is expressed at high levels during invasive disease, [39,40] and is required for adhesion to 

human epithelial and endothelial cells [41]. The AutB adhesin switches ON-OFF due to changes in the length 

of an AAGC(n) SSR tract in its ORF [42]. Expression of AutB results in increased biofilm formation, but when 

phase-varied OFF, N. meningitidis is able to cross epithelial layers at a higher rate [42]. AutB is highly 

immunogenic, so switching OFF of expression would also allow evasion of an immune response. Thus, like Hia 

in NTHi, selection and counter-selection for AutB expression likely occur during meningococcal colonisation 

and disease progression. 

 

Pili, fimbriae, and flagella 
Type IV pili in the pathogenic Neisseria can phase-vary by multiple mechanisms. For example, the expression 

of pilC, encoding the putative tip adhesin of the Type IV pili [43], switches ON-OFF by variation in the length 

of a G(n) tract [44,45]. The major pili protein subunit, encoded by pilE, shuffles between multiple allelic var- 

iants by recombining with silent variable pilS loci [46,47]. N. gonorrhoeae has one expressed pilE gene and up 

to 19 silent variable pilS genes, distributed in four or five locations across the genome [48]. N. meningitidis typ- 

ically encodes four to eight variable pilS sequences, contained in a single locus on the chromosome [49]. 

Shuffling between pilE and pilS loci can also lead to non-functional sequences in the pilE locus, meaning cells 

are non-piliated [50]. RecA, Rep, and RecJ proteins, involved in DNA recombination, are all essential for pilin 

antigenic-variation in N. meningitidis [51]. RecA is amongst the seven proteins that are absolutely essential for 

pilin variation in N. gonorrhoeae [48,52], in addition to a guanine quadruplex motif upstream of the pilE gene 

[53]. Interaction between cells expressing different pilin variants within N. gonorrhoeae populations results in 

variable colony formation [54], which could, for example, influence biofilm formation and therefore gonococcal 

pathogenesis and treatment. 

The best-studied example of fimbrial phase-variation occurs in Type I fimbriae of Escherichia coli [55]. An 

invertible DNA element, fimS, which contains the fimA promoter, is encoded upstream of the major fimbrial 
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subunit gene, fimA. Inversions in fimS result in ON-OFF switching of the fimA gene [55] and consequently 

production, or not, of Type I fimbriae. 

Clostridium difficile is a major nosocomial pathogen and the cause of potentially fatal colitis. It is able 

to switch expression of its flagellar ON-OFF via inversions in the DNA associated with the flaB gene [56], 

termed the ‘flagellar switch’. Inversions in this promoter also alter production of the toxins TcdA and TcdB by 

C. difficile [57], which could have implications in C. difficile pathobiology. 

 

Iron acquisition proteins 
N. meningitidis encodes two separate haemoglobin receptors that are phase-variably expressed: HpuAB and 

HmbR [58]. ON-OFF switching occurs commensurate with the length of a G(n) tract located within the ORF of 

the hpuA and hmbR genes [6,58]. HmbR also shows allelic variation between different meningococcal strains, 

implying that the selection for variants occurs in vivo [59]. A strain lacking both HpuAB and HmbR was less 

virulent in a rat model of infection [60], but not impaired in its growth in human blood [61]. Examination of 

in vivo isolates showed that the majority of strains were phase-ON for hpuA or hmbR, implying that haemoglo- 

bin acquisition is key for systemic disease [62,63]. 

Haemoglobin and haptoglobin binding proteins are also phase-variable in H. influenzae. Genes for the 

related proteins HgpA, HgpB, and HgpC contain CCAA(n) SSR tracts in their ORFs, and show ON-OFF 

switching of expression [7]. HgpA is required for full virulence in an infant rat model of invasive disease [64], 

implying that the selection for HgpA ON would likely occur in invasive H. influenzae/NTHi isolates, although 

this remains to be investigated. 

A novel iron acquisition protein, Irp, expressed by the bovine pathogen Mannheimia haemolytica has been 

reported to undergo phase-variation [65]. The irp gene contains an A(n) SSR tract, with ON-OFF switching of 

irp expression resulting from changes in the number of adenine residues present [65]. In addition, a stem-loop 

structure formed by a short IR upstream of this A(n) tract contributes to rates of phase-variation [65], demon- 

strating a complex mode of phase-variable expression of this iron acquisition protein in M. haemolytica. 

 

Lipooligosaccharide biosynthetic enzymes 
Lipooligosaccharide (LOS) is a major virulence factor in a number of bacterial pathogens, such as NTHi and 

the pathogenic Neisseria, and has been proposed as a vaccine candidate for N. gonorrhoeae [66]. LOS contri- 

butes to NTHi survival in vivo [8,67]. Many LOS biosynthetic genes contain SSR tracts and are phase-variably 

expressed [68,69]. Variation of the expression of enzymes required for LOS biosynthesis results in a heterogen- 

ous LOS. In NTHi, at least seven LOS biosynthetic genes are phase-variable: lic1A, encoding a phosphorylcho- 

line transferase [70], lic2A encoding a galactosyltransferase [71], lic3A and lic3B encoding related 

sialyltransferases [67,72], lex2A encoding a glucosyltransferase [73], lgtC encoding a galactosyltransferase [74], 

and oafA encoding an O-acetyltransferase [12]. Variable expression of these genes is selected for when NTHi 

colonise or cause disease in humans. For example, the addition of galactose by Lic2A is required for resistance 

to human serum [75], and protects cells from neutrophil-mediated killing [11], but lic2A expression is switched 

OFF in the majority of invasive NTHi isolates [76]. This indicates a complex role for LOS modified by Lic2A, 

and demonstrates the fine tuning of phenotype afforded by phase-variable loci. Expression of the O-

acetyltransferase OafA is turned OFF in NTHi during middle ear infection [8], but turned ON during invasive 

disease [76]. During experimental infection of human volunteers with NTHi, both lex2A and lic1A were shown 

to switch from OFF to ON during nasopharyngeal colonisation [9]. These findings together show the rapid 

adaptability to be gained by LOS phase-variation during host colonisation and disease. 

C. jejuni, a major human gastric pathogen, also switches the expression of many LOS biosynthetic enzymes 

due to the presence of SSRs in these genes [77]. The addition of terminal GM1 or GM2 gangliosides is depend- 

ent on variation in the length of a G(n) tract in the wlaN gene, encoding a beta-1,3 galactosyltransferase [78]. 

These structures mimic host glycans, allowing C. jejuni to evade host immune responses [79], and is also the 

basis for the auto-immune disease Guillan–Barre syndrome [80]. LOS phase-variation can also result from 

shuffling between variable biosynthetic loci, leading to ‘mosaic’ LOS structures, caused by different specificities 

of the encoded enzymes [81]. C. jejuni isolates do not necessarily encode all LOS biosynthetic genes or contain 

point mutations in one or more biosynthetic loci [82,83], so in addition to switching expression of genes ON-

OFF, LOS heterogeneity can occur through lack of functional biosynthetic enzymes. 
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Phase-variation of gene expression through epigenetic 

regulation 
Epigenetic regulation by DNA methyltransferases 
Epigenetics is the study of heritable gene expression changes that occur without a change in the DNA sequence 

[84]. DNA methylation at adenine residues is the most common form of epigenetic regulation in bacteria [85]. 

The DNA methyltransferase Dam (DNA adenine methyltransferase) is a well-studied example of epigenetic 

regulation in bacteria. Dam regulates genes by methylating DNA or binding and competing with regulatory 

proteins at specific GATC target sites [23,86]. For example, variable expression of the Pap pilus and antigen 43 

(Ag43) in E. coli is mediated by Dam methylation at their respective promoters. Methylation of the pap pro- 

moter by Dam alters the affinity of the LRP regulatory protein for DNA, and results in ON-OFF phase-variable 

switching of Pap pilus expression [5,87]. Mutants lacking OxyR are locked ON for Ag43 expression, whereas 

strains lacking Dam are locked OFF for Ag43 expression, implying OxyR competes with Dam for unmethylated 

GATC sites in the promoter region of the ag43 gene [88]. 

Phase-variable DNA methyltransferases 
In addition to phase-variable genes encoding surface features, many bacterial pathogens encode cytoplasmic 

methyltransferases, associated with restriction-modification (R-M) systems, that are subject to phase-variation. 

Phase-variation of methyltransferase expression results in differential methylation throughout the genome, 

leading to variable expression of multiple genes through epigenetic mechanisms. These systems are called pha- 

sevarions ( phase-variable regulons), and have been described in a number of human-adapted pathogens [89– 
95]. All phasevarions described to date regulate expression of multiple genes, and many include proteins 

involved in host colonisation, survival, and pathogenesis, and many regulate putative vaccine candidates. The 

genes regulated by phasevarions do not contain any identifiable features, and so complicate the identification of 

an organism’s stably expressed protein repertoire. Phasevarions and their role in pathobiology and vaccine 

development have been described in detail in a number of recent reviews [18,24,96], and as such this review 

will only briefly describe them. 

Many of the phasevarions described to date are controlled by phase-variation of Type III mod genes [97]. In 

these systems, the methyltransferase (Mod) phase-varies between two states (ON or OFF) by variation in the 

number of SSRs in the encoding mod gene [98]. A recent survey of all Type III methyltransferases in REBASE 

showed that nearly 20% of Type III mod genes contain SSRs, are therefore able to phase-vary, and potentially 

able to control a phasevarion [99]. mod genes are highly conserved (>95% DNA sequence identity) in their 50 

and 30 regions, but contain a highly divergent central domain, the TRD (for Target Recognition Domain). The 

TRD determines the DNA sequence that is methylated by the Mod methyltransferase. Thus, mod genes can 

exist as multiple allelic variants, due to TRD variation, and which therefore encode enzymes that methylate a 

different DNA target sequence. Methylation of a different DNA target sequence means different Mod proteins 

regulate the expression of a different suite of genes; i.e. they control different phasevarions. For example, 

H. influenzae contains 21 different modA alleles [95]; Neisseria species contain 7 modB alleles [100]; and H. 

pylori contains 17 modH alleles [93]. 

Many Type I R-M systems contain multiple variable hsdS loci that contain IRs, and shuffle between multiple 

allelic variants. The specificity of Type I R-M systems is dictated by the encoded specificity gene, hsdS; if the 

expressed HsdS protein changes, so does the sequence methylated. Therefore, rather than Type III mod genes 

that reversibly switch ON-OFF, these Type I methyltransferases are always expressed, but as multiple allelic var- 

iants, dependent on the sequence of the expressed hsdS gene. These phase-variable Type I methyltransferases 

have been termed ‘inverting’ systems, as their specificity varies by DNA inversions [101]. Inverting Type I 

methyltransferases have been described and studied in Streptococcus pneumoniae [91] and Streptococcus suis 

[102], and observed in Listeria monocytogenes and Enterococcus faecalis [101], suggesting these systems are 

widespread in the bacterial domain. The inverting Type I methyltransferase in S. pneumoniae shuffles between 

six methyltransferase specificities (SpnD39III HsdS alleles A-F) [91], and is in part catalysed by a recombinase 

encoded at the Type I locus [103]. Phase-variation of the SpnD39III system results in the variable expression of 

the pneumococcal capsule [91], one of the main virulence factors of this organism. In S. suis, the inverting 

Type I system shuffles between four unique HsdS proteins [102]. 

A single Type I R-M system that varies by SSR tract variation has been identified in the human pathogen 

N. gonorrhoeae [104]. Variation in length of the SSR tract results in a truncated or full-length HsdS protein 
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Perspectives 
• The importance of the field: Understanding phase-variable genes in bacteria is key to under- 

standing bacterial adaptation to changing conditions within the host, and in determining the 
stably expressed protein and antigenic repertoire of organisms encoding phase-variable genes. 

 
• Summary of current thinking: Although phase-variable genes, and the genes controlled by 

phasevarions, are not ideal vaccine candidates as their expression is not stable, they can be 
included in multi-subunit vaccines if their expression is high and/or essential under certain cir- 
cumstances, or they are highly immunogenic. In order to design stable and efficacious vac- 

cines and treatments, a thorough understanding of the conditions influencing phase-variable 
gene expression is required, including pro- and anti-selective pressures, in vivo niches where 
the genes may be required, and the mode of phase-variable expression 

 
• Future directions: Study of in vivo selective pressures will be key for understanding phase- 

variable gene expression, but these are not usually easily replicated in vitro. However, a thor- 
ough investigation of phase-variable gene expression using multiple variable experimental 
conditions will provide the best possible information on which phase-variable genes can be 
included in rationally designed vaccines. This could potentially lead to the generation of vac- 
cines that contain only highly immunogenic phase-variable proteins, that are essential for 
important aspects of infection, thereby reducing the chances that all genes are switched OFF 
during infection. This would decrease the chances of vaccine escape. 

 
 

being expressed, resulting in two different methyltransferase specificities [104]. However, apart from the 

SpnD39III system in S. pneumoniae, none of these Type I systems have been shown to result in differential 

gene regulation commensurate with methyltransferase phase-variation. 

 

Summary/Conclusion 
Many host-adapted bacterial pathogens use phase-variation as a strategy to generate phenotypic variation 

within a population, which allows adaptation to changing host micro-environments, and evasion of the 

immune system. Phase-variable gene expression is rapid and reversible — variants better able to adapt to par- 

ticular conditions may be at a disadvantage in others, meaning a selection and counter-selection for variants is 

continually occurring in a bacterial population as it interacts with the host. A thorough and comprehensive 

understanding of phase-variable gene expression will allow the generation of improved vaccines and treatments; 

although it appears counter-intuitive to use proteins that show unstable expression in a vaccine, phase-variable 

proteins are often highly immunogenic, and if we understand their regulation, and the conditions in which 

they are required, we will have a further tool in our arsenal to combat many important pathogens. 
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IR, inverted repeat; LOS, lipooligosaccharide; NTHi, non-typeable Haemophilus influenzae; ORF, open reading 

frame; SSR, simple DNA sequence repeat. 
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Afterword 

To help modernize Chapter 1 (and this thesis) newly published information relevant 
to latter chapters, and their context in Chapter 1 can be found below: 

Under the ‘Adhesins’ and ‘Autotransporters’ sections of Chapter 1, NTHi membrane 
proteins HMW 1, HMW 2 and Hia are examined. Hia is found in ~25% of NTHi 
genomes, and HMWs (1 & 2) in the remaining ~75%. The initial review did not 
appropriately tie HMWs and Hia together, as both HMW1/2 and Hia appear to play 
similar roles in glycan (sialic acid) binding and biofilm formation, with Hia effectively 
mimicking the affinity of HMW 1 and HMW 2 [1]. Furthermore, new information 
suggests HMWs play a key role in NTHi biofilm formation, and that expression 
decreases after initial colonization in COPD patients [2].  
 
Referring to the ‘Lipooligosaccharide biosynthetic enzymes’ section of the above 
review; Recent findings show that the addition of galactose to the LOS structure by 
lic2A and lgtC is highly immunogenic, leading to the production of natural LOS IgM in 
both humans [3] and mice [4]. This immunogenicity is reversed through the activity of 
other LOS biosynthetic genes (such as lic3A/B), via sialylation of the galactose, 
protecting NTHi in the murine lung [4]. There is also evidence suggesting lic2A 
expression mediates immunogenicity in a galactose independent manner [5]. 
 
Finally, this thesis briefly touched on the zoonotic pathogen Pasteurella multocida in 
Chapter 4. This pathogen contains phase-variable virulence associated genes 
involved in LPS synthesis, such as latB [3], and natC [4].  
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Chapter 2  

Analysis of invasive Nontypeable Haemophilus influenzae isolates reveals 

selection for the expression state of particular phase-variable 

lipooligosaccharide biosynthetic genes 
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Foreword 

As introduced in Chapter 1, phase-variable genes offer a contingency strategy to 

many bacteria, and are often virulence determinants. A better understanding of the 

nature of phase-variable gene expression is needed to develop effective vaccines 

against important bacterial pathogens, such as NTHi. This chapter consists of a 

publication that examined and compared the state of seven lipooligosaccharide 

biosynthetic enzymes that are phase-variable in two NTHi strain collections: i) a 

carriage collection, consisting of strains isolated from the nasopharynx of infants (the 

ORChID collection); and ii) a collection of invasive NTHi isolates collected in South 

East Queensland from patients presenting to hospital with invasive bacterial disease. 

This study demonstrated certain enzymes are selected for during invasive disease, 

implying the glycans they add to LOS are important. This information will inform 

development of new therapies and diagnostics for NTHi.  
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ABSTRACT Nontypeable Haemophilus influenzae (NTHi) is a major human pathogen, 

responsible for several acute and chronic infections of the respiratory tract. The inci- 

dence of invasive infections caused by NTHi is increasing worldwide. NTHi is able to 

colonize the nasopharynx asymptomatically, and the exact change(s) responsible for 

transition from benign carriage to overt disease is not understood. We have previ- 

ously reported that phase variation (the rapid and reversible ON-OFF switching of 

gene expression) of particular lipooligosaccharide (LOS) glycosyltransferases occurs 

during transition from colonizing the nasopharynx to invading the middle ear. Varia- 

tion in the structure of the LOS is dependent on the ON/OFF expression status of 

each of the glycosyltransferases responsible for LOS biosynthesis. In this study, we 

surveyed a collection of invasive NTHi isolates for ON/OFF expression status of seven 

phase-variable LOS glycosyltransferases. We report that the expression state of the 

LOS biosynthetic genes oafA ON and lic2A OFF shows a correlation with invasive 

NTHi isolates. We hypothesize that these gene expression changes contribute to the 

invasive potential of NTHi. OafA expression, which is responsible for the addition of 

an O-acetyl group onto the LOS, has been shown to impart a phenotype of in- 

creased serum resistance and may serve as a marker for invasive NTHi. 

KEYWORDS NTHi, glycosyltransferase, invasive disease, lipooligosaccharide, phase 

variation 

 

ontypeable Haemophilus influenzae (NTHi) is a clinically significant bacterial patho- 

gen of global relevance. NTHi is able to colonize the human nasopharynx asymp- 

tomatically but is also responsible for acute and chronic infections of the respiratory 

tract, including middle ear infection (otitis media) in children (1), acute exacerbations in 

protracted bacterial bronchitis, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and bronchiec- 

tasis (2, 3), and community-acquired pneumonia in adults (4). Since the introduction of 

a vaccine against H. influenzae serotype b (Hib), the incidence of invasive infection 

caused by NTHi has increased significantly worldwide (5, 6). NTHi is now a major cause 

of severe invasive disease in neonates and is responsible for invasive infections in 

children that have significant comorbidities (7, 8). NTHi invasive infections are fatal in 

~10% of children between 2 and 4 years old and in ~17% of children under the age 

of 1 (9, 10). The increase in invasive disease caused by NTHi is likely due to multiple 

factors, including increasing numbers of vulnerable patient populations with complex 

comorbidities rather than simply Hib vaccine-induced strain replacement (5). Financial 
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and pathological burdens of NTHi are increasing annually in the absence of an NTHi 

vaccine and amplified by emerging antibiotic-resistant strains (11, 12). Several studies 

have investigated potential associations between the expression of certain virulence 

factors and invasive NTHi isolates (8, 13, 14), but none proved conclusive in demon- 

strating a link between any particular factor and the invasiveness of NTHi. 

Phase variation is the random and reversible switching of gene expression (15). 

Phase-variable gene expression can occur by several mechanisms, including homolo- 

gous recombination between allelic variants or variation in the length of simple 

sequence repeats (SSRs) (15). Phase variation mediated by slipped-strand mispairing of 

SSRs located within, or associated with, an open reading frame (ORF) commonly leads 

to the biphasic ON-OFF switching of gene expression (15). This results in the encoded 

protein being either expressed (ON) or not expressed (OFF) if there was a frameshift 

mutation, and premature transcriptional termination is introduced (15). The length of 

SSR tracts has been shown to correlate with rates of phase variation (16–18), with 

longer tracts exhibiting higher rates of phase variation. The ability to produce multiple 

phenotypic variants within a bacterial population promotes strain adaptability and 

survival and allows bacteria to evade host immune responses (15). Lipooligosaccharide 

(LOS) is a major NTHi virulence factor, and LOS presence has been shown to contribute 

to survival in vivo (19, 20). Many NTHi LOS biosynthetic genes contain SSR tracts and are 

phase-variably expressed (21, 22). Phase-variable LOS biosynthetic genes include lic1A, 

encoding a phosphorylcholine transferase (23), lic2A, encoding a galactosyltransferase 

(24), lic3A and lic3B, encoding related sialyltransferases (20, 25), lex2A, encoding a 

glucosyltransferase (26), lgtC, encoding a galactosyltransferase (27), and oafA, encoding 

an O-acetyltransferase (28) (a summary of NTHi LOS is presented in Fig. 1A). Therefore, 

ON/OFF switching of the expression of these glycosyltransferases will result in different 

LOS structures within an NTHi population. We have previously demonstrated that 

selection for particular LOS biosynthetic genes (oafA OFF) occurs with transition from 

colonizing the human nasopharynx to invading the middle ear cavity during the course 

of otitis media (19). 

Based on previous findings and the importance of LOS in NTHi pathobiology, we 

hypothesized that the expression of individual LOS biosynthetic gene loci is present or 

absent, or a particular expression status is selected for (phase-varied ON) or against 

(phase-varied OFF), during invasive NTHi infection. We used two extensive, unique 

collections of NTHi taken in South East Queensland, Australia, one containing invasive 

NTHi isolates collected over 20 years (29) and a second containing nasal swabs from 

healthy children over the first 2 years of life, the ORChID collection (30). By comparing 

isolates from the invasive collection to those in the carriage collection, we were able to 

investigate if differences in LOS structure occurred during invasive disease compared to 

its structure during carriage. We demonstrate that the expression status of particular 

LOS biosynthetic genes (lic2A and oafA) appears to be selected for in invasive NTHi 

isolates more so than in NTHi carriage isolates. 

 
RESULTS 

By using our fluorescent PCR approach coupled to fragment length analysis, we 

have been able to determine the ON/OFF expression status of each of seven phase- 

variable LOS biosynthetic genes (lic1A, lic2A, lic3A, lic3B, lex2A, lgtC, and oafA) (Fig. 1) in 

70 invasive NTHi isolates collected in South East Queensland, Australia (29). Where PCR 

products could not be produced for individual genes despite multiple attempts, we 

analyzed the genome sequences present for invasive isolates (BioProject accession 

number PRJEB18702) to confirm that these genes were in fact absent from those 

particular isolates (data not shown). In previous studies of this type, it has also been 

demonstrated that not all strains contain all seven LOS biosynthetic loci (19). By 

comparing the ON/OFF expression status of these genes in invasive isolates to that of 

NTHi carriage isolates from the same region (30), we were able to determine if particular 

genes are selected for during NTHi invasive infections. Our results show that five of 

these genes, lic1A, lic3A, lic3B, lex2A, and lgtC, demonstrated no statistically significant 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/?term=PRJEB18702
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FIG 1 Illustration of NTHi LOS structure and fragment analysis methodology. (A) Schematic representation of NTHi 

LOS and the roles of the glycosyltransferases encoded by the seven phase-variable loci studied in this work: 

Lic1A, phosphorylcholine transferase; Lic2A, galactosyltransferase; Lic3A and Lic3B, sialyltransferases; Lex2A,  

glucosyltransferase; LgtC, galactosyltransferase; OafA, O-acetyltransferase (28). NTHi LOS contains 2-keto-3- 

deoxyoctulosonic acid (KDO), pyrophosphoethanolamine (PPEtn), phosphoethanolamine (PEtn), heptose (Hep),  

galactose (Gal), glucose (Glc), phosphocholine (PCho), Neu5Ac (N-acetylneuraminic acid), and O-acetyl group (OAc). 

LOS structure is therefore dependent on the ON/OFF status of each of these seven genes. (B) An illustration of the 

PCR technique used to survey the repeat tract length of a phase-variable gene, in this case oafA, which contains 

a variable-length SSR tract made up of a GCAAn repeat (green box). Primers are designed to bind either side of this 

repeat tract, with the length of PCR product dependent on the number of GCAAn repeats present. Therefore, a 

population will contain a mixture of different-sized PCR products as the length of the repeat tract varies between 

individual bacterial cells. Fragments are then separated and sized, and the amount of each size was quantified  

using an ABI GeneScan system by using a fluorescently labeled forward primer (green star). (C) An example of a 

GeneScan fragment analysis trace, with the area under each peak representing the proportion of that fragment size 

(in bp) in the population. As we know what tract lengths lead to the ON or OFF status of each gene, we can then 

determine the proportion of the population that is ON or OFF based on this quantification. 

 
 

difference for either an ON or an OFF expression state in invasive isolates and did not 

show a significant difference from the ON/OFF status of carriage isolates. All data from 

fragment length analysis are presented in Data Set S1 in the supplemental material. 

In 59/70 invasive isolates, the lic2A gene was OFF, but it is also OFF in the majority 

of carriage isolates (16/17; no significant difference using a two-tailed Mann-Whitney U 

test) (Fig. 2). Lic2A is a galactosyltransferase and, in tandem with LgtC, is responsible for 

the addition of a digalactoside Galα(1-4)βGal moiety (24, 27) onto the LOS. Lic2A 

activity is responsible for the addition of the first galactose onto a glucose, providing 

a substrate for LgtC to add the second galactose (Fig. 1A). 

We demonstrate that the gene encoding an O-acetyltransferase, oafA, is generally 

OFF in carriage isolates but is ON in the majority of invasive NTHi isolates. The oafA 

gene is ON in 47/70 invasive NTHi isolates (67%) but ON in only 4/17 carriage isolates 
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FIG 2 Heat map showing the expression status of each of the seven phase-variable LOS biosynthetic loci 

assessed in this study. Seventy invasive NTHi isolates (29) and seventeen NTHi carriage isolates (30) were 

(Continued on next page) 
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(23%; P value of 0.011 using a two-tailed Mann-Whitney U test) (Fig. 2). OafA adds an 

O-acetyl group to the heptose antigen of the inner core of the LOS (Fig. 1A), and it has 

previously been reported that this O-acetylation, i.e., oafA ON, is required for resistance 

to complement-mediated killing by the host immune system (28). The oafA gene is also 

uniformly present in invasive isolates but is absent from 2/17 carriage isolates. The 

uniform presence of oafA in invasive isolates indicates that all NTHi isolates that are 

invasive have the potential to switch oafA ON. 

 
DISCUSSION 

Our investigation of a large collection of invasive NTHi isolates has allowed us to 

determine if particular LOS biosynthetic genes are present and have altered expression 

in sterile niches in the human host. While five out of seven of these biosynthetic genes 

(lic1A, lic3A, lic3B, lex2A, and lgtC) show no significant correlation with an ON or OFF 

expression state during invasive infection, we demonstrate that lic2A remains OFF in 

invasive isolates and oafA ON is statistically overrepresented in invasive isolates 

compared to the level in carriage isolates. 

Our observation that lic2A is OFF in most invasive isolates is intriguing, as this 

finding appears contradictory to earlier results. Expression of lic2A was previously 

demonstrated to confer resistance to human serum (31), and modification of the NTHi 

LOS inner core with a galactose by Lic2A has been shown to shield the cells from in vitro 

neutrophil-mediated killing assays when lic1A is phase-varied OFF, with this modifica- 

tion being associated with invasive NTHi isolates (32). However, our findings demon- 

strate that lic2A is OFF in the majority (59/70) of invasive NTHi isolates. Further work is 

required to identify what factors initially cause Lic2A expression for resistance to serum 

(licA2 ON) but then either appear to select against its expression (licA2 OFF) or do not 

require its further expression during invasive disease. 

We previously demonstrated that oafA OFF is selected for during otitis media (19), 

whereas this work demonstrates oafA ON occurs during invasive disease. Previous work 

with oafA expression in NTHi has demonstrated that O-acetylation of the LOS by OafA 

is required for resistance to complement-mediated killing by human serum (28). The 

differences in selection for oafA expression between two host niches (OFF in the middle 

ear/ON for invasion and serum resistance) demonstrate the rapid adaptability afforded 

by phase-variable genes: transition to occupying the middle ear appears to favor oafA 

OFF (19), whereas oafA ON occurs during invasive disease and is required for resistance 

to serum. Interestingly, loss of the related O-acetyltransferase OafA in the human 

enteric pathogen Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium, which acetylates the O-

antigen of lipopolysaccharide (33), leads to modulation of the immune response and 

may aid immune evasion (34). Therefore, it appears that acetylation of outer surface 

oligosaccharides is a common evolutionary mechanism of bacterial pathogens to avoid 

the immune response and perhaps leads to increased virulence. 

Modification of NTHi LOS with other glycan moieties has been shown to be 

important during pathogenesis. For example, NTHi strains isolated from blood show a 

decreased phosphorylcholine (PCho) content on their LOS relative to that of nasopha- 

ryngeal strains, which leads to decreased binding of antibodies and C-reactive protein 

(35), which aids survival in blood. However, this study did not investigate if the 

decreased PCho content of these invasive isolates was due to phase variation of Lic1A, 

the glycosyltransferase responsible for this modification (Fig. 1). We did not see any 

switching of lic1A in our survey (Fig. 2), which implies that the decreased PCho content 

of the LOS of invasive isolates (35) is due to a variety of factors that likely includes, but 

 

 
FIG 2 Legend (Continued) 

assessed for ON/OFF status using multiplexed fluorescent PCR. Fragment lengths were quantified using 

an ABI GeneScan system and quantified using PeakScanner software. ON/OFF status was calculated as 

described previously (19). Green, >70% ON; red, >70% OFF; orange, mixed ON/OFF; blue, no repeat 

tract; gray, no gene (no product from multiple PCR attempts). All percent ON and OFF values for each 

collection can be found in Data Set S2. CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; PD, peritoneal dialysis; NP, nasopharynx. 
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is not absolutely dependent on, lic1A switching OFF. Addition of a ketodeoxyoctanoate 

(KDO) residue as the terminal sugar of LOS rather than N-acetylneuraminic acid 

(Neu5Ac) (Fig. 1) is present during NTHi biofilm formation in vivo (36), meaning this 

modification may cause chronic infection with NTHi. Previous studies examining the 

role of LOS phase variation in NTHi pathobiology during infection of human volunteers 

have investigated the ON/OFF status of LOS biosynthetic genes (19, 37) and have 

shown selection for particular ON/OFF states: lex2A and lic1A were shown to switch 

from OFF to ON during nasopharyngeal colonization (37). This lic1A finding corrobo- 

rates the finding that shows decreased PCho in invasive NTHi isolates relative to that of 

strains from the nasopharynx (35). Our findings that oafA ON is selected for during 

invasive infection, and that the lic2A OFF expression state predominates in both 

carriage and invasive NTHi strains, add an extra level to the complexity of the factors 

that result in NTHi transitioning from benign carriage to causing overt disease. While 

we cannot determine if particular LOS structures resulting from the ON/OFF status of 

these genes lead to invasion or are actually selected for as NTHi moves to particular 

host niches, i.e., becomes invasive, our work has determined that particular LOS 

modifications are more prevalent during invasive NTHi disease. 

Expression and/or acquisition of particular factors was hypothesized to lead to the 

emergence of a particularly virulent clone of the closely related organism H. influenzae 

biogroup aegyptius (38), responsible for the acute and fatal invasive infection Brazilian 

purpuric fever (BPF) (39). +Biogroup aegyptius was previously well characterized as a 

pathogen causing purulent conjunctivitis, but the changes in the organism that were 

responsible for transition from causing conjunctivitis to causing severe invasive disease are 

uncharacterized. Nevertheless, several virulence factors were identified (40), with acquisi- 

tion of particular outer membrane proteins (41), secretion of extracellular proteins (42), 

expression of certain adhesins (43), and differences in LOS structure (38) all hypothesized to 

result in BPF, but none were ever conclusively shown to be absolutely required for virulence 

(38). Our demonstration that oafA ON is statistically associated with invasive isolates of NTHi 

could serve as an indicator for the invasive potential of NTHi strains, and this is one of the 

first genes shown to be associated with invasive NTHi disease. However, not all invasive 

isolates in our collection expressed oafA, and it is highly likely that there are other 

uncharacterized factors associated with invasive NTHi infection. 

In summary, our work has demonstrated a link between phase variation of particular 

LOS biosynthetic genes (oafA ON and lic2A OFF) and invasive disease caused by NTHi. 

Understanding the expression of these proteins and the structure of LOS during NTHi 

infection is particularly important, as knowledge of the factors involved in invasive NTHi 

disease will allow the design of better treatments, allow more accurate diagnosis of 

infection, and aid in the design of an efficacious and broadly effective vaccine. 

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Bacterial strains and growth conditions. Invasive NTHi strains used for this study were isolated from 

sterile sites in patients suffering H. influenzae infections in South East Queensland over a 15-year period (29). 

Information on age, site of isolation, and geographical location were all collected, but information on any 

comorbidity was not (29). The seventy isolates used in this study were selected to represent a broad random 

sample of the strains present in this collection. NTHi isolates were grown on brain heart infusion (BHI; Oxoid) 

supplemented (sBHI) with hemin (1%) and NAD (2 µg/ml) at 37°C in an atmosphere containing 5% (vol/vol) 

CO2. Isolates were previously confirmed as NTHi using commercially available sera (Phadebact Haemophilus 

test; MKL Diagnostics AB, Sollentuna, Sweden, and Denka Seiken, Tokyo, Japan) (29). Whole-genome se- 

quences of each of the seventy isolates were used to perform a BLAST search with NTHi OMP P2 and P6 gene 

sequences in order to provide additional confirmation (data not shown). Nasal (carriage) control samples were 

taken from the ORChID collection, a prospective birth cohort study of infants in South East Queensland where 

daily symptoms were recorded and weekly nasal swabs were collected from 158 infants during their first 2 

years of life (30). All samples used as carriage controls are from infants demonstrating no overt symptoms of 

respiratory illnesses either 2 weeks before or 2 weeks after sampling (44). 

DNA preparation, manipulation, and analysis. Bacterial genomic DNA from invasive isolates was 

prepared by boiling a 1-µl loop of each NTHi isolate in 200 µl Tris-EDTA buffer for 20 min, removing the debris 

by centrifugation (14,000 × g for 5 min), and collecting the supernatant, which contained genomic DNA. DNA 

from the ORChID carriage control samples was isolated as described previously (45). One µl of each DNA 

preparation was used in each PCR. PCR primers were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT; 

Singapore). Primers are described in Table 1. Multiplex PCR was carried out in 25-µl reaction mixtures using 
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Gene Repeat unit No. of repeats indicating ON or OFF Primer sequencea Reference 

 
 

TABLE 1 Primers used in this study 

lgtC GACA 10 = ON; 11 and 12 = OFF For: 5=-VIC-TCATCGAGCAAAGGCATTG-3= 19 
Rev: 5=-CTTACAGCTAAATAAGGTGC-3= 

lex2A GCAA 10 and 11 = OFF; 12 = ON For: 5=-NED-CGGAATTATGTTAATCAC-3= 19 

Rev: 5=-GTTTGCTTTGTGATGTAC-3= 
lic2A CAAT 10 = ON; 11 and 12 = OFF For: 5=-FAM-ACTGAACGTCGCAAA-3= 24 

Rev: 5=-GCTAATTAAACAGCCT-3= 
lic1A CAAT 10 and 11 = OFF; 12 = ON For: 5=-VIC-CAAAAATAACTTTAACGTG-3= 19 

Rev: 5=-AATGCTGATGAAGAAAATG-3= 
lic3A CAAT 10 and 11 = OFF; 12 = ON For: 5=-NED-ATTACCTGCAATAATGACAG-3= 21 

Rev: 5=-TATTCAATGAACGGTAGAAT-3= 
Lic3A specific: 5=-GCCAGTAGTCGCAAAAGTGTC-3= 

lic3B CAAT 11 = ON; 12 and 13 = OFF For: 5=-NED-ATTACCTGCAATAATGACAG-3= 21 

Rev: 5=-TATTCAATGAACGGTAGAAT-3= 
Lic3B specific: 5=-TCAAACATCTTGCCGTCTTC-3= 

oafA GCAA 9 and 10 = OFF; 11 = ON For: 5=-FAM-GCCTAATATTTATTATCTCTC-3= 28 

Rev: 5=-GTATGAATAATTAATGCTG-3= 
modA AGCC or AGTC 10 = ON; 11 and 12 = OFF For: 5=-FAM-ATGGCGGGCAAAGCACCGAAGA-3= 46 

  Rev: 5=-CAAAAAGCCGGTCAATTTCATCAAA-3=  

aFor, forward; Rev, reverse. 

 

 
GoTaq DNA polymerase (Promega) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Cycle conditions were the 

following: initial denaturation at 95°C for 2 min, followed by 30 cycles of denaturation at 95°C for 30 s, 

annealing at 52°C for 30 s, and extension at 72°C for 30 s, with a final extension at 72°C for 5 min. Samples 

were checked for multiplex products on 2% (wt/vol) agarose gels buffered with 1× Tris-borate-EDTA. DNA 

fragments were sized using the GeneScan system (Applied Biosystems International) at the Australian 

Genome Research Facility (AGRF; Brisbane, Australia), and traces were analyzed using PeakScanner software 

(Applied Biosystems International). Where a PCR product could not be produced for a particular gene in an 

isolate, we analyzed the genome sequence available for the invasive collection (PRJEB18702). An illustration 

of the fragment analysis PCR methodology and an example of a GeneScan trace and PeakScanner  

quantification are shown in Fig. 1B and C, respectively. The results shown in Fig. 2 indicate whether the 

genes investigated were ON (>70% ON; green), OFF (>70% OFF; red), or mixed ON and OFF (orange). 

This was determined from the number of nucleotide repeats in the SSR present in each gene (based on  

amplicon peak size) and calibrated using previous studies that have demonstrated the relationship 

between SSR length present in these seven LOS biosynthetic genes and gene expression status (19). 

 

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL 

Supplemental material for this article may be found at https://doi.org/10.1128/IAI 
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Chapter 3  

Characterisation of the Phase-variable Autotransporter Lav Reveals a Role in 

Host Cell Adherence and Biofilm Formation in Nontypeable Haemophilus 

influenzae 
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Foreword 

The autotransporter Lav is an NTHi outer-membrane protein, encoded by 

approximately 65% of NTHi strains. Although an orthologue had previously been 

characterised in Neisseria spp., the role of Lav in NTHi had never been studied. This 

investigation into Lav comprises this chapter. This work determined that the gene 

encoding Lav is phase-variable, commensurate with changes in length of a locus 

associated SSR tract. ON-OFF switching was demonstrated by generation of 

antisera specifically for this study. Phenotypic characterisation of Lav demonstrated 

expression is required for adherence to human lung cells, but not for adherence to 

human nasal cells, indicating a potential role for Lav in lung diseases caused by 

NTHi. Lav expression also results in increased biofilm formation by NTHi, a key 

pathology of multiple NTHi infections. Detailed sequence analysis demonstrated that 

three distinct allelic variants of Lav are encoded by NTHi strains, and two additional 

variants are present in Haemophilus spp overall. This study will direct and inform 

vaccine development against NTHi.  
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ABSTRACT Lav is an autotransporter protein found in pathogenic Haemophilus and 

Neisseria species. Lav in nontypeable Haemophilus influenzae (NTHi) is phase-variable: 

the gene reversibly switches ON-OFF via changes in length of a locus-located GCAA(n) 

simple DNA sequence repeat tract. The expression status of lav was examined in car- 

riage and invasive collections of NTHi, where it was predominantly not expressed 

(OFF). Phenotypic study showed lav expression (ON) results in increased adherence to 

human lung cells and denser biofilm formation. A survey of Haemophilus species ge- 

nome sequences showed lav is present in ~60% of NTHi strains, but lav is not pres- 

ent in most typeable H. influenzae strains. Sequence analysis revealed a total of five 

distinct variants of the Lav passenger domain present in Haemophilus spp., with these 

five variants showing a distinct lineage distribution. Determining the role of Lav in 

NTHi will help understand the role of this protein during distinct pathologies. 

KEYWORDS Lav, autotransporter, phase variation, adherence, biofilm, Haemophilus, 

lav, autotransporter proteins, biofilms 

 
ontypeable Haemophilus influenzae (NTHi) is a bacterial pathogen of global impor- 

tance. NTHi colonizes the human nasopharynx, but is an important pathogen in 

middle ear infection (otitis media) in children (1) and exacerbations in bacterial bron- 

chitis, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and bronchiectasis (2, 3), as well as com- 

munity-acquired pneumonia, in adults (4). NTHi also causes invasive infections, and 

these are fatal in ~10% of children <1 year of age and in ~25% of adults >80 years of 

age (5–7). Frequency of disease caused by NTHi is increasing annually, exacerbated by 

both the absence of an NTHi vaccine and emerging antibiotic resistance (8). 

Understanding the pathobiology and identifying the stably expressed antigenic reper- 

toire of NTHi are crucial for the rational design of a protein subunit vaccine, but this is 

complicated by factors like variable gene expression and low sequence conservation. 

Several host-adapted bacterial pathogens are able to randomly and reversibly 

switch gene expression, a process known as phase variation (9–11). Many bacterial 

genes phase-vary by changes in length of locus-located simple DNA sequence repeat 

(SSR) tracts. When SSR tracts are located in the open reading frame of a gene, this vari- 

ation in length results in ON-OFF switching of expression. Phase-variable genes 
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typically encode surface proteins such as iron acquisition factors (11), lipooligosacchar- 

ide (LOS) biosynthetic enzymes (12), and adhesins (13). Phase variation of bacterial sur- 

face features generates subpopulations of phenotypic variants, some of which may be 

better adapted to a particular niche or equipped to avoid an immune response. Many 

bacterial surface proteins are classified as autotransporters, and these contain a C-terminal 

b-barrel translocator domain in the outer membrane and an extracellular passenger do- 

main (14). Many virulence-associated autotransporters are phase-variably expressed, 

including UpaE in uropathogenic Escherichia coli (15), Hap (16) and Hia (17) in Haemophilus 

influenzae, and NalP (18, 19), AutA (20), and AutB (21) in Neisseria spp. A homologue of 

AutB, named Lav, has been described in multiple Haemophilus spp. (21, 22). The lav gene 

has also been reported to be phase-variable, as a GCAA(n) SSR tract is present in the lav 

open reading frame (22). Investigation into AutB in Neisseria meningitidis found the protein 

played a role in biofilm formation and was phase-varied OFF in available genomes (21). 

Study of another Lav homologue, Las, in H. influenzae biogroup aegyptius, has suggested a 

role in inflammatory cytokine production (23) and increased expression associated with 

disease progression (24). The function of Lav in NTHi has not been studied in detail, 

although over multiple rounds of infection, the lav gene was shown to phase-vary OFF 

(25), implying selection against Lav during chronic/recurrent infections. Therefore, we 

sought to undertake a phenotypic characterization of the role of Lav in NTHi and to deter- 

mine the prevalence and diversity of this protein in Haemophilus spp. 

 
RESULTS 

Lav expression is phase-variable in NTHi due to changes in length of an SSR 

tract in the open reading frame. In order to study Lav function during colonization and 

disease, we used prototype NTHi strain 86-028NP (26), which carried lav (NTHI0585) and 

enriched populations of bacteria, via single-colony screening using fluorescent PCR (Fig. 

1A) for GCAA(n) SSR tract lengths corresponding to all three possible reading frames. This 

resulted in three isogenic populations enriched for tracts containing 21 (21r), 22 (22r), or 

23 (23r) GCAA repeats (Fig. 1B). Analysis of lav in silico using the genome annotation from 

strain 86-028NP (GenBank accession no. CP000057) determined that lav containing 21 

GCAA(n) repeats would be in frame and ON (expressed), and those populations where the 

GCAA(n) tract was 22 or 23 repeats would be out of frame and OFF (not expressed), due to 

premature transcriptional termination at stop codons in these two alternate reading 

frames. We also cloned and overexpressed the predicted passenger domain of Lav from 

86-028NP (Lav-bind protein), based on previous analysis (22) to raise antisera. Western 

blots using this antiserum and the three enriched populations confirmed our prediction 

that the variant with 21 repeats was ON (21r lav ON) and that those with 22 and 23 

repeats were OFF (22r lav OFF and 23r lav OFF, respectively), as we could only detect the 

Lav protein in the 21r population (Fig. 1C). (The full Coomassie-stained gel and Western 

blot are presented in Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). 

The lav gene is switched OFF in NTHi isolates during both colonization and 

invasive infection. We previously examined two collections of NTHi isolates for the 

expression of multiple lipooligosaccharide (LOS) biosynthetic enzymes (27), demon- 

strating that certain enzymes were selected for during invasive disease. We sought to 

further utilize these two collections to determine if phase variation of the lav gene 

occurred during colonization and invasive disease. These two collections comprised 

carriage isolates, the ORChID collection (28–30), and a collection of invasive NTHi iso- 

lates (31). Fluorescently labeled PCR of the GCAA(n) repeat tract of the lav gene (Fig. 

1A) was used to determine the ratio of each tract length present in the bacterial popu- 

lation and to calculate the percentage of ON/OFF ratio of that population. Analysis of 

16 isolates from our carriage collection showed that lav was present in all strains and 

predominantly OFF in these isolates (14/16 [87.5%]) (Table 1). Analysis of our invasive 

collection determined that the lav gene was present in ~69% of the strains (Table 1), 

and where present, it was also predominantly OFF (present in 50/72 isolates; of the 50 

isolates containing an lav gene, the gene is OFF in 49/50 [98%]). This indicates that 

expression of lav may not be required during either colonization or invasive infection, 

https://journals.asm.org/journal/iai
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FIG 1 Phase variation of the lav gene. (A) The 2.2-kb lav gene, with a 59GCAA(n) simple sequence 

repeat (SSR) tract in gray. A fluorescently (FAM)-labeled forward primer (Lav_F; with FAM indicated by 
green hexagon) binds upstream of the SSR tract. The reverse primer (Lav_R) binds downstream of the 
SSR tract. (B) Fragment analysis traces of enriched variants for three consecutive GCAA (n) repeat tract 

lengths (21r, 22r, and 23r). (C) Western blot using whole-cell lysates of 86-028NP isogenic strains 
enriched in panel B with the lav gene containing an SSR number of 21, 22, or 23 repeats. An SSR 

tract number of 21 (21r) puts the gene in frame and ON, as indicated by presence of the Lav protein 

detected using anti-Lav antisera. The 22r and 23r populations have the lav gene out of frame and 

OFF, with no Lav detected in cell lysates of these strains. 

 
 

or there is a direct selection against expression of the Lav protein during both pheno- 

typic states. 

Lav expression results in increased host cell adherence, but not invasion. In 

order to determine if Lav expression was required for an aspect of NTHi-induced dis- 

ease other than nasopharyngeal colonization or invasive infection, we investigated the 
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TABLE 1 Fragment length analysis of invasive and carriage collections screened for lav SSR 
tract length using the Lav_F and Lav_R primers 

No. (%) by fragment length analysisa
 

Collection OFF ON Mixed No gene Total % gene presence 

Invasive 49 (68.06) 1 (1.39) 0 (0.00) 22 (30.56) 72 69.4 (50/72) 

Carriage 14 (87.5) 2 (12.5) 0 (0) 0 (0) 16 100 (16/16) 

aThe results shown indicate whether the lav gene was ON (>70% ON), OFF (<70% OFF), or mixed ON and OFF or 

if there was no gene because we could not amplify a PCR product. 

 
 

broad role of Lav during adherence to and invasion of the A549 human cell line, iso- 

lated from the lower human airway, using our ON/OFF enriched populations. These 

assays demonstrated that the Lav protein has a role in adherence to host cells, as 21r 

lav ON showed a significantly greater percentage of adherence to A549 cells than both 

22r and 23r lav OFF variants (P<0.05) (Fig. 2A). However, there was no significant dif- 

ference in the ability of ON and OFF variants to invade these cells (Fig. 2A). The CFU/ 

well and multiplicity of infection (MOI) values for both adherence and invasion assays 

are presented in Fig. S2 in the supplemental material. To further assess the role of lav 

in adherence during colonization, we performed assays using human nasal airway epi- 

thelial cells. These cells are primary epithelial cells differentiated ex vivo into a pseudos- 

tratified epithelium composed of basal cells, mucous-producing cells and ciliated, 

which better reflect the typical site of NTHi colonization. Expression of Lav did not 

result in an increase in adherence, with no significant difference (NSD) between our 

21r lav ON variant compared with both 22r and 23r lav OFF variants (P value of NSD) 

(Fig. 2B). In order to determine that lav phase variation was not occurring during our 

experiments, we determined the phase-variable status of lav during both in vitro sub- 

culture and during our adherence and invasion assays, with no change in SSR tract 

length under any conditions, and therefore no phase variation occurring, during these 

experiments (see Fig. S3 in the supplemental material). The phase-variable glycosyl- 

transferase Lic1A (32) modifies lipooligosaccharide (LOS) by adding a phosphorylcho- 

line (ChoP) residue (33) that binds platelet activating factor on human cells (34) and 

has a key role in NTHi adherence. In order to determine that lic1A phase variation is 

not affecting our results, we determined the phase-variable status of lic1A during our 

adherence and invasion assays. These data showed that Lic1A expression is stable dur- 

ing all in vitro assays (ON in all three enriched Lav variants) (Fig. S3), and as such, we 

can rule out Lic1A as a factor in our results. 

We also found that Lav expression is not required for interbacterial adherence, as 

there was no difference in the rate of settling as determined by using the optical den- 

sity of a static culture of each of our enriched variants over 4 h (Fig. 2C). 

Lav is not required for adherence to ECM components. Epithelial cells of the 

human respiratory tract produce multiple extracellular matrix (ECM) components (35– 

37). Since lav ON/OFF status affected the ability of NTHi to adhere to lung epithelial 

cells (Fig. 2A), we tested adherence of the lav variants to the ECM components laminin, 

fibronectin, and vitronectin for 1 h. There was no significant difference observed 

between the percentages of adherence of the variants to laminin, fibronectin, or vitro- 
nectin (Fig. 2D), indicating that Lav is not involved in adherence of NTHi to these ECM 

components, but may instead be required to adhere specifically to a receptor or recep- 

tors only present on host cells. 

Lav expression results in biofilms with greater biomass and thickness. To deter- 

mine if Lav phase variation resulted in differences in biofilm formation, a key feature of 

NTHi pathology, biofilms of our enriched 21r lav ON, 22r lav OFF, and 23r lav OFF var- 

iants were grown for 24 h. Biofilms formed by the 21r lav ON variant exhibited signifi- 

cantly greater biomass and average thickness compared to variants that did not 

express Lav (22r and 23r lav OFF) (Fig. 3A and B). Biofilms formed by 22r lav OFF 

tended to have an architecture that was rougher in comparison to either of the other 
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FIG 2 Impact of Lav expression on adherence and invasion. (A) The impact of Lav expression on adherence to 

and invasion of human A549 lung cell line was evaluated with Lav ON/OFF variants in NTHi strain 86-028NP, 

which expresses the Lav 1.2 variant. (B) Impact of Lav expression on adherence to ex vivo differentiated human 

airway epithelial cells was evaluated with Lav ON/OFF variants in NTHi strain 86-028NP. (C) Autoaggregation 

(Continued on next page) 
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FIG 3 Impact of Lav expression on biofilm formation. (A) Biomass, (B) average thickness, and (C) roughness of  

biofilms grown for 24 h. Biofilms formed by the Lav-expressing variant were of significantly greater biomass 

and thickness than those formed by the Lav-nonexpressing variants. Biofilms were analyzed by COMSTAT2, and 
values are shown as the mean 6 standard error of the mean. Statistical analysis was carried out by one-way 
ANOVA. Error bars represent standard deviation from mean values. P values were considered significant at 

,0.05  (*),  ,0.01  (**),  or  ,0.001  (***).  NSD,  no  significant  difference  between  any  of  the  strains.  (D) 

Representative low-magnification images of biofilm density and distribution. Biofilms formed by 21r lav ON 
appeared denser, with more and larger tower-like structures compared to 22r lav OFF. 23r lav OFF formed 
biofilms with an intermediate distribution and smaller tower-like structures. Bacteria are shown in green. Scale 

bar, 500 mm. 

 

variants, likely due to the more dispersed nature of these biofilms, but the roughnesses 

of all three variants were statistically similar (Fig. 3C). Based on gross biofilm abun- 

dance and microscopic analysis (Fig. 3D), NTHi strains that expressed Lav (21r lav ON) 

formed significantly larger biofilms overall. 

lav distribution and conservation in Haemophilus spp. Previous studies demon- 

strated a broad distribution of lav and multiple allelic variants of the Lav passenger domain 

in Haemophilus spp. (21, 22). However, there was no consistent naming of these variants in 

Haemophilus spp., nor a thorough analysis of the distribution or variability present. 

Therefore, we examined all fully annotated Haemophilus species genomes available in 

NCBI GenBank. There were 73 fully annotated H. influenzae genomes available at the time 

of this investigation. Of those 73, 47 were NTHi, and the remainder were either typeable 

(serotypes a to f), or the serotype was undetermined. The lav gene was present in 29/47 

NTHi genomes (~62% gene presence), very similar to that observed in our invasive collec- 

tion (69% presence). Interestingly, lav was absent in all strains annotated as serotypes b to 

f, but was present in all strains (4) annotated as H. influenzae serotype a. A lav homologue, 

named las, was present in all 11 available genomes of H. influenzae biogroup aegyptius (7 

fully annotated plus 4 available genomes) (Fig. 4). 

 
 

FIG 2 Legend (Continued) 

was investigated by monitoring the OD600 of static cultures of our ON/OFF variants. (D) Adherence of NTHi lav 

variants to ECM proteins fibronectin, laminin, and vitronectin. Statistical analysis was carried out by one-way 

ANOVA. Error bars represent standard deviation from mean values. *, P , 0.05; **, P , 0.01; NSD, no 
significant difference between any of the strains. 
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FIG 4 Distribution of lav genes in Haemophilus spp. A phylogenetic tree was generated by CLUSTAL OMEGA (1.2.4) using 16S rRNA 

gene sequences from NTHi and H. influenzae serotype a GenBank entries. For sequences, see Table S1. In each case, the prefix 

(Continued on next page) 
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FIG 5 Alignment of the Lav passenger domain alleles. Clustal Omega (1.2.4) was used to align the distinct Lav  

passenger domain allele forms using representative amino acid sequences from five strains: R2866 (1.1), 86- 

028NP (1.2), 375 (2), HE40 (3.1), and HE07 (3.2). 

 
 

Furthermore, we carried out detailed sequence analysis of all lav genes from these 

73 Haemophilus species genomes, as previous work in Neisseria spp. had identified a 

number of allelic variants (21). Passenger domain variants 1 and 2 (previously named 

AutB1 and AutB2, respectively [21]) were found exclusively in strains annotated as 

NTHi, with an approximate 60:40 split (59 and 41%, respectively). There appears to be 

a lineage distribution of these variants, with closely related strains containing the same 

passenger domain allele (Fig. 4). Alignment of the sequences of the Lav passenger do- 

main (Fig. 5) showed that they were more diverse than previously described (21). 

Analysis of variant 1 showed two subvariants present, with only 73.06% identity and 

which we propose to name variants 1.1 and 1.2 (see the alignment in Fig. S4 in the sup- 

plemental material). With the exception of one H. haemolyticus strain, Lav passenger 

 
FIG 4 Legend (Continued) 

indicates the species: NTHi, nontypeable Haemophilus influenzae; Hia, Haemophilus influenzae serotype a; aeg, Haemophilus influenzae 
biogroup aegyptius; Hh, Haemophilus haemolyticus. The suffix indicates the strain name: i.e., “NTHi_86028NP” is nontypeable 

Haemophilus influenzae strain 86-028NP. Included in the figure is the Lav passenger domain allele form (1.1, 1.2, 2, 3.1, and 3.2) and a 

negative column (-ve) to show genomes that did not contain the lav gene. The specimen origin/disease information for each sample 

has been included, where available. 
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domain variant 3 (previously named AutB3 [21]) was found exclusively in H. influenzae 

biogroup aegyptius strains. Our sequence analysis of variant 3 also showed two distinct 

subvariants, showing only 51.26% identity, and therefore we have also proposed delin- 

eating variant 3 into variants 3.1 and 3.2 (see the alignment in Fig. S4). 

 
DISCUSSION 

Surface-exposed NTHi phase-variable autotransporters are important virulence 

determinants (38). A Lav homologue named AutB was shown to be highly diverse and 

carried multiple allelic variants of the functional passenger domain (21), with AutB im- 

portant for biofilm formation in N. meningitidis. Previous work demonstrated that the 

lav gene in NTHi phase-varied OFF during repeated infection (22). Therefore, we aimed 

to determine the phenotypic role of Lav in NTHi and to rationalize the prevalence and 

diversity of Lav in Haemophilus spp. 

Analysis of our carriage and invasive NTHi collections (27) revealed lav to be present 

in ~69% (50/72) of strains in our invasive collection (Table 1), but in every strain in our 

carriage collection (Table 1). The presence of Lav in our invasive collection is very simi- 

lar to that found in NTHi strains with a publicly available genome (lav found in ~62% 

of fully annotated NTHi genomes) and likely is representative of the presence of this 

protein in NTHi as a whole (Fig. 4). The high proportion of Lav observed in our carriage 

collection is likely an artifact of a small sample size (16 isolates). Analysis of our invasive 

and carriage collections showed that lav is predominantly phase-varied OFF in NTHi 

strains colonizing the nasopharynx (carriage collection; 87.5%) and during invasive 

infection (where present, lav is OFF in 49/50 isolates, equating to 98%), suggesting 

that Lav is either not required or directly selected against during both colonization and 

invasive infection, or Lav is expressed in a distinct niche. Our invasive collection also 

represents just a “snapshot” of the exact phenotypic state at a particular time point 

during invasive infection: i.e., when treatment is required, which is likely to be during 

the later stages of disease. Previous work has shown that the lav gene switches OFF 

over subsequent episodes of infection (25), but can rapidly change expression over 

short periods (24). As we have found it to be OFF in the majority of both carriage and 

invasive isolates, it is possible that selection for the OFF state is due to negative selec- 

tion from immune detection/pressure. Immune selection against multiple outer mem- 

brane proteins has been reported in N. meningitidis (39), with gene expression phase- 

varying from ON to OFF during persistent carriage. Similar work with an additional 

phase-variable autotransporter in NTHi, Hia, showed Hia phase-varies OFF during opso- 

nophagocytic killing (17). Our phenotypic findings regarding biofilm formation are also 

in agreement with previous work involving the Lav homologue AutB in Neisseria men- 

ingitidis (21). It therefore appears that Lav and AutB play a similar role in both species. 

The establishment of bacterial biofilms is critical during colonization and disease. 

Biofilms help bacteria adhere to the mucosal surfaces and provide increased resistance 

to host defenses and antimicrobials (40–42). Thus, expression of Lav might provide a 

selective advantage to NTHi during initial colonization and establishment at the muco- 

sal surface. Once established, factors such as immune pressures or microenvironmental 

conditions may select against the Lav-expressing subpopulation, as observed in the 

persistently colonized or invasive isolates assessed. The bacteria isolated from patients 

suffering an invasive NTHi infection (our invasive collection) such as bacteremia, men- 

ingitis, and sepsis will be free growing/planktonic, and not growing in a biofilm. As 

such, the pressures to be Lav OFF during invasive disease and Lav ON to form a biofilm 

occur in two completely different environments and with bacteria in very different 

growth states. Therefore, the selection for ON in one environment (e.g., on a mucosal 

surface in the middle ear space) and OFF in another (e.g., during growth in blood) is 

feasible and characteristic of the advantages provided by the ability to randomly and 

reversibly switch between phenotypes in response to changing selective pressures. 

Our phenotypic analysis demonstrated that Lav has a role in adherence to, but not inva- 

sion of, human A549 lung cells (Fig. 2A), but intriguingly, does not have a role in adherence 
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to differentiated nasal airway epithelial cells (Fig. 2B). It is possible that the (as yet 

unknown) receptor that Lav interacts with is present on lung, but not nasal, cells and could 

reflect a specific role for Lav in adherence to the lower airway. Further characterization is 

required to determine the exact receptor that Lav interacts with. Lav expression is also not 

required for adherence to ECM proteins (Fig. 2D). This indicates that there is a state in 

which Lav expression is beneficial—perhaps during progression from the upper to the 

lower respiratory tract or while establishing a lower airway or a middle ear infection. This 

adds further weight to our speculation that Lav interacts with a receptor present on spe- 

cific human cells and does not directly bind to the ECM proteins fibronectin, laminin, and 

vitronectin. The NTHi autotransporter Hia has been shown to bind to human specific gly- 

cans rather than proteins as high-affinity receptors (43). 

Understanding the prevalence and conservation of Lav is key for determining its suit- 

ability for use in a rationally designed subunit vaccine against NTHi. Our analysis deter- 

mined that the lav gene is found in ~62% of Haemophilus spp. Intriguingly, there was no 

lav gene, or close homologue, in any strain annotated as H. influenzae serotypes b to f. The 

presence of Lav in H. influenzae serotype a only may suggest that this protein is an impor- 

tant virulence factor in these strains, although the small number of sequences publicly 

available for analysis means this hypothesis will require further investigation. 

Our investigation of the diversity of the Lav passenger domains present in Haemophilus 

spp. showed that there are five different allelic variants of the Lav passenger domain (the 

functional extracellular region) present in Haemophilus spp. Our detailed sequence analysis 

showed that both variants 1 and 3 can be further divided into two separate allelic variants— 

1.1 and 1.2 and 3.1 and 3.2 (Fig. 5). Variants 3.1 and 3.2, previously annotated as Las (22, 23), 

are found almost exclusively in H. influenzae biogroup aegyptius isolates. 

H. influenzae biogroup aegyptius strains cause the invasive disease Brazilian purpu- 

ric fever (BPF), a meningitis-like disease with high fatality (44). The ubiquitous presence 

of Lav variants 3.1 and 3.2 in H. influenzae biogroup aegyptius isolates supports the 

idea that these particular variants contribute to the development of BPF, although it 

has previously been reported that no single factor is required for BPF (44). It has also 

previously been reported that las expression is highly variable in an animal model of 

BPF (24), with expression of the gene shown to decrease (switch OFF) after 24 h and 

then increase (switch ON) at the 48-h time point postinfection, demonstrating complex 

regulation of Lav/Las occurs during disease. In summary, our analysis has shown that 

there are five unique variants of the Lav passenger domain encoded by Haemophilus 

spp., and there is a distinct distribution between serotypes/species. Future investiga- 

tion into the functional differences between passenger domain variants is needed to 

determine if these variants have different functions. 

It is important to understand the role of bacterial surface factors like Lav in order to 

understand NTHi-mediated diseases and to develop effective vaccines and treatments. 

Our work has determined that expression of a particular Lav variant (1.2 in strain 86- 

028NP) results in greater host cell adherence and biofilm formation and demonstrated 

that the lav gene is present as five different allelic variants in Haemophilus spp. As Lav 

is present  in ~60%  of  NTHi strains,  understanding the  role  of  all  variants is  key  to 

understanding NTHi disease, and further work is required to assess if Lav can form part 

of a multisubunit, rationally designed vaccine against NTHi. 

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Bacterial isolate collections. Nasal (carriage) control samples were taken from the ORChID collection, a 

prospective birth cohort study of infants in South East (SE) Queensland. As part of this collection, respiratory 

disease symptoms were recorded daily, and weekly nasal swabs were collected from 158 infants during their 

first 2 years of life (2010 to 2012) (28). All samples used as carriage controls were randomly selected from 

infants demonstrating no overt symptoms of respiratory illnesses either 2 weeks before or after sampling 

(29). Invasive NTHi isolates used for this study were isolated from patients suffering from H. influenzae infec- 

tions in SE Queensland over a 15-year period (2001 to 2015) (31). Information on age, sample site, and geo- 

graphical location were collected, but not on comorbidities (31). 

Bacterial growth and media. NTHi isolates were grown in brain heart infusion (BHI; Oxoid) supple- 

mented (sBHI) with hemin (1%) and b-NAD (2 mg/mL) at 37°C in an atmosphere containing 5% (vol/vol) 
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CO2. Escherichia coli strains were grown in Luria-Bertani (LB) broth or on LB agar (LB broth plus 1.5% [wt/ 

vol] bacteriological agar). LB was supplemented with ampicillin (100 mg/mL) as required. 

SSR tract PCR and fragment analysis. Bacterial genomic DNA from invasive isolates was prepared 

as described previously (27). Standard methods were used throughout for PCR using GoTaq Flexi DNA  

polymerase according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Promega), and fragment analysis was carried 

out as previously described (45). lav ON/OFF status was determined from the number of GCAA repeats 

in the SSR tract present in the gene (based on amplicon peak size), using Lav_F (6-carboxyfluorescein 
[FAM]–GCCCCATTTATTTTTACTTGACAAAGG) and Lav_R (GCTCATTTGTTAATTTAGAATTGTCATAAG) pri- 

mers. lic1A ON/OFF status was determined from the number of CAAT repeats in the SSR tract present in 
the gene (based on amplicon peak size), using Lic1A_F (VIC-CAAAAATAACTTTAACGTG) and Lic1A_R 

(AATGCTGATGAAGAAAATG) primers. Amplicons were sized and quantified using the GeneScan system 

(Applied Biosystems International) at the Australian Genome Research Facility (AGRF; Brisbane, 

Australia), and traces were analyzed using PeakScanner software 2.0 (Applied Biosystems International). 

Enriched ON and OFF Lav variants in strain 86-028NP were generated by colony screening and enrich- 

ment for GCAA tract lengths in the lav SSR tract. 

Cloning Lav protein fragment for generation of antisera. The Lav passenger domain and flanking 
region, comprising residues 250 to 540 of the full protein, were expressed by cloning the encoding DNA  

into the pET15b vector, in-frame with the N-terminal His tag, The coding region was amplified from 

strain 86-028NP using primers Lav_bind-F (AGTCAGCATATGCAAGATAACTCACACGTTATCG) and Lav_ 

bind-R (CTGACTGGATCCTTAGTGGCGGAAGCGTTGATATTG) with KOD HotStart proofreading DNA poly - 

merase (Novagen) and cloned into the NdeI and BamHI sites of pET15b, to generate vector pET15b::Lav- 

bind. Expression was carried out using E. coli BL21(DE3) containing the pET15b::Lav-bind vector in LB 

broth induced with 1 mM isopropyl b-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) at 37°C with shaking for 16 h. 

Purification with Talon metal affinity resin (TaKaRa) was carried out from the insoluble fraction by using 

multiple rounds of sonication and washes in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing 0.1% (vol/vol) 

Tween. Following purification, pure Lav-bind was dialyzed twice at 4°C for 12 h in PBS. 

Western blotting. Protein lysates of whole NTHi cells were prepared by heating whole-cell suspensions 

at 99°C for 40 min. These were electrophoresed on 4 to 12% Bis-Tris polyacrylamide gels (Invitrogen) at 150 V 

for 45 min in Bolt MOPS (morpholinepropanesulfonic acid) running buffer (Invitrogen). Samples were trans- 

ferred to nitrocellulose membrane at 15 V for 1h. Membranes were blocked with 5% (wt/vol) skim milk in Tris- 

buffered saline with 0.1% Tween 20 (TBS-T) by shaking overnight at 4°C. Primary mouse antibodies against the 

Lav-bind protein (anti-Lav antisera) were raised in BALB/c mice at the Institute for Glycomics Animal Facility. 

Fifty micrograms of purified Lav-bind protein in alum was used per mouse. Primary antibody was used at a 

1:1,000 dilution in 5% (wt/vol) skim milk in TBS-T for 1h with shaking at room temperature. Membranes were 

washed multiple times in TBS-T for 1 h before addition of secondary antibody (goat anti-mouse alkaline phos- 

phatase conjugate; Sigma), as described above, at a 1:2,500 dilution. Membranes were washed for 1 h in TBS- 

T, before development at room temperature with SigmaFAST BCIP/NBT (5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolylphos- 

phate–nitroblue tetrazolium) prepared according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Sigma). 

Animal ethics. Animal work was approved by Griffith University Animal Ethics Committee protocol 

no. GLY/16/19/AEC. Animals were cared for and handled in accordance with the guidelines of the 

Australian National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC). 

Adherence and invasion assays with A549 cells. NTHi adherence and invasion were assessed as 

described previously (46, 47). Approximately 2.5 × 105 A549 cells were seeded into each well of a flat-bottom 

24-well plate (Greiner, Germany) and allowed to settle overnight (37°C) before inoculation with NTHi at an 

MOI of 30:1 or 8 × 106 CFU in 250 mL of RPMI medium (Dubco) containing 10% (vol/vol) fetal calf serum 

(FCS). Plates were incubated for 4 h at 37°C with 5% (vol/vol) CO2. Wells were washed of nonadherent NTHi 

cells via multiple gentle washes with 1 mL of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). Visual checks were performed 

to ensure A549s were intact, and planktonic NTHi cells were removed. Wells were then treated with 250 mL 

of 0.25% trypsin-EDTA to dislodge adherent bacteria (5 min at 37°C) before serial dilution and drop plating 

on Columbia blood agar (CBA) plates to enumerate bacterial loads. Results represent triplicate values from bi- 

ological duplicates. The percentage of adherence was calculated from the CFU in the inoculum. 

Invasion assays were identical to the adherence assay, with the following extra steps following re- 

moval of adhered bacteria. Extracellular bacteria were killed via treatment with 100 mg/mL gentamicin 

in RPMI containing 10% (vol/vol) FCS for 1 h at 37°C. The effectiveness of gentamicin treatment was  

assessed by plating supernatant following treatment, with no bacterial growth evident. Wells were then 

treated with 250 mL 0.2% (vol/vol) saponin to lyse A549 cells (releasing intracellular bacteria). Visual 

checks were made to confirm cell lysis. Surviving intracellular NTHi cells were enumerated via serial dilu- 

tion and drop plating as per adherence assays. Results represent triplicate values from biological dupli- 

cates. The percentage of invasion was calculated from the CFU in the inoculum. 

Adherence to differentiated human nasal airway epithelial cells. NTHi adherence was assessed in 

the model using normal human nasal airway epithelial (HNAE) cells differentiated ex vivo. These primary 

cells were differentiated ex vivo into basal cells, ciliated cells, and mucous-producing cells organized in a 

pseudostratified epithelium that replicates the structure and nature of the human upper airway epithe- 

lium. HNAE cells were collected from healthy donors (human ethics approval GLY/01/15/HREC) and 

expanded using Pneumacult Ex1 (Stemcell Technologies). HNAE cells were differentiated at the air-liq- 

uid interface in 6.5-mm Transwells with a 0.4-mm-pore polyester membrane (Corning, product no. 3470). 

Briefly, medium was removed from the HNAE cells’ apical side (airlift) and provided with Pneumacult ALI 

basal medium from the HNAE cells’ basolateral side (Stemcell Technologies). HNAE cells were fully differ- 

entiated and ready to use after 28 days post-airlift. Adherence was assessed using NTHi at an MOI of 

30:1 or 8 × 106 CFU in 50 mL of medium alone (Dubco). The number of total HNAE cells per Transwell 
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was enumerated, with 1/4 of the total cells expected to be on the apical surface—this 1/4 value was 

used to calculate the MOI. Plates were incubated for 4 h at 37°C with 5% (vol/vol) CO2. Wells were 

washed of nonadherent NTHi cells via multiple gentle washes with 200 mL of prewarmed phosphate- 

buffered saline (PBS). Wells were then treated with 200 mL of 0.25% trypsin-EDTA to dislodge adherent 

bacteria (30 min at 37°C) before serial dilution and drop plating on Columbia blood agar (CBA) plates to 

enumerate bacteria. Results represent triplicate values from biological duplicates. The percentage of ad- 

herence was calculated from the CFU in the inoculum. 

Settling assay. NTHi cells were grown in sBHI to an optical density at 600 nm (OD600) of 1.0. Three 

milliliters of cells at an OD600 of 1.0 was resuspended in PBS, mixed thoroughly, and then split into tripli- 

cate cuvettes per variant. Samples were monitored for 4 h by measuring OD600. Values were expressed 

as percentages of the initial reading. 

Adherence assays with ECM components. Flat-bottom 96-well tissue culture-treated plates (Falcon) 
were coated with vitronectin, laminin, or fibronectin (all from Sigma-Aldrich) according to the manufac- 

turer’s protocols. Briefly, working solutions of vitronectin (1.5 mg/mL) and laminin (6 mg/mL) were pre- 

pared in 1× Dulbecco’s PBS (DPBS), whereas fibronectin was reconstituted in water (15 mg/mL). From 

the working stock of vitronectin, 100 mL was added per well of 96-well plate and incubated at 37°C for 
2 h, followed by overnight storage at 4°C. For laminin and fibronectin, 100 mL of working solutions was 

added to each well on the day of the assay, followed by immediate removal of the solution. Wells were 
air dried for 45 min and washed twice with 1× DPBS prior to the assay. The bacterial inoculum was pre- 

pared from log-phase cultures of NTHi grown in sBHI and added at a density of 5 × 106 CFU/well pre- 

pared in 1× DPBS to wells coated with individual ECM components. After incubation at 37°C and 5% 

CO2 for 1 h, the supernatant was removed, and wells were washed 4 times with 1× DPBS to remove any 

nonadherent bacteria. Adherent bacteria were collected in 100 mL of 1× DPBS with vigorous pipetting 

and scraping of the wells. Dilutions of the collected sample as well as the inoculum were plated on choc- 

olate agar. Results represent values of biological triplicates from 3 independent experiments. The per- 

centage of adherence was calculated from the CFU in the inoculum. 

Biofilm imaging and analysis. Biofilms were formed by NTHi cells cultured within chambers of eight- 

well-chamber coverglass slides (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA) as described previously (48). Briefly, biofilms 

were formed by NTHi cells cultured within chambers of eight-well-chamber coverglass slides (Thermo 

Scientific, Waltham, MA) using mid-log-phase NTHi cultures. Bacteria were inoculated at 4 × 104 CFU in a 200- 

mL final volume per well and incubated at 37°C with 5% CO2 for 24 h, with the growth medium replaced after 

16 h. To visualize biofilms, the biofilms were stained with LIVE/DEAD BacLight stain (Life Technologies) and 

fixed overnight in fixative (1.6% paraformaldehyde, 2.5% glutaraldehyde, and 4% acetic acid in 0.1 M phos- 

phate buffer [pH 7.4]). Fixative was replaced with saline before imaging with a Zeiss 980 Meta laser scanning 

confocal microscope. Images were rendered with Zeiss Zen software. Z-stack images were analyzed by 

COMSTAT2 (49) to determine biomass (mm3/mm2), average thickness (mm), and roughness (Ra). 

Phylogenetic tree. The 16S rRNA sequences of fully annotated H. influenzae genomes available in 

NCBI GenBank were aligned using Clustal Omega (1.2.4). Table S1 in the supplemental material contains 

full details of the strains, genes, and data used. 

Statistical analysis. Graphs and statistics were generated via GraphPad Prism 5.0 (GraphPad Software, 

La Jolla, CA). Error bars represent standard deviation from mean values. A one-way analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) was used to compare samples. P values were considered significant at ,0.05 (*), ,0.01 (**), and 

,0.001 (***). Groups were considered not significantly different (no asterisk) if the P value was .0.05. 
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Foreword 

Haemoglobin-haptoglobin binding proteins (Hgps) of H. influenzae undergo phase-

variable ON/OFF gene expression. This protein family is prevalent across all H. 

influenzae serotypes and biogroups, including NTHi. As iron is an essential nutrient, 

genes involved in H. influenzae iron acquisition are important virulence determinants. 

This chapter provides a comprehensive nomenclature system that allows for 

grouping of Hgps in H. influenzae, and has identified additional Hgp variants. The 

detailed sequence analysis carried out as part of this work identified conserved 

regions in all Hgp variants that have the potential to form part of a rationally designed 

subunit vaccine against NTHi. This work also demonstrates that particular Hgp 

variants are phase-varied ON in an invasive NTHi isolate collection. This work 

therefore provides important information to the design of a vaccine against NTHi by 

demonstrating that highly variable major outer-membrane proteins contain 

conserved sequences, and are required during a key stage of pathobiology.  
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Abstract 

Non-typeable Haemophilus influenzae (NTHi) is a major human pathogen for which there is no globally licensed vaccine. NTHi has a  

strict growth requirement for iron and encodes several systems to scavenge elemental iron and heme from the host. An effective  

NTHi vaccine would target conserved, essential surface factors, such as those involved in iron acquisition. Haemoglobin–haptoglobin 

binding proteins (Hgps) are iron-uptake proteins localized on the outer-membrane of NTHi. If the Hgps are to be included as compo- 

nents of a rationally designed subunit vaccine against NTHi, it is important to understand their prevalence and diversity. Followin g 

analysis of all available Hgp sequences, we propose a standardized grouping method for Hgps, and demonstrate increased diversity of 

these proteins than previously determined. This analysis demonstrated that genes encoding variants HgpB and HgpC are present in 

all strains examined, and almost 40% of strains had a duplicate, nonidentical hgpB gene. Hgps are also phase-variably expressed; the 

encoding genes contain a CCAA(n) simple DNA sequence repeat tract, resulting in biphasic ON–OFF switching of expression. Examina- 

tion of the ON–OFF state of hgpB and hgpC genes in a collection of invasive NTHi isolates demonstrated that 58% of isolates had at least 

one of hgpB or hgpC expressed (ON). Varying expression of a diverse repertoire of hgp genes would provide strains a method of evading 

an immune response while maintaining the ability to acquire iron via heme. Structural analysis of Hgps  also revealed high sequence 

variability at the sites predicted to be surface exposed, demonstrating a further mechanism to evade the immune system —through 

varying the surface, immune-exposed regions of the membrane anchored protein. This information will direct and inform the choice 

of candidates to include in a vaccine against NTHi. 

 
Keywords: NTHi, invasive disease, iron acquisition, phase variation, Hgp 

 

Introduction 

Non-typeable Haemophilus influenzae (NTHi) causes significant 

global morbidity and mortality. NTHi is a human-specific oppor- 

tunistic pathogen and can colonize the nasopharynx of the hu- 

man host asymptomatically. Migration of bacteria from this site 

to other niches within the respiratory tract results in acute and 

chronic infections, such as middle ear disease (otitis media; OM),  

exacerbations in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), 

pneumonia, and sinusitis (Van Eldere et al. 2014). NTHi is also 

a major cause of invasive bacterial infections such as meningi- 

tis and septicaemia. The proportion of invasive NTHi disease has 

been increasing since the introduction of a vaccine against H. in- 

fluenzae serogroup b (Hib) in the mid-1980s (Whitby et al. 2009), 

with NTHi now the major cause of invasive infections caused 

by Haemophilus species. NTHi invasive infections are a particular 

problem for children with significant comorbidities. Even without 

 
complicating factors, invasive NTHi infections are fatal in up to 

17% of children under 1, and in ∼10% of children aged 2–4 years 

old (Ladhani et al. 2010). There is currently no globally licensed 

vaccine to prevent NTHi mediated disease despite > 20 years of 

research. This is due to a high level of inter- and intrastrain di- 

versity of homologous proteins in NTHi isolates. As such, under- 

standing diversity and regulation of conserved and/or essential 

proteins will provide key information towards development of a 

vaccine that can target all NTHi strains. 

Ideal vaccines and therapies target conserved features to en- 

sure broad effectiveness. NTHi has an absolute growth require- 

ment for iron, making surface factors involved in iron uptake log- 

ical vaccine targets. Progress towards targeting NTHi iron-uptake 

systems has been hindered by factors including significant intra- 

and interstrain diversity of the encoding genes, and the functional 

redundancy of many of the proteins. Several core NTHi genes 
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produce iron acquisition proteins that are  surface  located, such 

as hup, hemR, hxuC, hxuB, tbp1, tbp2, hgpB , and hgpC (Whitby et al. 

2015). Vaccines require stable expression of antigens to be effec- 

tive, so candidates that vary expression are not ideal. For example, 

hxuC undergoes repression/derepression (Whitby et al. 2009), and, 

in addition, hgpB and hgpC are phase-variable; they undergo rapid 

and reversible ON–OFF switching of expression (Ren et al. 1999). 

Even if a vaccine were to target these core iron-uptake genes, ac- 

cessory genes involved in iron uptake are abundant in NTHi, pro- 

viding alternate means of iron homeostasis if the core genes were 

targeted. These accessory genes are also frequently exchanged be- 

tween strains; e.g. the speF–potE operon has been observed to swap 

with hgpA (Whitby et al. 2013). As targeting only core iron-uptake 

genes is unlikely to be an effective vaccine strategy, and acces- 

sory genes are abundant and transient, an approach to generate a  

rationally designed vaccine containing multiple key antigens, in- 

cluding core iron acquisition factors, may prove to be the key in  

successfully formulating a vaccine targeting all NTHi strains. 

NTHi haemoglobin–haptoglobin binding proteins (Hgps) 

sequester iron from haemoproteins such as haemoglobin, 

haemoglobin–haptoglobin and myoglobin–haptoglobin, all pri- 

mary iron sources in the human host (Choby and Skaar 2016, 

Morton et al. 2006). The Hgps have been demonstrated to be 

present in all NTHi strains, and have been identified as virulence  

determinants (Morton et al. 2004, Poole et al. 2013, Xie et  al. 

2006, Whitby et al. 2015). Previously, four individual Hgps have 

been described based on sequence homology—HgpA (Jin et al. 

1999), HgpB (Ren et al. 1998), HgpC (Morton et al. 1999), and 

HgpD (Harrison et al. 2005, Morton and Stull 1999, Whitby et al. 

2013). However, these studies did not compare genes or detect  

duplications. More recent studies found hgpB is more prevalent 

in OM isolates vs throat isolates (Xie et al. 2006), and mutants 

lacking functional Hgps are less virulent in a rat model (Seale et 

al. 2006). Genes encoding Hgps are phase-variable; they contain a 

CCAA(n)  simple DNA sequence repeat (SSR) tract in the 5` region 

of the open-reading frame. Gain or loss of repeats at this SSR tract  

due to slipped strand mispairing causes the gene to reversibly  

switch ON (in-frame; expressed) or OFF (out of frame; not ex- 

pressed). This random expression of Hgps generates population  

diversity. Phase-variable expression of surface features provides 

a contingency strategy to allow bacterial pathogens to respond 

to environmental changes, such  as  immune  pressure. However,  

as the switching OFF of expression of a vaccine target could lead 

to vaccine failure, phase-variable candidates are typically not 

investigated for inclusion in subunit vaccines. Counterintuitively, 

phase-variable proteins can form part of a rationally designed  

vaccine if they are required for key stages of disease, or they are  

highly expressed in particular host niches. This is the case for the  

current vaccine against serotype B Neisseria Meningitidis, BexSero, 

that contains the phase-variable protein NadA, i.e. required for 

invasive meningococcal infections (Green et al. 2018). 

In addition to being phase-variably expressed, hgpB and hgpC 

genes have been observed to rapidly acquire point mutations, 

which are selected for in persistent infections (Garmendia et al. 

2014). Phase-variable expression, and a tendency to accumulate  

amino acid changes in surface exposed regions, suggests  that 

Hgps are under immune pressure. However, their ubiquitous pres- 

ence, and the essentiality of iron in NTHi growth,  means  that 

Hgps could be used as vaccine candidates, though a fundamental  

knowledge of their diversity is lacking. A rationally designed vac- 

cine containing Hgps would provide targets of essential proteins 

to protect against all strains. To validate the inclusion of these pro- 

teins in a potential NTHi vaccine, we carried out a thorough anal- 

ysis of both the prevalence and diversity of Hgps, and if selection 

for particular phase-variants of HgpB and HgpC was occurring in 

an extensive collection of NTHi isolated from patients presenting 

with an invasive infection. 

 

Methods 

Bacterial isolate collections 

Invasive NTHi isolates used for this study were minimally pas- 

saged and isolated from patients presenting with H. influenzae in- 

fections in South East Queensland over a 15-year period (2001– 

2015; Staples et al. 2017). Information on age, sample site, and 

geographical location were collected, but information on any co - 

morbidity was not (Staples et al. 2017). The 74 isolates in this study 

were selected to represent a random sample of the NTHi strains 

present in this collection. 

 

DNA preparation and analysis 

Bacterial genomic DNA from invasive isolates were prepared as  

described previously (Phillips et al. 2019). PCRs and analysis were 

also carried out as previously described (Phillips et al. 2019). hgp 

ON/OFF status was determined from the number of CCAA(n) re- 

peats in the SSR tract  present  in  each  gene  (based  on  ampli- 

con peak size) by sizing and quantifying using the GeneScan sys- 

tem (Applied Biosystems International) at the Australian Genome  

Research Facility (AGRF; Brisbane, Australia), and traces ana- 

lyzed using PeakScanner software 2.0 (Applied Biosystems Inter- 

national). Primers used within this study are listed in Table S3 

(Supporting Information). The results shown in Table 2 indicate 

whether hgps were ON (> 70% ON; green), OFF (> 70% OFF; red), 

or mixed ON and OFF (< 70% ON or OFF; orange). The relation- 

ship between gene % ON/OFF and expression has been established 

and used previously (Fox et al. 2014, Atack et al. 2015, Phillips et 

al. 2019). Ion Torrent PGM genome sequence data for the invasive 

isolates, which have previously been deposited on the NCBI Se- 

quence Read Archive (PRJEB18702) were searched for sequences 

that matched individual Hgp groups/branches to ensure the PCR 

results correlated with actual gene presence. These Ion Torrent  

genome sequences were also used to determine gene presence of  

Hgps that were not amplified by PCR/fragment analysis from ge- 

nomic DNA preps to generate data included in Table 1 and Table 

S1 (Supporting Information). Data from all strains from NCBI Gen - 

bank is presented in Table S2 (Supporting Information). 

 

Bioinformatic and structural analysis 

Structural modelling was performed by Phyre v2.0 (Kelley et al. 

2015), I-TASSER v5.1 (Zheng et al. 2021), Raptor-X web server 

(Wang et al. 2017), and AlphaFold v2.1.2 (Jumper et al. 2021) in 

order to generate preliminary 3D structures of Hgps. Models gen- 

erated by these programmes were considered homologous, with  

root-mean-square  deviations  (RMSDs)  of  < 2  angstroms  (Å )  typi- 

cally observed when comparing models from different platforms.  

Consequently, the model generated by AlphaFold (using default  

settings) was used for analysis of all surface regions and heme- 

binding core as it produced a predicted structure that was not 

influenced by orthologues in other organisms, and would be less  

likely to provide misleading data when evaluating ligand binding  

sites. Ligand binding sites were predicted by 3D Ligand Site on- 

line service using default parameters (Wass et al. 2010). A total 

of 75 fully annotated H. influenzae genomes from the NCBI Gen- 

Bank were used for analysis. Gene and protein translation se- 

quences can be found in Data S1 (Supporting Information). Hgp 
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Table 1. (a) The number of hgp genes was surveyed in 75 fully annotated genomes from NCBI with total number (No.) and % of the amount 

screened (%) shown. (b) A collection of invasive NTHi isolates was also surveyed for hgp genes. Total number of hgp genes detected and 

their grouping included. Further information of each gene with subgrouping of alleles (e.g. hgpA1 and hgpA2) can be found in Table S2 

(Supporting Information). 

(a) hgp genes in fully annotated NCBI genomes 

 Genomes A B C D E F G 

No. 75 21 107 84 4 6 8 7 

% 100 28.0 142.7 112.0 5.3 8.0 10.7 9.3 

(b) hgp genes in invasive NTHi isolates 

 Isolates A B C D E F G 

No. 74 20 89 81 15 8 6 2 

% 100 27.0 123.6 109.5 20.3 10.8 8.1 2.7 

 
 

sequences were aligned using CLUSTAL OMEGA v1.2.4 (Madeira 

et al. 2019) and visualized in default JalView v2.1.1.7 (Waterhouse 

et al. 2009) using the Overview Window function, visually repre- 

senting % identity (% ID) between sequences. For Fig. 2(D), the 

variable domains (VDs) were  aligned  separately, independently 

of other sequences (i.e. by examining them without extra 5` or 

3`sequences), to detect conserved sequences within these re- 

gions. All heterogeneous regions in the alignment were examined 

for VDs. These VDs were present in the regions predicted to be 

the functional, surface exposed (and immune accessible) heme- 

binding domain. Small (≥10 amino acids) heterogeneous regions 

within the β-barrel were  also  found, but  not  examined  further 

as they do not likely interact with the host when the Hgp pro- 

teins are in their native state. Conserved sequences were aligned 

in CLUSTAL OMEGA and then viewed using default view in the 

Jalview overview feature. This allowed visual representation of % 

identity (% ID) between sequences and the % ID within that con- 

served sequence, rather than the % ID across this whole region 

without grouping into conserved sequences. For example, in Vari- 

able Domain 5 (VD5) of Fig 2(D), which had just two conserved 

sequences, the first conserved sequence had > 80% ID, the sec- 

ond also had > 80% ID, however, there was only ∼30% ID between 

these two conserved sequences. 

 

Results 

A diverse range of Hgps are found in H. influenzae 

Hgps have previously been classified into four groups with ap- 

proximately 50% sequence identity between them—HgpA, HgpB, 

HgpC, and HgpD—but with no defined ‘cut-offs’ for the % identity  

(% ID) needed to classify individual proteins. Proteins with high 

identity to each of these sequences have also been named Hgb 

(Cope et al. 2000), Hhu (Maciver et al. 1996), or not identified fur- 

ther than ‘Hgp’ (Dixon et al. 2007), confounding study and anal- 

ysis. We, therefore, sought to rationalize the naming system, and 

thoroughly characterize the diversity of these proteins present in 

H. influenzae using publicly available genome sequences from the 

NCBI GenBank. The majority of these strains were classified as 

NTHi. Investigation showed that the region of DNA containing the 

hgp gene family is often immediately downstream of the fucI gene 

(Fig. 1A). At least two individual hgp genes were contained in this 

region, separated by 30–80 kilobases (kb), but showed considerable 

variation between strains, and with little homology in terms of ei - 

ther the order of the individual genes present, the sequences en- 

coded between individual hgp genes, or the orientation of the hgp 

genes present. Since the number of hgp genes in strains vary, and 

the distance between hgp genes also varies, describing the spe- 

cific synteny of genes is difficult. In a small number of strains an 

additional genomic region between the bioA gene and a pyk gene 

contained an additional, single, hgp gene (Fig. 1A). 

Through detailed sequence analysis of 75 H. influenzae NCBI 

genomes, we propose a universal, consensus  naming  scheme, 

with all examples classified as  haemoglobin/haptoglobin  bind- 

ing proteins (Hgp). We used a cut-off value of > 70% identity to 

group Hgps as individual proteins via whole protein sequence 

alignment (Fig. 1B). This resulted in groups HgpA–G. Where ap- 

propriate, we then further delineated these groups into allelic 

variants using an > 80% identity cut-off within each group. All 

Hgp groups are ≥ 70% identical (i.e. all proteins within the HgpA 

group are ≥ 70% identical to each other). Subgroups (A1 vs. A2, 

B1 vs. B2, and so on) were branched because  they  had  ≥ 70% 

but less than ≤ 80% identity to each other within each individ- 

ual group (i.e. HgpA1 vs. HgpA2 is ≥ 70% identical—they are all 

HgpA proteins—but are different allelic variants as they are ≤ 80% 

identical to each other; all HgpA1 proteins are ≥ 80% identical to 

each other, and so on). Hgps demonstrated high sequence diver- 

sity within regions predicted to be surface located (white regions 

in Fig. 1B), but overall high identity in the backbone regions (blue 

in Fig. 1B). The HgpA family, can be split into two allelic variants,  

which we have named HgpA1 and HgpA2. HgpB was the most  

common Hgp present, with at least one hgpB gene found in ev- 

ery genome analyzed. We did not differentiate HgpB into allelic 

groups due to extremely high conservation of the β-barrel back- 

bone in sequences (> 80% identity). HgpC, the second most abun- 

dant Hgp, had a similarly high conservation of the β-barrel back- 

bone and was also not divided into alleles (> 80% identity). HgpD 

was found in just 5.3% of publicly available annotated genomes 

(4/75), with all examples having > 80% identity and considered a 

single gene. Our analysis also demonstrated new, previously un- 

described Hgps in several H. influenzae genomes and in invasive 

NTHi isolates, which we propose to name HgpE, HgpF, and HgpG.  

HgpE/F have low identity (∼50%) to other Hgps (Fig. 1A; Figure S1a, 

Supporting Information). HgpG was divided into two allelic vari - 

ants, which we have named HgpG1 and HgpG2. HgpG had highest  

identity to HgpC (∼60%), but did not meet the threshold of > 70% 

identity to classified as part of the HgpC group. HgpE and HgpG 

appear exclusive to H. influenzae as no orthologue could be found 

in another organism (via BLAST analysis). HgpF may have been 

acquired via horizontal gene transfer from Pasteurella Multocida, 

as orthologues were abundant within this organism but found 

infrequently in H. influenzae (Figure S2, Supporting Information). 

HgpE/F were both found in ∼9% of genomes, while HgpG was only 

present in ∼5% of genomes. 
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Figure 1. (A) The primary NTHi hgp gene cluster is located immediately downstream of the fucI gene (encoding a fucose isomerase), with variable 

distance (30–80 kb) between multiple hgp genes located in this region. Our analysis demonstrated that there were at least two hgp genes within this 

primary cluster, but the number of hgps varies in number and orientation in individual strains. Additionally, a secondary hgp gene can be located 

between the bioA (encoding adenosylmethionine-8-amino-7-oxononanoate aminotransferase) and the a pyk gene (encoding pyruvate kinase). This 

secondary site contains only a single hgp gene, and is not present in all strains. (B) Alignment of Hgp amino acid sequences in H. influenzae NCBI fully 

annotated genomes. Protein sequences were aligned by CLUSTAL OMEGA (v1.2.4) and viewed using default JalView (v2.1.1.7) settings, visually 

representing % identity (% ID) between sequences. The number of sequences aligned is under the ‘No.’ column. Amino acids are coloured according to 

the percentage in each column that agree with the consensus sequence, with % identity shown as blue, ranging from > 80% to > 40% identity. Grey 

areas represent gaps, and white areas indicate < 40% identity with the consensus sequence. We have categorized the previously broad Hgp groups 

(HgpA–D) using a > 70% identity cut-off to separate Hgps into groups (HgpA–G) and 80% identity to separate alleles (e.g HgpA1 vs. A2). 

 

Hgp amino acid sequences vary at surface 
exposed regions 

Surface exposed regions of proteins are typically highly immuno- 

genic, and as such prone to high sequence variation. Variation is 

caused by accumulation and selection of point mutations, which 

has been observed to occur in Hgps (Garmendia et al. 2014). Anal- 

ysis of Hgp sequences revealed high variation between and within 

strains at Hgp surface exposed regions. i.e. if a genome had two or 

more copies of hgpB, each copy produces a distinct variant of that 

protein. Within Hgp groups (i.e. within HgpB alone) we observed 

high sequence variation at sites predicted to be surface exposed. 

The exception to this variability was the surface accessible heme- 

binding core (red in Fig. 2), which retained high sequence iden- 

tity in groups and also across all Hgps (HgpA–G; Figures S3  and 

S4, Supporting Information). The heme-binding core was iden- 

tified through submission of the AlphaFold model to 3DLigand- 

Site online services. Further analysis of these variable surface do- 

mains (VDs) in HgpB showed conserved sequences were present in 

these regions (Fig. 2D) that could be split into different allelic vari- 

ants based on sequence identity. However, even sequences that we 

classified as the same were not identical, likely due to accumula- 

tion of mutation/polymorphisms, so we used a cut-off of > 80% to 

classify these sequences as the same allelic variant or not within 

each VD. For example, the smallest variable domain, VD5, (Fig. 2D), 

could be classified as two distinct sequences. There was > 80% 

identity within sequences we classify as the same, but only ∼30% 

identity between the two different sequences present at this VD.  

The major variable domain, VD1, in HgpB (Fig. 2D) was highly di- 

verse, with over 25 different sequence variants present. 

 

Individual H. influenzae strains can encode 
multiple, duplicated hgpB and hgpC genes 

Following our systematic analysis of Hgp sequences to classify 

Hgps consistently, we examined the number  of  hgp  genes  in 

both the publicly available fully annotated H. influenzae genomes 

present in NCBI Genbank (n = 75), and an invasive NTHi isolate 

collection (n = 74). Genbank contains a variety of both carriage 

and disease isolates. Invasive NTHi isolates used for this study  

were isolated from patients suffering from H. influenzae infections 

in SE Queensland over a 15-year period (2001–2015; Staples et al. 

2017). Information on age, sample site, and geographical location 

were collected, but not on comorbidities (Staples et al . 2017). The 

prevalence of each of the proposed groups is presented in Ta- 

ble 1(a/b), with the number of genes encoded per strain, and the 

diversity of each of the hgp genes present broadly consistent be- 

tween strains with publicly available genomes, and our invasive 

isolate collection (Table S1d, Supporting Information). For exam- 

ple, hgpA was found in 28% of NCBI genomes and 27% of invasive 

isolates, and hgpB in all genomes and all invasive isolates, with 

duplicates, i.e. many strains encoded multiple copies of both hgpB 

and hgpC. Multiple functional hgpB genes were present in ∼36% of 

strains, and ∼13% of strains encoded multiple hgpC genes (Table 
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Figure 2. (A) The location of the surface domains and heme-binding core within aligned HgpB protein sequences. The structure of HgpB (from strain 

NCTC13377) was predicted using AlphaFold (v2.1.2), with (B) side and (C) top-down view provided. The VDs of the Hgps are located in surface-exposed 

areas (white). The β-barrel structure was highly conserved within Hgp groups (blue). The heme-binding core was surface accessible and highly 
conserved between Hgp groups (red). (D) Variable (surface) Domains (VD1–5) of HgpB contain highly variable sequences. Individual sequences were 

identified by aligning all the sequences present from each of the VDs (separate from the whole sequence) in CLUSTAL OMEGA (v1 .2.4) and viewed 

using default settings in JalView overview (v2.1.1.7). A total of 102 HgpB protein sequences were included in the alignments. Amino acids are coloured 

according to the percentage in each column that agree with the consensus sequence, with % identity shown as blue, ranging from > 80% to > 40% 

identity. Grey areas represent gaps, and white areas indicate < 40% identity with the consensus sequence. VD1–the largest surface domain—had the 
highest sequence variability, and was not separated into individual conserved sequences. VD2–VD5 had a lower amount of diversity than VD1, and as 

such we have been able to individually identify the number of variants within each of these VDs (numbered 1–6) indicated on the left-hand side of 

each individual VD alignment. 

 
S1e, Supporting Information). Examining the sequences of these 

multiple genes from individual strains demonstrated that these 

were typically different allelic variants of the same hgp gene (Ta- 

ble S1d, Supporting Information). Our analysis also demonstrated 

that hgpD was more prevalent in invasive isolates vs. publicly 

available genomes (∼20% vs. ∼5%). 

 
hgpB or hgpC genes are phase-varied ON in 
almost 60% of invasive isolates 

At least one of hgpB or hgpC are present in all NTHi invasive iso- 

lates and publicly available  genomes (Table S2, Supporting In- 

formation), suggesting they play an important role in NTHi sur- 

vival. To determine if there was a selection for either hgpB and 

hgpC phase-variation during invasive infection, we carried out 

fragment length analysis of the CCAA(n) SSR tract present in the 

hgpB and hgpC genes using gene specific primers. This analysis 

demonstrated that 31.5% of hgpB genes were ON (Table 2a-i), i.e. 

expressed, and that 22.2% of hgpC genes were ON (Table 2a-ii). 

Previous in vitro growth studies have shown only one function- 

ing hgp gene is needed to retain successful heme utilization from 

haptoglobin (Morton et al. 1999). Infectivity is also retained by the 

presence of a single hgp gene in vivo (in the infant rat model; Seale 

et al. 2006). Because of these factors, and as there are duplicate 
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Table 2. (a) The expression state (phase-varied ON or OFF) of hgpB (i) and hgpC (ii) in an invasive isolate collection was assessed via 

fragment length analysis. All strains had at least one hgpB and 96% had at least one hgpC (Figure S3, Supporting Information). (b) A 

summary of invasive isolates with at least one hgpB, hgpC and any of the hgpB or hgpC genes in-frame/ON. See Figure S3 (Supporting 

Information) for all data. We were unable to amplify a PCR product for any hgp gene products from two of the invasive isolates, so were 

not included. 
 

a (i) 
  

hgpB 
 

     

 OFF ON Mixed Total 
     

No. 58 28 3 89 

% 65.2 31.5 3.4 100% 

(ii) 

 n 
hgpC  

     

 OFF ON Mixed Total 

No. 61 18 2 81 

% 75.3% 22.2% 2.5%  100% 

 

(b)   At least one hgp gene ON in genomes   

 hgpB              hgpC  hgpB/C 

No. 32             19 42 

% 44.4                 26.4 58.3 

 

hgpB and hgpC genes in multiple genomes, we also examined how 

many of the invasive isolates had at least one hgpB/C gene ON (Ta- 

ble 2b). A total of 58.3% of invasive isolates have one of either hgpB 

or hgpC ON. These results suggest there is no Hgp (A–G) predomi- 

nantly required for invasive infection, but increased expression of 

just one of either hgpB or hgpC does occur in invasive disease. 

 
Discussion 

Haemophilus influenzae has an absolute growth requirement for 

iron and heme, making all genes associated with iron and heme 

uptake relevant to disease, and potentially vaccine development. 

We have evaluated the distribution of Hgps in fully annotated 

H. influenzae genomes available in NCBI Genbank, the majority of 

which were NTHi strains, and in an invasive NTHi isolate collec- 

tion, and propose a unified nomenclature for categorizing Hgps. 

The prevalence at which we observed Hgps were similar between 

the invasive isolate collection and fully annotated publicly avail- 

able genomes (Table S1d, Supporting Information) with the excep- 

tion of hgpD, which is present in ∼20% of invasive NTHI isolates 

vs only ∼5% of publicly available genomes (Table 1). Geographical 

differences between publicly available genomes (world-wide) vs. 

our invasive isolates (SE QLD, Australia) may have influenced the  

prevalence of HgpD as these invasive isolates likely represent a  

subset of strains circulating in the SE QLD region, although an 

importance for hgpD in invasive NTHi disease cannot  be  ruled 

out. There was no particularly dominant sequence type (using 

MLST) in either the invasive isolates (Staples et al. 2017) nor public 

genomes (Table S2, Supporting Information), and each contained 

a seemingly random selection of ∼50 different sequence types. 

We  have  identified  HgpE, HgpF, and  HgpG  as  separate  pro- 

teins within the repertoire of Hgps encoded by H. influenzae and 

branched existing groups from HgpA into allelic variants HgpA1  

and A2. Of particular interest were hgpB and hgpC, as one of these 

genes was present in all strains. hgpB was found twice in ∼38% 

of NTHi strains, and ∼35% of invasive NTHi isolates. A subset of 

strains also contained multiple hgpC genes with 15% of strains and 

∼14% of invasive NTHi isolates encoding two HgpC proteins. As no 

studies have examined the impact of duplicate hgp genes, it is un- 

clear if these duplications provide an advantage other than that of 

simply having an extra variable hgp gene. HgpB has been reported 

to have a higher affinity for haptoglobin than HgpC (Seale et al. 

2006), which may explain hgpB being more abundant in isolates. 

However, the same study also reported that HgpA has a higher 

affinity to haptoglobin than HgpC, and HgpA was only found in 

∼28% of genomes whereas HgpC was in 96% of strains examined, 

so binding affinity alone perhaps does not explain the increased 

presence of hgpB. 

As hgp genes undergo phase variation, we examined the expres- 

sion state (ON vs. OFF) of hgpB and hgpC in an invasive NTHi isolate 

collection. We found that neither of these genes were primarily 

ON in this collection. However, ∼58% of isolates had at least one 

hgpB or hgpC ON. Importantly, expression of just a single Hgp al- 

lows successful growth and colonization (Morton et al. 1999, Seale 

et al. 2006). As such, we suggest the importance of Hgps is not 

dependent on one particular type (HgpA–G), but rather the nuM- 

ber of expressed hgp genes. Haemophilus influenzae must maintain 

iron homeostasis to survive, and encoding multiple functional hgp 

genes offers increased contingencies against immune pressure. A 

correlation between an increase in the number of available Hgps 

and virulence has been observed previously, supporting this con- 

jecture, but more work needs to be carried out to prove this. 

Our analysis demonstrated a large amount of sequence diver- 

sity in surface exposed  domains  of  Hgps,  particularly  the  ma- 

jor surface domain. Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) have 

been previously observed to be selected for at predicted surface 

encoding domains of hgpB and hgpC during persistent infection, 

suggesting microevolution of Hgps during infection (Garmendia 

et al. 2014). Microevolution has also been observed for hgpA from 

sequential samples from COPD patients (Pettigrew et al. 2018), and 

hgpC during subsequent rounds of OM (Harrison et al. 2020). Se- 

lective pressure has been seen to drive changes in immune ac- 

cessible regions in proteins, such as Opa and pili, in Neisseria spp 

(Malorny et al. 1998, Rotman et al. 2016, Sadarangani et al. 2016), 

although our sequence analysis does not provide evidence for the 

exact mechanism by which the sequence variation of Hgps oc- 

curs, and requires significant further study. We did find specific 

sequences common to VDs, which also appear prone to acquir- 

ing SNPs. It is perhaps unsurprising that the major surface do- 

mains had the highest sequence variability, as these regions are 

likely the most immune accessible and, therefore, prone to selec- 

tive pressures. The expression of Hgps is likely complicated and 
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dynamic; driven by factors such as number of hgp genes encoded, 

iron source availability, activity of other iron-uptake systems, and 

pressure from the host immune system. To successfully use Hgps 

as candidates in a rationally designed vaccine against NTHi, their 

ability to phase-vary needs to be considered, as does the sequence 

variability at immune accessible surface domains. Interestingly,  

the heme-binding core of Hgps appeared to be highly conserved 

and immune accessible, providing a rationale for including this 

region in any vaccine formulation containing Hgps. 

Our analysis provides a rationalized naming scheme to classify  

the Hgps of H. influenzae. We have demonstrated the diversity and 

prevalence of these iron acquisition factors within this important  

human pathogen. We also show that a subset of these proteins,  

HgpB and HgpC, are present in all NTHi isolates, with expression 

of at least one likely during invasive disease. This expression dur- 

ing a key stage of disease, and the conserved nature of the heme- 

binding region, means Hgps, through targeting the heme-binding 

core, could be considered as components of a rationally designed 

subunit vaccine against NTHi. The inclusion of Hgps, perhaps as a 

protein fragment containing the heme-binding core, would target 

a key protein family required for NTHi growth and survival, and 

ensure the efficacy of an NTHi vaccine to target all strains. 
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Supplementary data are available at FEMSLE online. 
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Foreword 

H. influenzae biogroup aegyptius is a cause of conjunctivitis, but occasionally results 

in Brazilian purpuric fever (BPF), a meningitis like infection, that is fatal if untreated. 

The underlying factors involved in the switch from benign carriage/eye infection to 

causing a lethal systemic infection remains unknown. A lack of high-quality 

annotated genomes contributed in part to deciphering the exact factors required in 

the manifestation of BPF. This chapter (Chapter 5) is comprised of a resource 

announcements article that effectively doubled the amount of publicly available H. 

influenzae biogroup aegyptius genomes. This information will serve as an important 

resource for future investigation into this unusual biogroup of H. influenzae, and was 

important to the sequence analysis carried out regarding Lav (Chapter 3) and Hgp 

(Chapter 4).  
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ABSTRACT Haemophilus influenzae biogroup aegyptius is a cause of conjunctivitis in 

children. Biogroup aegyptius strains also caused fatal outbreaks of invasive disease, 

known as Brazilian purpuric fever (BPF), in the 1980s. BPF is fatal if untreated. Here, 

we report the complete genome sequences of five strains of Haemophilus influenzae 

biogroup aegyptius. 

 

aemophilus influenzae biogroup aegyptius (1) is a bacterial pathogen responsible 

for purulent conjunctivitis in young children. It was also the cause of the acute and 

deadly invasive infection Brazilian purpuric fever (BPF) in the 1980s (2). It was hypoth- 

esized that acquisition and/or expression of particular virulence factors led to the 

emergence of BPF strains (3, 4), but the exact mechanism(s) behind the transition from 

causing conjunctivitis to causing severe invasive disease was never elucidated. How- 

ever, a number of Haemophilus influenzae biogroup aegyptius-specific virulence factors 

have been identified and studied (5), such as lipooligosaccharide structure (1), extra- 

cellular proteins (6), and outer membrane proteins/adhesins (4, 7). Nevertheless, no 

factors were conclusively shown to be completely necessary for virulence (1), in part 

due to a lack of high-quality genome sequences. Prior to this study, only four closed 

annotated genome sequences for Haemophilus influenzae biogroup aegyptius/Haemo- 

philus aegyptius (NCBI taxonomy identification [ID] 725 and ID 197575) were available in 

the public domain (strains F3031 [GenBank accession number FQ670178], F3047 

[FQ670204], NCTC8134 [LR134395], and NCTC8502 [LS483429]). Another 10 strains have 

been deposited as whole-genome shotgun (WGS) contigs. Herein, we report the closed 

annotated whole-genome sequences of five biogroup aegyptius strains, BPF isolates 

F1946, F3028, and F3037 and conjunctivitis (non-BPF) isolates F3043 and F3052. All five 

strains were originally isolated in Brazil in the 1980s (3). 

Bacterial strains were grown on brain heart infusion (BHI) agar supplemented with 

NAD+ (2 µg/ml) and hemin (1% [vol/vol]). Genomic DNA was prepared using the 

GenElute kit (Sigma-Aldrich) and sequenced at the Australian Genome Research Facility 

(AGRF) using the PacBio Sequel platform with P6-C4 chemistry and a library size of 

10 kb, with barcoded libraries and a 10-hour read time using a single Sequel single- 

molecule real-time (SMRT) cell. Sequence reads were filtered and genomes were de 

novo assembled and polished using the hierarchical genome assembly process (HGAP) 

version 4 (8) using default settings, except that the genome size was set at 1,900,000 

bp. The assembly quality was assessed using BUSCO analysis (9). Whole closed genome 

sequences for each strain were submitted to NCBI for annotation using the Prokaryotic 

Genome Annotation Pipeline (PGAP). The complete annotated closed genomes have 

been deposited in GenBank. 

Information for each strain/genome is summarized in Table 1. All five strains contain 

a number of genes associated with Haemophilus influenzae biogroup aegyptius (4), 

including high-molecular-weight (HMW) adhesins containing an octanucleotide 5`-

GCATCATC[n]-3` repeat in their promoter region (4) and a number of biogroup 
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TABLE 1 Summary of information for the closed annotated genome sequences for five strains of Haemophilus influenzae biogroup 

aegyptius 

 
Strain 

Site of 

isolation 

 
Disease 

Genome 

size (bp) 

Genome 

coverage (×) 

Total no. 

of reads 

Avg read 

length (bp) 

GC content 

(%) 

No. of 

genes 

No. of 

CDSa
 

GenBank 

accession no. 

SRA 

accession no. 

F1946 Skin BPF 1,985,844 128.4 43,712 5,833 38.2 2,028 1,947 CP043770 SRX6897973 

F3028 CSFb
 BPF 1,984,979 245.6 101,675 4,796 38.2 2,022 1,941 CP043771 SRX6897974 

F3037 Blood BPF 1,987,687 161.9 56,929 5,655 38.2 2,027 1,946 CP043772 SRX6897975 

F3052 Conjunctiva Conjunctivitis 1,877,864 138.2 34,648 6,488 40.7 1,898 1,822 CP043810 SRX6897976 

F3043 Conjunctiva Conjunctivitis 2,000,194 118.3 39,986 6,829 35.7 2,038 1,958 CP043811 SRX6897977 

a CDS, coding DNA sequences. 
b CSF, cerebrospinal fluid. 

 
 

aegyptius-specific trimeric autotransporter proteins (4). Four of the five strains (F1946, 

F3028, F3043, and F3037) contain an ~32.5-kb plasmid (GenBank accession number 

AF447808) associated with Haemophilus influenzae biogroup aegyptius strains (10). 

Interestingly, our sequence of strain F1946 is ~28 kb larger than the WGS sequence 

deposited recently (11). The extra sequences, able to be resolved here due to long-read 

sequencing, consist of a number of duplicated regions, such as rRNA gene clusters 

(~5.5 kb each), the licABC operon involved in lipooligosaccharide (LOS) biosynthesis 

(~2.5 kb), and an ~6-kb region encoding pilin and the haf pilus export machinery. 

These five closed and annotated genome sequences have more than doubled the 

number of whole closed annotated Haemophilus influenzae biogroup aegyptius ge- 

nomes that are available in the public domain and will facilitate the elucidation of the 

exact factors responsible for the unusual virulence of this lineage of Haemophilus 

influenzae. 

Data availability. The genomes have been deposited in GenBank. The accession 

numbers for the closed genomes and raw data (SRA) are provided in Table 1. 
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Chapter 6  

Phasevarions of bacterial pathogens - phase-variable epigenetic regulators 

evolving from restriction-modification systems 
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Foreword 

Where Chapter 1 served as an introduction to Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5, this chapter 

(Chapter 6) serves as an introduction to phasevarions, the key concept under 

investigation in Chapter 7. Many bacteria encode phase-variable methyltransferases. 

Differential expression of a methyltransferase leads to genome-wide methylation 

changes, which results in differential expression of multiple genes through epigenetic 

mechanisms. These systems are called phasevarions (phase-variable regulons), and 

control multiple virulence genes, putative vaccine candidates, and other traits 

relevant to pathobiology such as antibiotic resistance. The review comprising 

Chapter 6 summarises our understanding of phasevarions in bacteria (as of the date 

of publication in 2019), and introduces the concept for work presented in Chapter 7, 

a detailed characterisation of the phasevarion present in the major human pathogen 

Streptococcus pneumoniae. Additional publications relevant to this thesis, only 

available after this review was published (between late 2019 and thesis submission) 

are summarised in the Afterword section immediately following the published 

review.     
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Abstract 

Phase-variable DNA methyltransferases control the expression of multiple genes via epigenetic mechanisms in a wide variety  

of bacterial species. These systems are called phasevarions, for phase-variable regulons. Phasevarions regulate genes involved 

in pathogenesis, host adaptation and antibiotic resistance. Many human-adapted bacterial pathogens contain phasevarions. 

These include leading causes of morbidity and mortality worldwide, such as non-typeable Haemophilus influenzae, Streptococ- 

cus pneumoniae and Neisseria spp. Phase-variable methyltransferases and phasevarions have also been discovered in envi- 

ronmental organisms and veterinary pathogens. The existence of many different examples suggests that phasevarions have  

evolved multiple times as a contingency strategy in the bacterial domain, controlling phenotypes that are important in adapting 

to environmental change. Many of the organisms that contain phasevarions have existing or emerging drug resistance. Vac- 

cines may therefore represent the best and most cost-effective tool to prevent disease caused by these organisms. However, 

many phasevarions also control the expression of current and putative vaccine candidates; variable expression of antigens 

could lead to immune evasion, meaning that vaccines designed using these targets become ineffective. It is therefore essential  

to characterize phasevarions in order to determine an organism’s stably expressed antigenic repertoire, and rationally design  

broadly effective vaccines. 
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Introduction 

Bacterial DnA methyltransferases and epigenetic 
regulation 

Epigenetics is the study of heritable gene expression changes 

that occur without change in the DNA sequence [1]. Many 

mechanisms of epigenetic gene regulation have been well 

studied in eukaryotes, including histone modification and 

genomic imprinting [1]. DNA methylation is probably the 

best-studied epigenetic gene regulation mechanism, with 

adenine methylation being the most common form of DNA 

methylation in bacteria [2]. DNA adenine methyltransferase 

(Dam) is a well-established example of epigenetic regulation 

in bacteria. There is strong evidence that Dam regulates genes 

by methylating DNA at specific target sites that are crucial 

for controlling gene expression and these then compete with 

regulatory proteins for binding sites in promoter regions [3]. 

For example, variable expression of the Pap pilus and antigen 

43 in Escherichia coli is mediated by Dam methylation of the 

promoter of the encoding pap gene. This alters the ability 

of the LRP and OxyR regulatory proteins to bind DNA [4]. 

Another well-studied example of bacterial epigenetic regu- 

lation by adenine methylation is mediated by the methyl- 
transferase cell cycle-regulated methyltransferase (CcrM), 

where variable expression of CcrM controls the cell cycle of 

a number of Alphaproteobacteria [3]. The functions of solitary 

DNA methyltransferases, such as Dam and CcrM, have been 

reviewed in detail previously [3–5]. In summary, the expres- 

sion of these methyltransferases does not phase-vary and they 

are not regulated; they generate a static pattern of methylation 

upon which stochastic switches may evolve due to conflict 

between DNA methylated by Dam and CcrM, and the ability 

of DNA-binding proteins to bind at the same site. 

 
Bacterial restriction–modification (R-M) systems 

In addition to solitary DNA methyltransferases such as 

Dam and CcrM, many bacterial DNA methyltransferases 

exist as part of R-M systems. These are classically thought 

of as bacterial immune systems, protecting the cell from 

foreign DNA, typically bacteriophage [6], but have also been 
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the four main types of restriction–modification (R-M) system. (a) Type I R-M loci encode separate restriction (R), 

methyltransferase (M) and specificity (S) components, encoded by the hsdR, hsdM and hsdS genes, respectively. Methylation can occur 

independently of the R subunit, through a trimeric M2S complex. For DNA cleavage to occur, a pentameric R2M2S complex must form. 

The HsdS subunit dictates the DNA sequences that are methylated and restricted; changing the S subunit will change the specificity. 

(b) Type II R-M systems encode separate restriction (Res; R) and methyltransferase (Mod; M) enzymes. The encoding genes are often 

located divergently in the genome. The enzymes recognize the same DNA motif (often 6 bp palindromic sequences), but act independently. 

(c) Type III R-M systems are encoded by co-localized mod (modification; encoding a methyltransferase, Mod/M) and res (restriction; 

encoding a restriction enzyme, Res/R) genes. Res proteins require Mod to restrict DNA, but Mod enzymes are active as stand-alone 

methyltransferases. (d) Type IV enzymes require modified DNA to act; in the example this is DNA modified with a methyl group (CH3). 

 
 

demonstrated to perform several additional roles, including 

speciation and epigenetic regulation [7]. R-M systems are 

made up of restriction enzymes (R), which cleave DNA in 

a sequence-specific manner, and a cognate methyltrans- 

ferase enzyme (M), which methylates the same sequences 

that are cleaved by the restriction enzyme, protecting ‘self ’ 

DNA from degradation. There are four main classes of R-M 

systems found in bacteria (Fig. 1), with each differing in their 

subunit composition, sequence specificity, cleavage position 

and cofactor requirements [8]. 

Type I systems consist of co-transcribed hsdR, hsdM 
and hsdS genes, which encode restriction (R), methyl- 
transferase (M) and specificity (S) subunits, respectively 
(Fig. 1a) [9]. In Type I systems, the hsdR and hsdM genes are 

highly conserved, with the DNA sequences being restricted/ 
methylated dictated by the variable hsdS specificity subunit. 
Each hsdS gene is composed of two half-target recognition 

domains (TRDs; the 5 TRD and the 3 TRD), each of which 
contributes half to the overall methylation specificity of 
the encoded HsdS protein. Each TRD recognizes a 3–4 bp 

sequence, with the two TRDs separated by a central span- 

ning domain. Therefore, if the region encoding the 5 TRD 

or the 3 TRD is exchanged for a different 5 or 3 TRD, 

this will change the DNA target sequence recognized by the 
HsdS subunits, leading to restriction/methylation at different 

sequences [9]. An active restriction enzyme is made up of an 

 
R

2
M

2
S pentamer, whereas an M

2
S trimer is an active, stand- 

alone methyltransferase. 

Type II systems consist of two independent enzymes; a 

restriction endonuclease (Res; R), and a methyltransferase 

(Mod; M) (Fig. 1b). Type II restriction enzymes are standard 

tools in the modern molecular biology laboratory. Recogni- 

tion sequences for type II Res and Mod are typically 4–8 

bp long and palindromic. There are 11 distinct Type II Res 

subtypes, with each subtype differing in cleavage properties 

[10]. Type II Res and Mod proteins are both active, stand- 

alone enzymes. 

Type III systems encode separate methyltransferase (M; 

encoded by mod) and restriction endonuclease (R; encoded 

by res) components (Fig. 1c). Type III mod and res genes 

are transcribed together and form a two-subunit complex 

[11]. Mod (M2) is active as a stand-alone methyltransferase, 

whereas an active restriction enzyme requires the formation 

of an R2M2 tetramer [12]. Mod catalyzes the methylation of a 

single strand of DNA at a specific 4–6 bp asymmetrical recog- 

nition sequence, independently of Res [13]. Mod contains the 

target recognition domain (TRD), which dictates the DNA 
sequence that is methylated/restricted. 

Type IV systems are  methylation-dependent  restric- 

tion systems, and are useful tools for epigenetic research 

[14]. However, they are not associated with a cognate 
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methyltransferase [8, 14], and will not be discussed further 

in this review. 

 
Methods for studying DnA methylation in bacteria 

Whilst epigenetic gene regulation by DNA methyltrans- 

ferases has been investigated in bacteria for many years, 

the sequences recognized and methylated by many of these 

systems have not been well characterized. Many methods 

have been developed for eukaryotic CpG methylation, which 

is important in a variety of processes, including cancer devel- 

opment and chromatin structure [15]. Specific methods 

to study CpG methylation, such as bisulphite sequencing 

[16], cannot be used to detect methylated adenine residues. 

Methods based on bisulphite sequencing rely on knowing 
the DNA sequence context in which methylation is occur- 

ring, such as methylation-specific co-immunoprecipitation 

[17], and methylation-specific PCR [18]. Other methodolo- 

gies for detecting and studying adenine methylation have 

traditionally required extensive experimentation: restriction 

inhibition assays using methylation-sensitive restriction 

enzymes can be used [19, 20], but these rely on finding a 

restriction enzyme whose recognition sequence overlaps the 

site that is methylated. Methods such as chemical modifica- 

tion and bond formation using modified oligonucleotides 

and chemical crosslinking [21], or the use of radio-labelled 

AdoMet [22], require the use of hazardous chemicals or 
special experimental set-ups. Mass spectrometry can detect 

the methyl group itself, but gives no information about the 

sequence that is methylated. More recently, next-generation 

sequencing methods to detect methylation have supplanted 

the techniques described above, and a recent review describes 

these methods in detail [23], and as such, we will only briefly 

describe two: MinION and Single-Molecule, Real-Time 

(SMRT) sequencing. Oxford Nanopore MinION DNA 

sequencing technology has been used to map methylated 

adenine and cytosine residues using bacterial genomic DNA 

[24], but this has not yet been used to discover the specificity 
of uncharacterized methyltransferases. Pacific Biosciences 

(PacBio) SMRT DNA-sequencing technology [25, 26] 

allows determination of the methyltransferase sequence 

specificity and sequence context. By analysing the kinetics 

of DNA synthesis during SMRT sequencing, the position of 

modifications such as methylation can be identified [25, 27]. 

SMRT sequencing/methylome analysis therefore allows the 

generation of a complete closed genome sequence, and the 

determination of the sequence context and position of every 

DNA modification [28]. SMRT methylome analysis has been 

reviewed separately in detail previously [29], as has the role 
that PacBio SMRT sequencing and methylome analysis has 

played in advancing the study of bacterial phasevarions [30]. 

SMRT sequencing and methylome analysis has been used 

extensively over the last ~5 years to: (i) verify existing DNA 

methyltransferase specificities [26]; (ii) identify previously 

uncharacterized methyltransferases in a variety of bacte- 

rial species [26, 31]; (iii) characterize complete bacterial 

methylomes [31–35]; and (iv) determine the specificity of 

phase-variable DNA methyltransferases [36–39], the focus 

of this review. When PacBio SMRT sequencing is coupled 

to a technique or techniques to study gene and/or protein 

expression changes, such as RNA Seq or quantitative mass- 

spec proteomics (e.g. iTRAQ or SWATH), we are able to 

combine knowledge of methylation specificity and gene 

expression changes commensurate with methyltransferase 

phase variation [40]. This will allow us to determine the 

exact mechanisms behind gene regulation mediated by 

methyltransferase phase variation. We discuss the possible 

modes of gene regulation by phase-variable DNA methyl- 

transferases later in this review. 

 
Phase variation and phasevarions 

Phase variation is the random and reversible switching of gene 

expression [41]. It is typically associated with genes encoding 

bacterial surface features, such as adhesins [42], pili [43], 

iron-acquisition proteins [44, 45] and lipo-oligosaccharide 

(LOS) [46, 47]. Phase variation allows a population of organ- 

isms to generate a variety of phenotypic variants. These mixed 

populations may contain individuals that are, for example, 

better equipped to colonize certain host niches, or primed 

to evade an immune response. This random switching of 

expression means that proteins encoded by phase-variable 

genes are not ideal vaccine candidates, as their expression is 

not stable. However, it is easy to identify phase-variable genes 

from the primary DNA sequence of an organism, as they 

contain a number of well-defined DNA sequence features. 

These DNA sequence features are inverted repeats (IRs) and 

simple-sequence repeats (SSRs) [40, 41]. Recombination 

between homologous IRs results in gene shuffling between 

expressed and silent variants of particular loci. Therefore, the 

protein encoded by a gene containing IRs is always expressed, 

but shuffles between allelic variants. SSR tracts are unstable, 

and vary in length through polymerase slippage during 

replication. Depending on the number of SSRs present in the 

tract, genes containing SSRs in their open reading frame are 

in-frame, and expressed (ON), or are out-of-frame, resulting 

in a premature stop codon, and not expressed (OFF), or 

expressed as truncated variants. When SSRs change length 

and result in a frameshift downstream, the SSR repeat unit 

is not divisible by three (e.g. T
n
, GA

n
, AGCC

n
, etc.) [41]. 

Intriguingly, a number of bacterial pathogens contain meth- 

yltransferase genes, associated with R-M systems subject to 

phase variation. Phase variation of methyltransferases can 

occur through the gene encoding the methyltransferase 

being expressed (ON) or not (OFF), so methylation occurs 

or does not, or through the expression of multiple, variable 

methyltransferase specificities by shuffling between variable 

expressed and silent loci. Variable expression of methyltrans- 

ferases leads to variable genome-wide methylation differences 

within a bacterial population. This variable methylation leads 

to altered expression of multiple genes through epigenetic 

mechanisms [30, 48]. These systems are called phase-variable 

regulons (phasevarions), and have been described in many 

human-adapted pathogens [30]. All described phasevarions 

regulate the expression of multiple genes, including genes that 

are involved in host colonization, survival and pathogenesis, 
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and many regulate putative vaccine candidates [20, 36, 37]. 

The presence of phasevarions complicates the identification 

of stably expressed proteins, as the regulated genes do not 

contain any easily identifiable features, and variation in 

expression is random; therefore, in contrast to genes that are 

controlled by classical ‘sense and respond systems’, such as 

those that control expression of genes involved in nutrient 

uptake or changes in temperature, the conditions influencing 

the expression of genes by phasevarions are not well defined. 

This provides the bacterial species containing phasevarions 

with an extra contingency strategy to survive changing envi- 

ronmental conditions. Therefore the only way to identify 
genes in a phasevarion is by detailed study of the organisms 

containing such systems. The study of phasevarions, and the 

identification of the proteins they regulate, is therefore critical 

to generate effective and stable vaccines. 

 
Phase-variation of Type I R-M systems occurs by 
multiple mechanisms 

Inverting Type I hsdS loci are present in many bacterial 

species 

A number of Type I R-M systems that contain duplicated 

hsdS specificity genes encoding inverted repeats have been 

described, and are present in a number of species, such as 

Mycoplasma pulmonis [49], Porphyromonas gingivalis [50] 

and Listeria monocytogenes [51]. These systems have recently 

been thoroughly reviewed, and have been termed ‘inverting’ 

Type I systems [52], as the systems phase-vary by DNA 

inversions. This review will describe two of the best studied 
systems: those found in the related pathogens Streptococcus 

pneumoniae and Streptococcus suis. 

The SpnD39III system in S. pneumoniae was the first described 
phasevarion controlled by phase variation of a Type I R-M 

system. This system switches between six distinct methyl- 
transferase specificities, and is termed the SpnD39III system 
[39]. S. pneumoniae is a major global bacterial pathogen, and 
is responsible for acute and chronic diseases of the upper and 

lower respiratory tract, and serious and life-threatening infec- 
tions, including meningitis and sepsis [53]. The SpnD39III 
system is present in every strain of S. pneumoniae that has 

a publicly available genome sequence (>200 strains) [39]. 
This Type I system contains multiple, duplicated hsdS genes 

containing IRs, with two unique 5 TRDs and three unique 

3 TRDs encoded (Fig. 2a) [39]. Therefore, the SpnD39III 
system shuffles between six different specificities through 
homologous recombination between the multiple, variable 

TRDs present in the expressed (hsdS) and silent (hsdS 

and hsdS) copies of these specificity genes (Fig. 2a). This 

process is catalyzed by a locus-associated recombinase, creX 
[54], and a non-locus associated recombinase [55]. The six 
methyltransferase specificities of the SpnD39III locus, termed 

alleles A–F, all methylate a different DNA target sequence, and 
consequently control a different phasevarion. This results in 
six differentiated cell types in a S. pneumoniae population 
[39]. For example, cells expressing the SpnD39III-A allele 

are highly invasive in a mouse model of infection [39], 
and S. pneumoniae expressing the SpnD39III-B allele show 

decreased expression of capsule biosynthetic genes, and genes 

involved in carbohydrate metabolism [39]. There also appears 

to be strain-specific variation in phenotype and the SpnD39III 

allele expressed, as studies in different strains show different 

colony opacity phenotypes even when the same SpnD39III 

allele is expressed [54, 56]. This implies that the expression of 

different SpnD39III alleles and strain-specific factors interact 

to increase the phenotypic variation of different S. pneumo- 

niae populations. This adds a further level of complexity to 

characterizing the phenotypic effects of SpnD39III phase- 

varion switching on S. pneumoniae pathobiology. 

An inverting Type I system is present in S. suis. S. suis is 

a major pig pathogen, causing a range of respiratory tract 

infections, as well as invasive diseases such as arthritis and 

septicaemia [57]. S. suis is also a major cause of zoonotically 

acquired meningitis in humans, particularly in South-East 

Asia [58] where it is a major public health concern, and has 
high mortality rates due to eliciting a streptococcal septic/ 

toxic shock-like syndrome in patients [59]. An inverting Type 

I system was recently described in S. suis [60] that shuffles 

between four different HsdS specificities. Unlike the S. pneu- 

moniae ‘six-way’ SpnD39III system, this ‘four-way’ system in 

S. suis does not contain a locus-associated recombinase, nor 

a truncated hsdS gene, but only duplicated, inverted hsdS 

loci (hsdS and hsdS) that contain IRs (Fig. 2b). Interestingly 
this four-way inverting Type I R-M system in S. suis is associ- 

ated with a highly virulent zoonotic lineage [60, 61]. No gene 
expression analysis has yet been carried out for the four alleles 
expressed by this system (alleles A–D), and it will be inter- 

esting to decipher the gene expression differences controlled 
by these phasevarions, and the resulting invasive phenotype 
associated with the virulent lineage containing this system. 

 
Type I R-M loci containing simple sequence repeats 
A single Type I R-M locus has been observed that can phase- 

vary by changes in the length of SSRs located in the open 

reading frame of the encoding hsdS gene. This locus, named 

the NgoAV system [19], is present in the human pathogen 

Neisseria gonorrhoeae, which is responsible for the sexually 

transmitted infection (STI) gonorrhoea. N. gonorrhoea has 

emerged as a major drug-resistant pathogen, with some 

strains being resistant to all but last-line antibiotics [62]. The 

SSR tract in the hsdS gene is a polyguanine (G
n
) tract, and 

is located between the 5 and 3 TRDs (Fig. 2c). Variation 

between G6 and G7 results in a change in the reading frame 

downstream of the tract. This results in two different hsdS 
allelic variants being expressed, dependent on the SSR tract 

length: a full-length HsdS protein is produced if the number 

of repeats (G6) means the 3 TRD is translated with the 5 TRD 

to produce a single polypeptide; a truncated HsdS protein is 

produced if the number of SSRs varies (G7), which leads to 

a frameshift and premature stop codon before the 3 TRD 

coding region (Fig. 2c). Thus, two different HsdS proteins 

are produced, which have two different methyltransferase 

specificities [19]. No phenotypic characterization has been 

carried out on N. gonorrhoeae strains containing the two 

HsdS variants, but the fact that the two HsdS proteins lead 
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Fig. 2. Illustration of phase-variable Type I R-M systems. (a) A phase-variable Type I R-M locus shuffles domains between expressed and 

silent loci via recombination between inverted repeats. The example uses the six-way switch, SpnD39III, present in S. pneumoniae as an 

illustration. Inverted repeats (IRs) are represented by yellow, brown and green boxes. Recombination of DNA sequences encoding the two 

different 5 TRDs (blue and purple) and the three different 3 TRDs (red, pink and orange) generates six different allelic variants in the 

expressed hsdS locus. This leads to S. pneumoniae expressing six unique HsdS allelic variants, meaning six different methyltransferase 

activities are expressed in a S. pneumoniae population, depending on the sequence of the hsdS gene in the expressed locus in each 

individual bacterial cell. This locus also encodes a DNA recombinase, creX. (b) S. suis contains inverted hsdS loci like the SpnD39III 

system, but only contains expressed (hsdS) and silent (hsdS) genes containing inverted repeats (blue and brown). In this system, 

there are two different 5 TRDs (green and yellow), and two different 3 TRDs (pink and purple). This means that four different HsdS 

allelic variants can be expressed by recombining between the IRs in these hsdS loci (blue and brown boxes), meaning four different 

methyltransferase specificities in a population of S. suis. (c) Either a full-length or a truncated protein is produced from the NgoAV locus 

in N. gonorrhoeae, dependent on the length of the SSR tract between the 5 TRD (red) and the 3 TRD (green). The truncated HsdS is 

equivalent to just the 5 TRD (red), with two truncated proteins dimerizing to form a functional HsdS protein. This leads to two different 

methyltransferase specificities. 

 

to methylation at different DNA target sequences strongly 

implies that this system controls a phasevarion. 

Variation in SSR length can occur in hsdM loci as well as 

hsdS subunits. In these examples, changes in SSR tract length 

leads to ON/OFF switching of the hsdM methyltransferase 

gene, rather than the production of full-length or truncated 

proteins, as seen with hsdS genes. Phase variation of Type I 

hsdM loci has been observed in Haemophilus influenzae [63] 

and Mannheimia haemolytica [64], although neither system 

has yet been shown to control a phasevarion. 
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Fig. 3. Depiction of phase-variable Type III mod genes and alleles. (a) Different mod genes show little (<25 %) sequence identity, as 

illustrated with the modA (red) and modB (purple) genes. The hatched box represents the central target recognition domain (TRD) that  

dictates the DNA sequence methylated by the Mod protein, with different TRDs in the same mod backbone representing different allelic 

variants of the same mod gene. The location of the SSR tract is depicted in grey, with the repeating unit represented underneath, e.g.  

modA contains an SSR tract made up of varying numbers of AGCC (n) or AGTC(n) repeats, and modB contains an AACCC(n) repeat tract. The 

positions of the catalytic domain, DPPY, and the substrate-binding domain, FXGXG, are depicted by black bars. When bacterial strains  

contain multiple independently phase-variable mod genes, these are located in different places in the genome. modA genes are found in 

NTHi, pathogenic Neisseria, and K. kingae. modB genes are found in the pathogenic Neisseria. (b) Allelic variants of the same mod gene 

are highly conserved in their 5 and 3 regions (white coloured arrows), whereas the central variable TRD region varies between different 

alleles of the same gene (different coloured boxes), meaning that different alleles have different methylation specificities.  The example 

uses the five most common phase-variable modA alleles in patients with otitis media, studied in [35], as an illustration. 
 

 

Phase-variable Type III mod genes are widespread 
in the bacterial domain 

Most of the phasevarions described to date are associated with 
Type III mod genes [13]. In these organisms the methyltrans- 

ferase (Mod) phase-varies between two states (ON or OFF) by 

variation in the number of SSRs in the mod gene [48] (Fig. 3). 

A recent study reported that almost 20 % of all Type III mod 

genes contain SSR tracts in their open reading frame [65]. 

This remarkable observation indicates that almost one-in-five 

Type III mod genes are able to phase-vary, and potentially 

control a phasevarion. Based on this analysis, the highly 

variable mod gene sequences present, and the location and 

repeating unit of the SSR tracts present in these mod genes, it 

appears that phase-variable Type III methyltransferases have 
independently evolved multiple times and appear to be a 

common and widespread strategy used by bacteria to generate 

phenotypic diversity and improve adaptability. 

Different mod genes show little (<25 % homology) sequence 

conservation (Fig. 3a). Allelic variants of individual mod 

genes show high (>95 % DNA) sequence identity in their 5 

and 3 conserved regions, but contain a highly variable central 

region, encoding the TRD (Fig. 3b) [66]. Like Type I hsdS 

genes, the TRD dictates the DNA sequence methylated by 

Mod. Therefore, if individual mod genes contain a different 

TRD, but a highly conserved 5 and 3 region, these are clas- 

sified as allelic variants of a single mod gene. This means that 

different alleles of individual mod genes encode enzymes that 

methylate a different DNA target sequence. Methylation of 

a different target sequence means that different Mod alleles 
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regulate the expression of a different set of genes; i.e. they 

control different phasevarions. An analysis of the evolution 

of phase-variable mod genes present in H. influenzae and the 

pathogenic Neisseria [66] indicated that new TRDs evolve by 

shuffling existing ones between strains and species. 

 
Many important human-adapted bacterial pathogens 

contain phase-variable Type III mod genes 

Phasevarions as a novel gene regulation system were first 

described in H. influenzae ~15 years ago [67]. This followed 
the observation of SSR tracts in Type III mod genes [68]. 

Phase-variable mod genes and phasevarions have since been 

well characterized in a number of human-adapted pathogens, 

including modA in non-typeable H. influenzae [36, 69], modA 

and modB in N. gonnorhoeae and Neisseria meningitidis [20], 

modD in N. meningitidis [70], modH in Helicobacter pylori 

[71] and modM in Moraxella catarrhalis [72]. 

Non-typeable H. influenzae (NTHI) is a major human 

otopathogen that is responsible for acute and chronic infec- 

tions of the respiratory tract, including middle ear infection 

(otitis media; OM) in children [73], and chronic obstruc- 

tive pulmonary disease (COPD) [74, 75] and community- 

acquired pneumonia in adults [76]. Since the introduction 

of a vaccine against H. influenzae serotype b (Hib), the inci- 

dence of invasive infection caused by NTHi has increased 

significantly worldwide [77, 78]. NTHi contains 21 modA 

alleles (modA1-21), each containing a variable central TRD, 

meaning that each allele methylates a different DNA target 
sequence, and implying that each allele controls a different 

phasevarion [36, 66, 79]. Characterization of NTHi strains 

taken from children with middle ear infection showed that 

~65 % of strains contained just one of five phase-variable 

modA alleles – modA2, modA4, modA5, modA9 and modA10 

[36], with modA phase variation being associated with differ- 

ences in antibiotic resistance and immune evasion, and also 

influencing variable expression of a number of putative NTHi 

vaccine candidates, e.g. OMP P6 and HMW [36]. The same 

study demonstrated that the modA2 ON state (i.e. expressed) 

was selected for in a chinchilla model of middle ear infec- 

tion [36], indicating that the genes differentially regulated 

in the ModA2 phasevarion provide a selective advantage 

in the middle ear. Subsequent work demonstrated that the 
switch from modA2 OFF to modA2 ON results in more severe 

middle ear infections [80], indicating that an as yet unchar- 

acterized interaction likely occurs between modA2 ON and 

modA2 OFF sub-populations in the middle ear to increase 

disease severity. Further work with modA-controlled phase- 

varions in NTHi demonstrated that they influence important 

pathobiological traits, such as resistance to oxidative stress 

[81] and biofilm formation [82]. 

N. gonorrhoeae and N. meningitidis are major human 

pathogens that are responsible for the STI gonorrhea and 

meningococcal meningitis and septicaemia, respectively. 

Both contain multiple independently switching Type III mod 

genes, with N. gonorrhoeae also containing a phase-variable 

Type I methyltransferase (described above). Both N. gonor- 

rhoeae and N. meningitidis contain modA and modB, with 

N. meningitidis also containing modD [20, 70, 83]. ON/OFF 

switching of the modA13 allele in N. gonorrhoeae causes 

differences in virulence traits, such as invasion of human 

cells and biofilm formation [20]; ON/OFF switching of the 

modA11 and modA12 alleles in N. meningitidis results in 

differences in antibiotic susceptibility [84]. Phase variation 

of the modA11 allele in N. meningitidis also results in variable 

expression of the lactoferrin-binding proteins LbpA and LbpB 

[20], which were being investigated as vaccine candidates 

for N. meningitidis. This finding illustrates the importance 

of understanding which proteins are differentially regulated 
as part of phasevarions; LbpA and LbpB were thought to be 

stably expressed, as they contain no features associated with 

phase-variable genes. Currently six modB and seven modD 

alleles have been described [38, 83], with the modD1 allele 

being associated with hypervirulent strains of N. meningitidis 

[70, 83]. Therefore N. meningitidis can encode up to three 

independently switching mod genes (modA, modB and 

modD), all of which likely play a key role in virulence. 

The human pathogen H pylori, which is responsible for gastric 

ulcers and is implicated as a cause of gastric cancer, contains 

17 different modH alleles [71]. The modH gene phase-varies 

ON/OFF through changes in the length of a SSR G
n 

tract 

located in its open reading frame [71]. The most prevalent 

modH allele in H. pylori, modH5, has been shown to control 

the expression of the flagellum of this organism [85]. A recent 

survey of the extent of SSR tracts in all Type III mod genes 

[65] demonstrated the presence of two further phase-variable 

mod genes in H. pylori, which were named modJ and modL. 

Whether these newly discovered Type III mod genes control 

phasevarions is yet to be demonstrated, although genes from 

multiple strains contain variable length SSR tracts [65], 

which strongly implies that they phase-vary. Therefore, like 

N. meningitidis, some strains of H. pylori can contain up to 

three independently switching Type III mod genes. 

M. catarrhalis is a human respiratory tract pathogen. Indi- 

vidual strains can contain one of six different alleles of the 
modM gene [72, 86]. An association of the modM3 allele with 

isolates causing middle ear infection has been demonstrated 

[37], which like modA2 in NTHi above, implies that certain 

genes in the modM3 phasevarion provide a selective advan- 

tage in the middle ear [37]. A survey of all R-M systems in 

M. catarrhalis demonstrated the presence of two further puta- 

tively phase-variable Type III mod genes, which have been 

named modN and modO [86]. The presence of multiple phase- 

variable mod genes in multiple human-adapted pathogens 

shows that high levels of phenotypic variation are selected for 

in these organisms, and that this plays a key role in virulence 

and pathobiology. 

 
Newly identified phase-variable Type III mod genes in 
major human pathogens 

Shiga toxin-producing Escherichia coli (STEC) is a major 

food-borne bacterial pathogen that causes lethal haemolytic 

uremic syndrome in ~10 % of infected individuals [87]. 

A Type III mod gene containing an SSR tract was recently 

identified in this important human pathogen [65]. Different 
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strains of STEC containing this Type III mod gene had SSR 

tracts of varying length, implying phase-variable expression 

and the potential to control a phasevarion [65]. Phenotypic 

characterization of strains containing ON and OFF versions 

of this Type III mod gene will determine the importance 

of phase variation of this system for the virulence of STEC 

strains containing it, and it will be interesting to understand 

the effects of phase-variable methyltransferase expression in 

this pathogen. 

Kingella kingae is a Gram-negative organism that has 

recently been identified as the cause of bone infections, 

endocarditis and bacteraemia in young children [88]. 

K. kingae contains the modK gene [89]. Differential expression 

of modK1 was shown to modulate the host immune response, 

and vary toxin production by K. kingae [89], showing the 

importance of phasevarion-mediated gene expression in the 

pathobiology of this emerging paediatric pathogen. K. kingae 

also contains modA alleles [65], which means that individual 

strains of K. kingae can potentially contain multiple, inde- 

pendently phase-variable mod genes controlling distinct 

phasevarions. 

Multiple species of the genus Mycoplasma contain Type III 

mod genes containing SSR tracts. Mycoplasmas are dedi- 

cated intracellular pathogens that cause disease in a variety 

of mammalian species [90]. Humans can be infected with 

Mycoplasma pneumoniae and Mycoplasma genitalium, 

causing pneumonia and pelvic inflammatory disease, respec- 

tively. Both f these organisms contain multiple Type III mod 

genes containing SSRs [48, 65, 91]. As with the other newly 

identified mod genes containing SSRs described above, these 

systems are yet to be studied in detail, but the advantage of 

containing multiple ways to generate phenotypic diversity 

without gene acquisition in small-genome pathogens is 

clear, and an investigation of the effects of phasevarions in 

mycoplasmas will be essential for the generation of effective 

vaccines and treatments. 

The zoonotic pathogen S. suis contains a Type III mod gene 

containing SSRs, in addition to containing an inverting 

Type I R-M system as described above [60]. Three unique 

alleles of this mod gene have been discovered in individual 

S. suis strains, with these new alleles being named modS1, 

modS2 and modS3, and all three alleles have been shown 

to methylate different target sequences [60]. Interestingly, 

analysis of a large collection of S. suis isolates [61] showed 

that no strain contains both a phase-variable Type I and a 

phase-variable Type III methyltransferase [60], with strains 

containing one or the other. Whether this is due to different 

systems arising in strains from different parts of the world, 

or an incompatibility of phase-variable Type I and Type III 

methyltransferases, remains unclear. However, evidence 

against it being due to ‘over-methylation’ is provided by 

multiple bacterial species (N. meningitidis, H. pylori and 

M. catarrhalis) apparently being able to contain multiple 

Type III mod genes that can phase-vary, so the separation 

of phase-variable Type I and Type III methyltransferases in 
S. suis remains open to investigation. 

Mode of action of phase-variable epigenetic 
regulators 

Whilst the identification and study of phase-variable DNA 

methyltransferases has advanced rapidly over recent years, 

understanding of the basic mechanism(s) of gene regulation 

by these systems is much less advanced. Whilst PacBio SMRT 

sequencing and methylome analysis has allowed the identi- 

fication of methyltransferase specificity, and transcriptomic/ 

proteomic studies have elucidated the genes regulated by 

these systems, this knowledge has not yet been underpinned 

by mechanistic studies concerning the events involved in 

gene regulation in phasevarions. It should be noted that gene 

expression changes in phasevarions are likely mediated by 
both methylation and loss of methylation at particular sites. 

The only example to date of how a gene is regulated by differ- 

ential methylation by a phase-variable methyltransferase has 

come from study of the Type III mod gene modH5 in H. pylori 

[85]. Determination of the recognition sequence of ModH5 

by SMRT sequencing and methylome analysis (5-Gm6ACC- 

3) showed that this sequence was present in the promoter 

of the gene encoding the major flagellar protein, flaA. This 

allowed the demonstration that differential methylation of a 

5-GACC-3 motif in the promoter of flaA leads directly to 

expression differences in this gene. The authors of this study 

also demonstrated that removal of the modH5 recognition 

site from the flaA promoter by site-directed mutagenesis 

resulted in the flaA gene no longer being controlled by 

modH5 phase variation [85]. This study therefore provided 

the first evidence of direct control of a gene by a phase- 

variable methyltransferase. This mode of gene regulation 
by a phase-variable methyltransferase can be thought of as 

‘primary’ regulation by methylation, i.e. methylation directly 

affects expression of the gene where the methylation is 

occurring (Fig. 4a). It is also likely that secondary regulation 

(Fig. 4b), i.e. methylation of a distal site affects gene expres- 

sion, and even tertiary regulation (Fig. 4c), i.e. methylation of 

a regulator subsequently affecting gene expression, occurs in 

phasevarions. We come to this hypothesis as mapping of the 

sequences methylated by phase-variable methyltransferases to 

the genes differentially regulated in their phasevarions shows 

that many of the regulated genes do not contain any recogni- 

tion sequences in their promoter or immediately upstream 
regulatory regions [36–38]. This would mean indirect 

(i.e. secondary) regulatory events are occurring. modA11 

phase-variation results in differential regulation of the ferric 

uptake regulator Fur in N. meningitidis [20], which is likely 

to lead to differential expression of the Fur regulon in this 

organism due to differential production of the Fur protein 

in modA11 ON vs OFF sub-populations. A summary of the 

demonstrated and potential methods of regulation by phase- 

variable DNA methyltransferases is illustrated in Fig. 4. 

 
Importance of phasevarions in vaccine 
development 

As discussed throughout this review, an understanding of 
the genes regulated by phasevarions is required to under- 

stand bacterial virulence and pathobiology. Individual 
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the ways phase-variable methyltransferases control gene expression in a phasevarion. (a) Direct DNA methylation 

at a promoter has been demonstrated for a single phasevarion-controlled gene, the fla gene in the H. pylori modH5 phasevarion [85]. 

Differential methylation between the modH5 ON and modH5 OFF states leads directly to differential expression of fla; we hypothesize 

two further modes of gene regulation by genome-wide differential methylation. (b) Secondary methylation, where methylation at a distal 

site leads to differential methylation of a gene shown to be regulated by a phasevarion. There is no direct evidence for this , other than 

the fact that many genes controlled by phasevarions do not contain the DNA sequence recognized by the relevant methyltransferase 

in or near their promoter. (c) Tertiary methylation, where differential methylation leads to variable expression of a regulatory protein, 

or regulatory RNA, which then leads to differential regulation of genes. In the example, differential regulation of Fur by the modA11 

phasevarion results in differential expression of multiple genes in the Fur regulon [20]. 
 

 
 

phase-variable genes are easily identified by the presence 

of sequence features such as SSRs and IRs, and are not 

ideal vaccine candidates, as their expression is not stable. 

However, if certain phase-variable genes are highly immu- 

nogenic, and/or their expression is required in certain 

host niches, phase-variable genes should not necessarily be 

discounted as vaccine candidates. For example, the NadA 
protein forms part of the 4c-MenB (Bexsero) vaccine against 

N. meningitidis serogroup B [92], as it has been shown to 

be expressed at high levels during infection [93]. The NTHI 

vaccine candidate Hia, an outer-membrane adhesin, is also a 

phase-variable vaccine candidate. Hia is able to induce high 

levels of serum anti-Hia antibodies in a chinchilla model of 

NTHi disease [94], and Hia is expressed (phase ON) during 

colonization of the nasopharynx [42], meaning that a vaccine 

would prevent NTHi colonization and disease. All described 

phasevarions regulate the expression of proteins that are 

involved in pathobiology, and many regulate current and 

putative vaccine candidates. Phasevarions are distinct from 

all previous examples of phase-variable genes, as they create 

phenotypically distinct sub-populations through altered 

expression of multiple genes. The presence of phasevarions 

complicates the identification of stably expressed proteins, 

as the epigenetically regulated genes do not contain features 

that are easily identifiable in silico. Understanding the factors 

that are regulated by phasevarions is therefore important in 

defining the stably expressed antigenic repertoire of organ- 

isms that contain phase-variable methyltransferases. This 

will allow the rational design of more effective vaccines and 

treatments, and ensure that any vaccine candidates that are 

shown to be regulated by phasevarions are expressed and able 

to switch expression under conditions that are relevant to the 

induction of immunity. 
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Conclusions 

Work over the last 10 years has shown that phase-variable 

DNA methyltransferases are widespread in the bacterial 

domain. The identification of multiple distinct mechanisms of 

methyltransferase phase variation implies that phasevarions 

have evolved independently multiple times, and that this type 

of variable epigenetic regulation provides a strong selective 

advantage. In every case where phasevarions have been 

studied in detail, they regulate genes involved with multiple 

virulence traits, and understanding the factors regulated is key 

to rational and successful vaccine design. Even though it is 

expected that each distinct phasevarion will regulate the same 

set of genes in the same species, this has never been studied. 

There is evidence that there are strain-specific gene expression 

differences influenced by the SpnD39III system in S. pneumo- 

niae, as there are some differences in the phasevarion when 

comparing S. pneumoniae strains D39 and TIGR4. However, 

the full extent of these differences needs to be studied further. 

Whether the same methyltransferase controls the same phase- 

varion in different species also remains to be studied. The 

sequence recognized by the phase-variable methyltransferase 

will be the same, but due to the differences in, for example, 

the G/C content of the genome, and the genes encoded, the 

actual genes controlled by methylation differences may vary, 

as the location of the DNA sequence methylated may vary 

with these differences. This is an outstanding question, but 

one we would be interested to see solved. Although the effort 

required to characterize phasevarions is extensive, ongoing 

advances in gene and protein expression technology and 

methylome analysis have streamlined this process. In many 

cases, particular phasevarions are associated with disease and 

pathobiology, which underlines the importance of thoroughly 

characterizing these systems in the bacterial species where 

they are present. A number of important bacterial pathogens 

contain phase-variable methyltransferases, and by implication 

phasevarions, yet these remain to be characterized. The study 

of these newly identified systems will be key to designing new 

and more effective vaccines, or improving existing vaccines, 

against the pathogens that contain them. The production of 

better and more effective vaccines is particularly important 

with the increase in antibiotic resistance. Vaccines represent 

the best way to prevent disease, with phasevarion identifica- 

tion and analysis likely to play a major part in the develop- 

ment of stable and efficacious vaccines against a number of 

major human pathogens. 
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Afterword 

Between publishing the review of Chapter 6 and submitting this thesis, new 
information has arisen relevant to Chapter 7 and the SpnIII phasevarion. To ‘update’ 
this thesis, these recent key findings have been further discussed below:  
 
Specific findings regarding the SpnIII phasevarion include description of distinct 
forms of the SpnIII system, as described by Oliver et al in 2020 [5]. This is 
particularly relevant to this thesis as these preliminary findings were built upon in the 
next chapter. Other recent investigations into the SpnIII phasevarion also described 
the importance of the CreX recombinase PsrA, with its absence disrupting the 
inversion of IR1 (inverted repeat 1) and IR3 of the SpnIII system, though the 
inversion of IR2 was not affected [6]. This PsrA independent and dependent shuffling 
of inverted repeats is partially explained by the higher binding affinity of PsrA to IR1 
sites over IR2/3 sites [7].  
 
Further work by Wang et al classified mechanisms by which the two opacity 
phenotypes (transparent and opaque) are generated through the SpnIII system (both 
PsrA dependant, and independent), and further linked environmental sensing 
systems to SpnIII phasevarion switching [8]. Sub-MIC levels of antibiotics 
(clarithromycin) have also been observed to abrogate the transition between opacity 
phenotypes [9], which are dictated by SpnIII phasevarion switching. Since the 
transition of opacity phenotype is involved in cellular invasion (transitioning from 
transparent to opaque) [9], this further supports the environment impacting SpnIII 
phasevarion switching. 
 
Following the information in the ‘Inverting Type I hsdS loci are present in many bacterial 
species’ section of Chapter 6, a more recent survey has further revealed the 
abundance of Type 1 RM systems in clinically relevant Gram-positive bacteria [10]. 
Examination of one of these phasevarions in Listeria monocytogenes found that 
distinct virulence phenotypes were produced by the different alleles of the 
phasevarion [11]. These results mimic observations seen in similar phasevarions of 
S. suis and S. pneumoniae (discussed in Chapter 6). 
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Chapter 7 

Pneumococcal Phasevarions Control Multiple Cirulence Traits, Including 

Vaccine Candidate Expression  

 

Chapter 7 is a published co-authored paper. My contributions: experimental design 

and conceptualisation, data collection, analysis and interpretation and writing and 

editing the manuscript. The bibliographic details of the co-authored paper are: 
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Pandey M, von Itzstein M, Swords WE, Paton JC, Jennings MP, Atack JM. 

Pneumococcal Phasevarions Control Multiple Virulence Traits, Including Vaccine 

Candidate Expression. Microbiology Spectrum. 2022 Jun 29;10(3):e0091622. 
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Foreword 

Streptococcus pneumoniae, the pneumococcus, is the world’s foremost bacterial 

pathogen, with a child dying from a pneumococcal infection every 8 minutes. 

Although vaccines exist for this organism, they only protect against a limited number 

of the 100+ serotypes. S. pneumoniae encodes a phasevarion controlled by a 

phase-variable Type I Restriction-Modification system: the SpnIII system. This 

methyltransferase shuffles between six different specificity subunits (encoded by 

hsdS genes). These six different methyltransferases result in six different phenotypic 

variants within a pneumococcal population. Previous work showed that the SpnIII 

system results in differential expression of the bacterial capsule, the major 

pneumococcal virulence factor, and the basis for the current vaccines against S. 

pneumoniae. Work in this chapter describes a detailed characterisation of the 

phenotypic effects of the SpnIII phasevarion, and demonstrates that several 

conserved pneumococcal proteins, investigated as candidates in a universal 

pneumococcal vaccine, are differentially regulated by this system. Consequently, the 

role of the SpnIII system must be understood to produce effective and lasting 

vaccines against S. pneumoniae. 
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ABSTRACT Streptococcus pneumoniae is the most common cause of bacterial illness 

worldwide. Current vaccines based on the polysaccharide capsule are only effective against 

a limited number of the >100 capsular serotypes. A universal vaccine based on conserved 

protein antigens requires a thorough understanding of gene expression in S. pneumoniae. 

All S. pneumoniae strains encode the SpnIII Restriction-Modification system. This system 

contains a phase-variable methyltransferase that switches specificity, and controls expres- 

sion of multiple genes—a phasevarion. We examined the role of this phasevarion during 

pneumococcal pathobiology, and determined if phase variation resulted in differences in 

expression of currently investigated conserved protein antigens. Using locked strains that 

express a single methyltransferase specificity, we found differences in clinically relevant 

traits, including survival in blood, and adherence to and invasion of human cells. We also 

observed differences in expression of numerous proteinaceous vaccine candidates, which 

complicates selection of antigens for inclusion in a universal protein-based pneumococcal 

vaccine. This study will inform vaccine design against S. pneumoniae by ensuring only sta- 

bly expressed candidates are included in a rationally designed vaccine. 

IMPORTANCE S. pneumoniae is the world’s foremost bacterial pathogen. S. pneumoniae 

encodes a phasevarion (phase-variable regulon), that results in differential expression of 

multiple genes. Previous work demonstrated that the pneumococcal SpnIII phasevarion 

switches between six different expression states, generating six unique phenotypic variants 

in a pneumococcal population. Here, we show that this phasevarion generates multiple 

phenotypic differences relevant to pathobiology. Importantly, expression of conserved 

protein antigens varies with phasevarion switching. As capsule expression, a major pneu- 

mococcal virulence factor, is also controlled by the phasevarion, our work will inform the 

selection of the best candidates to include in a rationally designed, universal pneumococcal 

vaccine. 

KEYWORDS phasevarion, phase variation, Streptococcus pneumoniae, vaccine, 

epigenetic regulation, pneumococcus 

 

treptococcus pneumoniae, the pneumococcus, is a human-adapted bacterial pathogen 

of global importance (1). S. pneumoniae commonly colonizes the nasopharynx asymptom- 

atically in both children and adults (2). Colonization may develop into diseases of the respira- 

tory tract, and lead to life-threatening meningitis and sepsis (invasive pneumococcal disease; 

IPD) (1). S. pneumoniae is the predominant cause of middle ear infection (otitis media; OM), 

the most common bacterial infection in children (~350 million cases annually), and the lead- 

ing cause of childhood antibiotic prescription and visits to health care providers in the devel- 

oped world (3, 4). S. pneumoniae is also one of the most common bacterial pathogens impli- 

cated in exacerbations of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) (5–7), although 
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certain studies have demonstrated that the role of S. pneumoniae is COPD is not clear (8). 

COPD affects ~380 million people globally, costing $1 billion in health care costs annually 

in Australia alone (9). In 2015, S. pneumoniae infection was responsible for approximately 1.5 

million deaths from pneumonia alone, including 650,000 children aged ,5 years (10). The 

prevalence, morbidity, and mortality, associated with S. pneumoniae mean it is extremely im- 

portant to understand the pathobiology of this organism to develop better treatments and 

vaccines. Current vaccines against S. pneumoniae based on the pneumococcal capsule (con- 

jugate vaccine PCV-13, and purified polysaccharide vaccine PPSV-23), only target a limited 

number of the >100 capsular serotypes (1, 11), and are only moderately effective at pre- 

venting OM (12). A universal pneumococcal vaccine based on conserved protein antigens 

could potentially provide complete protection against all strains. 

Restriction Modification (R-M) systems are almost ubiquitous in bacteria, where they were 

originally characterized as a defense against foreign DNA, typically from infection by bacterio- 

phage (13). In these systems, the restriction (R) enzyme cleaves foreign DNA at a particular DNA 

target sequence, while the cognate methyltransferase (modification; M) protects host DNA by 

methylating this same target sequence on host DNA (14). In addition, many methyltransferases 

associated with R-M systems have a role in gene regulation. In a number of bacterial pathogens, 

the methyltransferase is phase-variable. Phase variation is the rapid and reversible switching of 

gene expression, and is usually associated with bacterial surface features (15). Phase-variable 

expression of DNA methyltransferases leads to different methylation patterns in a bacterial popu- 

lation, dependent on the phase-variable state of the methyltransferase in each individual bacte- 

rium in the population. These methylation differences influence expression of multiple genes 

epigenetically, in systems called phasevarions (phase-variable regulons) (16). Phasevarions have 

been characterized in many bacterial pathogens such as Neisseria spp. (17), Moraxella catarrhalis 

(18), Haemophilus influenzae (19, 20), and Streptococcus suis (21). In every case, phasevarions reg- 

ulate genes involved in pathobiology, and frequently genes encoding vaccine candidates. S. 

pneumoniae encodes a phase-variable type I R-M system, the SpnD39III phasevarion (22), herein 

abbreviated to SpnIII. Type I R-M systems encode restriction (hsdR), modification (hsdM), and 

specificity (hsdS) subunits. The hsdR gene encodes the restriction endonuclease, while the hsdM 

gene encodes the cognate methyltransferase. The hsdS gene encodes a specificity subunit, 

HsdS, which determines the sequence cleaved or methylated by the HsdR and HsdM, respec- 

tively (14). An R2M2S pentamer forms the active restriction enzyme, while an M2S trimer forms 

an active, stand-alone methyltransferase (14). Each HsdS is composed of two target recognition 

domains (TRDs), with each TRD contributing half to the overall specificity of the complex (16). A 

version of the SpnIII system is present in every publicly available genome of S. pneumoniae 

(~200 strains) (22). The hsdR and hsdM genes of the SpnIII system are highly conserved between 

strains, and the methyltransferase of the SpnIII system is always expressed. The SpnIII locus enco- 

des multiple, variable hsdS loci, and a recombinase. Homologous recombination between the 

variable hsdS loci (expressed hsdS, and downstream silent hsdS9 and hsdS99 genes) leads to mul- 

tiple HsdS protein variants being expressed in a population. In strain D39 (22) and TIGR4 (23), 

this leads to six distinct DNA methyltransferase specificities being expressed in a pneumococcal 

population—SpnIII alleles A to F. These six different methyltransferase specificities result in six dif- 

ferent gene expression profiles, resulting in six distinct phasevarions in a pneumococcal popula- 

tion (Fig. 1A). Studies of the phenotypic effects of the SpnIII phasevarion in S. pneumoniae strains 

D39 and TIGR4 have found differential regulation of virulence determinants such as opacity, cap- 

sule, and biofilm formation commensurate with phase variation between methyltransferase spe- 

cificities A to F (22–24). The presence of the SpnIII phasevarion complicates the identification of 

conserved antigens, as the full impact of this system on pneumococcal gene regulation and 

pathobiology has not been investigated. Understanding the influence of the SpnIII phasevarion 

on gross pneumococcal phenotype, and specific effects regarding expression of conserved pro- 

tein antigens, is essential to designing successful treatments and vaccines. 

 
RESULTS 

Examination of fully annotated pneumococcal genomes reveals not all strains 
encode a six-way switch. The SpnIII system has been described as a six-way switch 

containing five characterized TRDs and a CreX recombinase (22). All TRD fragments of 
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FIG 1 Different major forms of the SpnIII system in surveyed genomes. The SpnIII system was examined in NCBI fully annotated S. 

pneumoniae genomes. (A) The “full” six-way switch as first described in strains D39 and TIGR4. (B) A simpler four-way switch as seen 

in strain CGSP14 and Taiwan 19F. (C) A three-way switch seen in strain P1031. (D) A two-way switch seen in strain G54. Further 
details can be found in Table S1. All TRD fragments of the same name (e.g., 1.1) are identical. 

 

the same name (e.g., 1.1) are essentially identical, as previously shown by Oliver et al. (25). We 

surveyed fully annotated S. pneumoniae genomes (82 strains total) in NCBI GenBank for the 

presence and conservation of the “full” SpnIII system described previously (22). Fig. 1 illustrates 

examples of the diversity of the SpnIII system. Fig. 1A is the full six-way switch as seen in 

strains D39 and TIGR4 (22, 23), and is found in 68.3% of strains examined (56 strains). 8.5% of 

strains (seven strains), such as Taiwan 19F, have lost a TRD, and consequently this system only 

results in four unique HsdS proteins; a four-way switch producing alleles B, C, E, and F (Fig. 1B). 

18.3% of strains (15 strains) encode the same TRD more than once, such as strain P1031, that 

encodes TRD 1.2 in both the hsdS and hsdS99 loci (Fig. 1C), producing a three-way switch, in 

this case, between alleles C, D, and F. There are then combinations of these two factors—loss 

of TRDs and a duplication of one TRD, resulting in the two-way switch as seen in strain G54, 

which can only produce alleles B and E (Fig. 1D). This arrangement was observed in 2.4% of 

surveyed genomes (two strains). Another aspect we observed was the loss of the gene encod- 

ing the CreX recombinase (creX) in multiple strains (Fig. 1B and D). The loss of this recombinase 

has been observed to decrease the rate of switching, but not completely prevent it (26). 6.1% 

of strains had a SpnIII system which could not be placed into the above-described groups due 

to the loss or gain of identifiable features (five strains). For example, strain 4041STDY6836167 

(a serotype 9V, sequence type [ST]156 isolate) contained a SpnIII system with seven hsdS 

regions, and strain HU-OH contained a SpnIII system with only two hsdS regions, one of 

which had <50% identity to known hsdS sequences (Table S1A). 6.1% of genomes were 

also found to have two SpnIII systems. The effects of these uncharacterized TRDs, and sig- 

nificance of not encoding a functional SpnIII phasevarion are outside the scope of this 
work. All data are presented in Tables S1A and 1B. 
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FIG 2 Clinically relevant traits of the SpnIII system using strain D39. (A) Adherence of strains expressing SpnIII  
alleles to A549 cells after 1 h. Values represent percent (%) of inoculum that was adherent. (B) Invasion assay 
measuring invasive ability of strains expressing SpnIII alleles after 1 h of incubation, then 45 min of antibiotic  

treatment. Values represent percent of inoculum that invaded A549 cells. SpnIII B had significantly better 

invasive ability compared with all other alleles. (C) Adherence to differentiated human airway epithelial cells 

after 1 h. Values represent percent of inoculum that adhered to cells. SpnIII B is significantly more adherent 

versus A and C. (D) Static biofilm formation was assessed after 24 h via crystal violet absorbance assay. SpnIII B  

and C form a significantly denser static biofilm compared to strains expressing other alleles. (E) Ability of SpnIII  
alleles A to F assessed for their survival in whole human blood (group O1) for 1.5 h. SpnIII B showed 

attenuated  (~0%)  survival,  whereas  SpnIII  E  and  F  showed  greatest  mean  survival  (~3%  to  4%).  Ability  of 

SpnIII A to F alleles (strain D39) to lyse Human erythrocytes (group O1) measured at (F) mid log (OD O.5) and 

(G) late log (OD 1.0) growth phases after 1 h. Cells expressing SpnIII allele B had the highest consistent  
hemolytic ability compared with other locked alleles and WT S. pneumoniae D39. Evaluating lytA expression in 

late log samples (H) showed that no significant difference between locked SpnIII alleles A to F or WT D39. This  

indicates differences in hemolytic ability seen in (F) and (G) are independent of lytA expression. MOI 100:1. See 
Fig. S1 for challenge ratios. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001. 

 

 
Expression of different HsdS alleles of the full SpnIII phasevarion result in diverse, 

clinically relevant phenotypes. To compare clinically relevant phenotypes of the SpnIII 

phasevarion in strain D39, we used our six “locked” D39 mutants expressing only one of 

the SpnIII alleles (22). Adherence to (Fig. 2A) and invasion of (Fig. 2B) human lung A549 cells 

was investigated. Adherence was also examined using differentiated human nasal airway 

epithelial (HNAE) cells (Fig. 2C). These cells are polarized, and produce mucous. Expression 

of SpnIII allele B resulted in significantly more adherence to and invasion of human airway 

cells compared with both WT and the five other locked strains. Similar results were found 
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using the polarized airway cell model—expression of SpnIII allele B resulted in significantly 

more adherence than SpnIII allele A and SpnIII allele C. When studying biofilm formation, a 

trait particularly important in middle ear infections, strain D39 expressing either SpnIII allele 

B or C showed significantly greater biofilm mass than either WT or the four other locked 

strains (A, D, E, F) (Fig. 2D). Strains expressing alleles A and E showed the lowest level of bio- 

film formation under the conditions tested. 
SpnIII phase variation affects survival in blood and hemolytic activity. All locked 

strains and WT exhibited 1% to 5% survival in human blood except the strain expressing 

SpnIII allele B, which was unable to survive at all in whole human blood (~0 CFU at 2 h; 

Fig. 2E). The hemolytic activity of each locked SpnIII strain and the WT strain was also assessed, 

using purified human erythrocytes (O1) as the model. The strain expressing SpnIII allele B 

caused the highest amount of hemolysis (Fig. 2F and G). As hemolysis has been associated 

with both auto- and passive-lysis of pneumococci, we examined expression of the major auto- 

lysis associated gene—lytA. lytA expression was compared in each of the WT and locked 

strains during log-phase growth. A lower than 2-fold difference of lytA expression was found 

between all locked strains (Fig. 2H), suggesting the differences in hemolysis are due to passive 

lysis, not lytA-mediated autolysis. All strains also expressed pneumolysin, the major toxin pro- 

duced by pneumococci at similar levels, indicating that rates of hemolysis were affected by 

unknown factors regulated by the SpnIII phasevarion. 

The SpnIII phasevarion impacts expression of conserved protein antigens. To 

study the extent of SpnIII-mediated gene expression changes on conserved protein antigens, 

we studied expression of 10 conserved pneumococcal surface proteins in prototype pneumo- 

coccal strains D39 (serotype 2) and TIGR4 (serotype 4). We used both WT and the six locked 

SpnIII variants in both strains D39 (22) and TIGR4 (23). We chose 10 conserved proteins that 

have been investigated as vaccine candidates: CpbA, GlpO, MalX, NanB, NanA, PhtD, PiuA, Ply, 

PsaA, and PspA. Standardized lysate loads were assessed by Coomassie staining (Fig. S2B). 

Differences in protein level were observed for multiple surface proteins in both strains, (Fig. 3A 

and B), with little correlation between specific SpnIII alleles and the strain being examined, 

indicating that there are both SpnIII phasevarion and strain-specific influences for expression 

of many of these conserved proteins. To investigate further, we carried out RT-qPCR using 

mRNA prepared from the same cultures as those used to prepare cell lysates for Western blots 

(Fig. 3C, D; full data in Table S2A, 2B), Significant (.2) fold differences were found in expres- 

sion of vaccine candidates between the locked and WT strains, in both D39 and TIGR4. Gene 

expression of all vaccine candidates varied between locked strains. There was little correlation 

between Western blot differences and RT-qPCR expression data. To probe these differences 

further, whole-cell ELISAs were performed to examine the expression of targets that showed 

differential expression between Western blot and RT-qPCR (PiuA and PsaA) (Fig. S2C). We fur- 

ther quantified Western blot results (Fig. S2C) to evaluate fold difference of banding intensity, 

and for comparison to ELISAs. ELISAs showed protein expression profiles that aligned with the 

Western Blot, rather than the gene expression data. The inconsistency between mRNA and 

protein levels is not unusual, and has been seen in other studies (27). This indicates that SpnIII- 

mediated gene expression changes, coupled with strain/serotype specific differences, play a 

complex role in the regulation of expression of these conserved protein antigens. 

SpnIII-mediated capsule level differences are more important for pneumococcal 

survival than protein antigen levels. Phenotypic differences between pneumococcal 

strains impact complement deposition and opsonophagocytosis (28, 29). We have shown 

the SpnIII variants (A to F) have different levels of protein expression of several putative pro- 

tein vaccine candidates (Fig. 3). The SpnIII system has previously been shown to influence 

capsule level (22), with strains expressing SpnIII allele B showing the lowest level of capsule 

expression due to a downregulation of the cps locus in our SpnIII B locked variant (22). 

Capsular serotype/level have also been shown to impact complement resistance and opso- 

nophagocytosis (30). We investigated if SpnIII phasevarion-mediated differences in both cap- 

sule quantity and protein antigen levels impacted in vitro opsonophagocytosis and killing 

by differentiated (neutrophil-like) HL-60 cells. We selected three of our D39 locked strains 

(locked for SpnIII A, B, and C) for their differences in capsule quantity; a D39 strain expressing 

SpnIII allele A has a high level of capsule relative to SpnIII allele B, with a strain expressing 
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FIG 3 Expression differences in conserved proteinaceous vaccine candidates. Western blots examining 

differences in expression of protein levels between strains expressing alleles of the SpnIII system in 

strains (A) D39 and (B) TIGR4. Heatmaps of RT-qPCR expression data of concomitant expressed RNA levels of 

genes encoding these vaccine candidates from strains (C) D39 and (D) TIGR4. Red (negative fold difference) to 

green (positive fold difference) using SpnIII locked allele A as the baseline. Differences over 2 fold are in 

bold. All data with all locked variants as the baseline is presented in the same format in Table S2. 

 

SpnIII allele C having an intermediate level of capsule compared with A and B (22). SpnIII al- 

lele A (high capsule phenotype) is much more resistant to opsonophagocytic killing com- 

pared with SpnIII allele B (low capsule phenotype) and SpnIII C (medium capsule phenotype) 

(Fig. 4A). We could not achieve 50% killing of the strain locked for SpnIII allele A, even at our 

maximum threshold of a 400:1 MOI (neutrophil:CFU). Study achieved 50% killing of SpnIII al- 

lele C with an MOI of 200:1 and SpnIII allele B with an MOI of 50:1. SpnIII allele B is over four 

times more susceptible to serum-independent neutrophil killing than SpnIII allele A. To 

investigate the effect of protein expression differences we observed in Fig. 3, we used PiuA 

and CbpA antisera in opsonophagocytosis assays (OPKs) (Fig. 4B and C). Western blots 

showed variable expression of PiuA commensurate with different SpnIII allele expression (dif- 

ferent protein antigen level, different capsule level), whereas CbpA was equally expressed 

irrespective of the SpnIII allele expressed (same protein antigen level, different capsule level), 

allowing us to determine if capsule or protein antigen level was more important to survival. 

The large differences in antisera independent killing made comparison between locked al- 

leles difficult. However, changes in protein antigen level impacted opsonophagocytosis less 

significantly than capsule level, with survival proportional to capsule amount (A>C>B) irre- 

spective of protein antigen level. 
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FIG 4 (A) Killing by differentiated neutrophil-like HL-60 cells with 10% (vol/vol) complement after 1 h. 

SpnIII A failed to reach 50% killing at maximum neutrophil:CFU ratio (400:1) after 1 h. SpnIII B and SpnIII C 

reached 50% killing at 50 and 200 neutrophil:CFU ratios, respectively. Opsonophagocytic killing assays using 

antisera against (B) PiuA and (C) CbpA at 1 in 20 dilution. Effects of antibody-mediated killing were masked 

by large differences in antibody-independent killing (A), independent of differences in antisera target. Western 

Blot showing expression of antisera targets in locked SpnIII alleles included for comparison. MOI for assays 

presented in Fig. S1. *, P < 0.05; NSD, no significant difference. 

 

DISCUSSION 

Phasevarions offer a contingency strategy for survival in many bacteria (15, 16, 31). In this 

study, we have built on our and others characterization of the SpnIII phasevarion (22–24). The 

“full” six-way SpnIII phasevarion was the most prevalent form, found in 56/82 of fully anno- 

tated S. pneumoniae genomes examined, indicating a key role of this system in pneumococcal 

pathobiology. However, we did identify variations on this system. The majority of the strains 

not producing a full six-way SpnIII phasevarion (24 strains) all encode systems that switch 

between two, three, or four SpnIII alleles (various combinations of existing alleles A to F). Five 

strains, such as strain 4041STDY6836167, appeared to have an SpnIII system which contained 

additional copies of the methyltransferase, and a total of nine hsdS regions (Table S1), includ- 

ing TRDs that have not been identified before. Duplicate SpnIII systems were also observed in 

~6% of genomes (five strains). As only the six-way switch has been previously described in lit- 
erature, and in only three strains (D39, TIGR4, and ST556), the impact of the truncated SpnIII 

phasevarions (not encoding all six HsdS alleles), the significance of duplications of the SpnIII 

system, and the role, if any, of newly identified TRDs, remains unclear. 

We have shown that the full SpnIII phasevarion of S. pneumoniae produces phenotypi- 

cally distinct sub-populations which have varied pathogenic phenotypes. It is therefore likely 

that synergy between the different phenotypes produced by the SpnIII phasevarion exists in 

a pneumococcal population, with each variant providing unique advantages (and disadvan- 

tages) under different conditions. These variants are likely subject to selection and counter- 

selection in different host niches dependent on the phenotypes they confer. There may be 

beneficial interactions between individual bacterial cells expressing different alleles in the 

pneumococcal population, with significantly more work needed to dissect these. However, 

our work has begun to determine the impact of each SpnIII allele on pneumococcal pheno- 

type on a broad population level. For example, in strain D39, SpnIII allele B produces a phe- 

notype that is more adherent to, and invasive of, host cells, perhaps providing a mechanism 

for intracellular survival and persistence (32). This property, however, comes at the expense 

of survival in blood, and an increased susceptibility to neutrophil-mediated killing (Fig. 4A), 

with both the positive and negative phenotypes the result of much decreased capsule 

expression (22). Lower capsule expression in cells expressing allele B also likely affects factors 

like shedding (33) and clearance (34). We see an opposite phenotype influenced by SpnIII al- 

lele A which expresses a high amount of capsule; strains expressing this allele show a much- 

decreased ability to form a biofilm, and reduced adherence to host cells (Fig. 2B to D), but 

shows high survival in blood (Fig. 2E), and is highly resistant to neutrophil killing (Fig. 4A). 

Individually, these phenotypes provide several advantages and disadvantages, but when 

produced in synergy they would provide a pneumococcal population with contingencies to 

survive in multiple host niches, and to rapidly respond to varying conditions. Diverse effects 
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on pneumococcal phenotype were also seen previously. For example, biofilm formation was 

influenced with our locked TIGR4 strains (23); in strain ST556, host cell adherence and naso- 

pharyngeal colonization were influenced by different SpnIII alleles (24). 

We have shown that there are significant differences in hemolytic ability between the 

phenotypes produced by the SpnIII phasevarion during log-phase growth, independent of 

lytA expression. Haemolysis has been associated with both auto- (LytA-mediated), and pas- 

sive-lysis (35–38) in S. pneumoniae. LytA is the major S. pneumoniae autolysin (35), and pro- 

motion of autolysis has been proposed to mediate release of virulence determinants such as 

Ply (39), and mediate S. pneumoniae fratricide (38). We did not see a difference in lytA 

expression between SpnIII alleles, indicating LytA production is not the cause of hemolytic 

differences between strains expressing different SpnIII alleles. Therefore, the differences seen 

in hemolytic activity may be primarily from passive pneumococcal lysis, and the exact factors 

responsible for this need to be determined. We also did not see a difference in pneumolysin 

expression (Fig. 3), discounting release or level of this toxin from the differences in hemolytic 

ability. Manso et al. reported the pneumococcal capsule was significantly lower in cells 

expressing SpnIII alleles B and C (B<C) (22) in strain D39, and we have shown this corre- 

lates with phenotypes that can be attributed to decreased capsule. Strains expressing alleles 

B and C demonstrate the highest levels of hemolysis. As capsule provides structural integrity 

to the cell, perhaps it is reduced capsule, controlled by SpnIII phase variation, that produces 

variants that are more prone to passive lysis. 

We observed differences in vaccine candidate expression between our “locked” SpnIII 

strains in two diverse pneumococcal strains. Protein levels were evaluated via Western Blot 

(Fig. 3A to C) and results were correlated with whole cell ELISA (Fig. S2C). There were some 

vaccine candidates that had relatively equal expression between alleles, such as PsaA in 

D39, with the largest difference of 1.5 fold between allele D and allele E (Fig. S2C). However, 

strain D39 showed different expression of MalX, PhtD, and PiuA between SpnIII alleles. 

Quantification of the Western Blot revealed that, PiuA, for example, had a 2.7-fold difference 

between D39 allele B versus allele A (Fig. S2C). GlpO, PhtD, Ply, and PiuA protein levels 

showed clear expression differences in strain TIGR4. Differences seen between D39 and 

TIGR4 are likely due to a combination of effects, such as individual expression of different 

regulators/genes between the two strains, and from the proteins themselves differing 

between strains (e.g., D39 and TIGR4 had different families of PspA) (40, 41). Additional fac- 

tors observed to vary due to the effects of the SpnIII phasevarion, such as capsule expression 

(22, 23), will also affect level of cell surface proteins (34, 42). The variation of protein antigen 

levels observed due to the SpnIII system may provide S. pneumoniae multiple contingency 

phenotypes, which are dynamically selected for/against depending on factors like co-coloni- 

zation and immune detection, as has been seen with phasevarions in other host-adapted 

pathogens (18–20, 43). Previous RNA-Seq analysis using these locked strains in D39 (22) and 

TIGR4 (23) showed that only PsaA was previously identified in D39 by RNA-Seq as being dif- 

ferentially regulated. There is also low consistency between our RT-qPCR results and our 

Western blots, although in general where a gene is shown as upregulated by RT-qPCR, we 

see the same upregulation in our Western blotting, and so on. In general, it is accepted that 

there is low correlation between transcriptomic and proteomic analysis of gene expression 

in numerous other bacterial species (44–47). As such, significant further work is required to 

understand the precise ways these genes are regulated in diverse strains of S. pneumoniae, 

and we demonstrate that the SpnIII system should be taken into account when doing so. 

Although differences in pneumococcal genotype have been seen to impact complement 

deposition and opsonophagocytosis (48), capsular serotype has been observed to be the pri- 

mary determinant of complement-mediated killing (30, 49). Complicating this, the SpnIII sys- 

tem generates phenotypically distinct intra-strain sub-populations, which have been shown 

to have varied levels of pneumococcal capsule (22, 23). We have demonstrated that even 

within a single strain (D39; serotype 2), the differences in capsule due to SpnIII allele switch- 

ing impact neutrophil killing and likely cellular adherence and invasion (Fig. 3 and 4). Our 

results are in agreement with the findings of Zangari et al., who recently found immunization 

against conserved surface proteins induced antibody titers unable to prevent colonization by 
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an encapsulated strain, but were able to protect against an acapsular mutant of that same 

strain (that had comparable levels of antibody targets) (50). Our findings suggest there is a 

particular, specialized role for a variant expressing decreased capsule level (SpnIII B). It is pos- 

sible that the protective effect seen by Zangari et al. (50) when targeting conserved surface 

proteins in an acapsular mutant would also be effective against naturally occurring SpnIII al- 

leles with reduced capsule (such as SpnIII B and C in strain D39). Furthermore, targeting natu- 

rally occurring phenotypes that we have shown to be important in biofilm formation and cel- 

lular adherence and invasion may prove effective in preventing key stages of S. pneumoniae 

disease progression, such as colonization. Several of the vaccine targets we examined (PspA, 

PhtD, and Ply) are also known to inhibit C3 deposition (51) and interfere with complement- 

mediated killing. These proteins are differently expressed due to switching of the SpnIII pha- 

sevarion (Fig. 3), demonstrating that further work is required to fully characterize the effects 

of the SpnIII phasevarion on killing by the host immune system. 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that clinically relevant phenotypes (Fig. 2) con- 

served protein antigens (Fig. 3), and opsonophagocytic killing (Fig. 4) are all influenced by 

the SpnIII phasevarion, with many attributable to the effects of the SpnIII phasevarion on the 

level of capsule, correlating with previous findings (22, 23). Significantly, we have shown that 

the SpnIII phasevarion influences expression of conserved protein antigens, both within indi- 

vidual strains, and between diverse pneumococcal strains. This is of concern to development 

of a universal pneumococcal vaccine based on these antigens; although these proteins are 

highly conserved between pneumococcal strains, their regulation appears to be profoundly 

complex. Understanding how expression of these antigens is regulated is critical to the 

rational design of a universal pneumococcal vaccine, as alteration of expression of vaccine 

candidates could lead to a decrease in vaccine efficacy, and possibly even vaccine failure. 

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Bacterial strains and growth conditions. S. pneumoniae strains were derived from strain D39 (sero- 

type 2) (22) or TIGR4 (serotype 4) (23) as described previously. S. pneumoniae was grown in Todd Hewitt 

broth supplemented with 1% yeast (THB1Y) at 37°C. Columbia 5% blood agar (CBA) plates used to 

grow S. pneumoniae on solid media at 37°C 5% CO2 conditions. 

Adherence assay. S. pneumoniae adherence and invasion was assessed against human derived 

A549 cells (type II pneumocytes). ~105 A549 cells were seeded to each well of a flat-bottomed 24-well plate 

(Greiner, Germany) and allowed to settle overnight (37°C) before inoculating with S. pneumoniae SpnIII variants 

(A to F) and wild-type D39 at ~107 CFU per well (MOI of 100:1) in 250 µL of RPMI media (Dubco) 10% fetal 

calf serum. MOI ratios of A549 adherence and invasion are supplied in Fig. S1A. Plates were incubated for 1 h 

at 37°C 5% CO2 allowing adherence/invasion. For the adherence assay, wells were washed of all non-adherent 

S. pneumoniae via multiple, gentle, 1 mL washes of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). Visual checks were per- 

formed to ensure A549s were intact, and planktonic S. pneumoniae removed. Wells were then detached via 

250 mL 0.25% Trypsin EDTA to dislodge adherent cells (5 min, 37°C) before serial dilution and drop plating on 

CBA plates to enumerate bacterial loads. Results represent triplicate values of biological duplicates. 

Adherence to differentiated human airway epithelial cells. S. pneumoniae adherence was 

assessed using normal human nasal airway epithelial (HNAE) cells differentiated ex vivo. These primary 

cells were differentiated ex vivo into basal cells, ciliated cells, and mucous-producing cells organized in a pseu- 

dostratified epithelium that replicates the structure and nature of the human upper airway epithelium. HNAE 

cells were collected from healthy donors (human ethics approval GLY/01/15/HREC) and expanded using 

Pneumacult Ex1 (Stemcell technologies). HNAE cells were differentiated at air-liquid interface in 6.5 mm trans- 

well with a 0.4 mm polyester 156 membrane (Corning, Product No. 3470). Briefly, media was removed from 

HNAE cells apical side (airlift) and provided with Pneumacult ALI basal media from HNAE cells basolateral side 

(Stemcell technologies). HAE cells were fully differentiated and ready to use after 28 days postairlift. Airway cells 

were washed twice with prewarmed PBS to remove mucous (20 min, 37°C) prior to use. The amount of total 

HNAE cells per transwell was enumerated, with one fourth of the total cells expected to be on the apical sur- 

face—this one fourth value was used to calculate the MOIs. Mid-log cultures of locked SpnIII alleles A, B, and C 

from strain D39 were used to inoculate the airway cells at a surface MOI of ~5:1 in a minimal 50 µL volume of 

media alone (Dubco). MOI ratios provided in Fig. S1B CFU inputs were assessed at both initial inoculum and af- 

ter 1 h at 37°C to monitor changes in CFU during experimentation. Plates were incubated for 1 h at 37°C with 

5% (vol/vol) CO2. Wells were washed of non-adherent cells via multiple, gentle, washes with 200 mL of pre- 

warmed PBS. Wells were then treated with 200 mL of 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA to dislodge adherent bacteria 

(30 min 37°C) before serial dilution and drop plating on CBA plates to enumerate bacteria. The percentage ad- 

herence was calculated from the CFU in the inoculum. 

Invasion assay. The invasion assay was identical to adherence assay (A549s) with the following 

changes: A549s were incubated with S. pneumoniae variants for 1 h, before extracellular bacteria were 

killed via treatment with 50 µg/mL Pen G in RPMI 10% foetal calf serum (FCS) for 45 min at 37°C. Wells 

were then treated with 250 µL of 0.25% trypsin EDTA to detach A549s (5 min 37°C). Wells were then 
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treated with 0.4% Saponin to lyse A549s (releasing invasive bacteria). Visual checks made to confirm cell 

lysis. Controls were in place to ensure effectiveness of Penicillin G treatment (data not shown). Surviving 

intracellular pneumococci were enumerated via serial dilution and drop plating on CBA plates. Results 

represent triplicate values of biological duplicates. 

Biofilm formation. Log-phase S. pneumoniae locked alleles/wild-type D39 was resuspended to OD 
0.05 in THB1Y. Flat-bottomed 24-well plates (Greiner, Germany) were seeded with 1 mL inoculum and grown 

for 24 h (37°C 5% CO2). Wells stained and fixed with 0.5% crystal violet for 15 min. Planktonic bacteria were 

removed via PBS washes. Remaining biomass measured by resuspending crystal violet with 95% ethanol and 

taking absorbance at 590 nm. Results represent triplicate values of biological duplicates. 

Survival in whole blood. Fresh human whole blood was drawn from volunteers into heparin-coated 

tubes by a registered nurse at Griffith University. Blood was held at 37°C, with shaking, and used within 2 h of 

the initial bleed. Experiments were carried out in triplicate on two separate occasions. Using a 96-well flat-bot- 

tomed plate (Greiner, Germany), 200 µL of whole human blood was inoculated with ~5  x 105 CFU of strains 

expressing alleles A to F and wild-type S. pneumoniae (Fig. S1D). Inoculum CFU were quantified by serial dilution 

to ensure equal loading of each well. After 90 min incubation at 37°C, shaking (120 rpm), with output CFU enum- 

erated by serial dilution and drop plating. The percent survival was calculated by dividing the surviving cells in 

blood (output) versus inoculation dose (input). Data represents triplicate values from biological duplicates. 

Haemolysis assay. Using 96-well round-bottomed plates (Greiner, Germany), 200 µL of 10% purified 

human erythrocytes (Red Cross Blood Service, Australia) suspended in PBS was inoculated with 0.22u fil- 

tered minimal media of S. pneumoniae “locked” strains expression SpnIII alleles A to F and wild-type 

D39. Chemically defined media (CDM) was prepared using SILAC RPMI (no glucose, no phenol red; Life 

Technologies Australia) 5% glucose and prepared as per Minhas et al. (52). Erythrocytes were resus- 

pended in dilutions ranging from neat media down to a 1/100 dilution of media and PBS. Plates were 

incubated at 37°C, shaking at 200 rpm (lid on) for 1 h. Plates were removed and centrifuged at  

1,000 rpm for 10 min to pellet surviving erythrocytes. Then, 100 mL of supernatant was moved to a 96- 

well flat-bottomed plate (Greiner, Germany) and read at an absorbance of 540 nm to detect amount of  

free haem and, indirectly, amount of lysis. No difference in absorbance observed between filtered mini- 

mal media and blank PBS. A PBS solution of 5% Saponin was used to produce 100% erythrocyte lysis, 

which was used as a standard for the amount of lysis of the S. pneumoniae media. Results represent trip- 

licate values. 

Protein extraction. To compare surface bound proteins of SpnIII variants, protein was extracted 

from log-phase bacteria. Briefly, bacteria were grown to OD600 0.8 in TBH1Y, representing late-log phase 

growth. Then, 10 mL of this was pelleted and washed with THB1Y. Bacterial pellet was then resuspended in 

1.5 mL RIPA Buffer (53) before sonicating for 30 s three times, resting for 2 min between bursts. Bacteria and  

debris were pelleted out and supernatant (containing protein) taken. Protein lysates were stored at 220°C 

with 10% b-mercaptoethanol. 

Western blotting. Protein load was standardized by visual checks on a 12% Bis-Tris Gel (Fig. S2B). 

Gels were run at 150V for 45 mins in Bolt MOPS Running Buffer (Invitrogen). Protein in lysates was transferred 

to nitrocellulose membrane at 15V for 1 h. Nitrocellulose membranes were blocked with 5% (wt/vol) skim milk 

in Tris-buffered saline with 0.1% Tween 20 (TBST) by shaking overnight at 4°C. Primary mouse antibodies 

against S. pneumoniae vaccine antigens were sourced from the Paton lab (Adelaide). Primary antibodies used 

at 1:100 to 1,000 in 5% skim milk TBST for 1 h with shaking at room temperature. Nitrocellulose membrane 

was washed in TBST for 1 h before adding secondary antibody (goat anti-mouse alkaline phosphatase conju- 

gate; catalogue number A3562) (Sigma) in 5% skim milk TBST at 1:2,500 dilution. Membranes were washed for 

1 h in TBST, before developing for 5 to 10min, or overnight at room temperature with shaking. Developing so- 

lution comprised of 100 mM Tris-HCL (pH 9.5), 100 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2 with bromo-chloro-indolyl phos- 

phate (BCIP), and nitro blue tetrazolium (NBT) used as detectors. In the case of PspA, antisera proved to be 

effective at detecting PspA of D39, which is classified as a family 1 PspA (54), but was infective at detecting the 

TIGR4 family 2 PspA (40) (evident by the lack of banding). Neither NanA nor NanB could be effectively detected 

in lysates after multiple attempts of varying conditions. 

S. pneumoniae RNA extraction. Trizol protocol was followed for RNA extraction of Streptococcus 

spp. as per manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 2 mL of log-phase S. pneumoniae at OD600 0.8 was pel- 

leted and treated with lysozyme and mutanolysin for 30 min at 37°C before adding 1 mL Trizol reagent 
and storing at 280°C. Trizol RNA extraction carried out as per manufacturer’s instructions (Sigma). 

Quantitative real-time PCR. Real-time PCRs were performed in triplicate using RNA isolated from 

“locked” SpnIII alleles A to F in strain D39 and TIGR4, as described above. cDNA was synthesized using 

NEB Protoscript II and random hexamers (Invitrogen; 50 ng µL-1) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 

Reverse transcriptase reactions lacking Protoscript II were performed as a negative control. All real-time PCRs 

were performed in a 25-µL mixture containing a 1 in 5 dilution of the cDNA preparation (5 mL), 10xSYBR 

Green buffer (PE Applied Biosystems) and 2 µM each primer (see Table S3 for primers). Pneumococcal 16S 

RNA was used as a control in each quantitative PCR comparison. Amplification and detection of specific prod- 

ucts were performed with the ABI Prism 7700 sequence-detection system (PE Applied Biosystems) with the fol- 

lowing cycle profile: 95°C for 10 min, followed by 40 cycles of 95°C for 30 s and 60°C for 1 min. The data was 

analyzed with ABI prism 7700 (version 1.7) analysis software. Relative gene expression between samples was 

determined using the ΔΔCT relative quantification method. 

Opsonophagocytic killing assays. HL60 cells were differentiated in DMSO (0.8%) containing M2 

media (RPMI 1640, 10% FBS, 1% L-glutamine) for 6 days prior to use. To determine HL60 differentiation, 

flow cytometry analysis was carried out to determine >55% of cells expressing the maturation marker CD35 

(E11,  Bio-Rad)  and  >12%  of  cells  expressing  the  proliferation  marker  CD71  (DF1513,  Bio-Rad)  (PMID: 

32430834). Differentiated HL60s were activated in Hanks’ balanced salt solution (HBSS) containing Ca++ and 
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Mg++ prior to use. The ability of the differentiated HL60 neutrophil-like cells to kill S. pneumoniae D39 locked 

alleles A, B, and C was assessed across varying concentrations of rabbit complement and neutrophils with a range 

of 20% complement 4 x 105 Neutrophils per 1 x 103 CFU of S. pneumoniae down to complement and neu- 

trophil free media. Complement 1 media-only controls did not kill S. pneumoniae (data not shown). Killing was 

assessed after 1 h at 37°C in conditions with and without mouse antisera. Results were expressed as percent of 

the surviving inoculum in the control wells for the neutrophil killing assay, and percent survival of the starting 

inoculum) ~1,000 CFU) in the opsonophagocytosis assays. Input amounts of each Locked allele can be seen in 

Fig. S1C. Graphs and statistics were generated via GraphPad Prism 5.0 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA). Error 

bars represent standard deviation from mean values. Student’s t test was used to compare samples: P values of 

<0.05 (considered significant) represented by *, P value of <0.01 indicated by **, P value of <0.001 indicated by 

***. Groups were considered not significantly different if P > 0.05 (no *). 

Data availability. This manuscript has been deposited in BioRxiv: https://www.biorxiv.org/content/ 

10.1101/2022.02.08.479631v1. 
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Chapter 8    Conclusions and Future Work 

Introduction 

Phase-variable genes provide contingency strategies to bacteria that encode them. 

These contingency genes are involved in a wide variety of functions and are often 

virulence determinants. Because of this, study of phase-variable genes is important 

in understanding disease pathogenesis and progression, as well as to vaccine 

development. In this thesis, individual phase-variable genes of Nontypeable 

Haemophilus influenzae have been examined through Chapters 2-5. The complex 

SpnIII phasevarion of Streptococcus pneumoniae was described in Chapter 7. 

Review articles comprise an introduction to phase variation and phase-variable 

genes (Chapter 1) and phasevarions (Chapter 6). 

Chapter Aims and Key Findings 

Chapter 1: This chapter was a general review of phase-variable genes. This review 

summarised current (2019) understanding of phase-variable genes while describing 

their role in disease and pathobiology of human-adapted bacterial pathogens.  

Key Findings: Summarised importance of phase-variable genes in human-adapted 

bacterial pathogens. 

 

Chapter 2: This chapter determined the role of seven phase-variable 

lipooligosaccharide (LOS) glycosyltransferases during NTHi invasive disease, which 

directed and informed treatment and vaccine development against NTHi. 

Key Findings: oafA was ON in invasive disease, while lic2A was OFF, implying that 

the addition of an O-acetyl group by OafA gave an advantage during invasive 

infection, whilst the addition of a galactose by Lic2A was deleterious. 

 

Chapter 3: Lav was a poorly characterised phase-variable protein found in 

Haemophilus spp. This work aimed to further our understanding of Lav, and reported 

the distribution, expression, and biological role of Lav in Nontypeable Haemophilus 

influenzae.  

Key Findings: Iav has multiple allelic variants, is involved in NTHi adherence to 

human lung cells and in biofilm formation, but was OFF in invasive NTHi isolates.   

 

Chapter 4: Haemoglobin-haptoglobin binding proteins (Hgps) are a family of phase-

variable proteins, reported to play an important role in virulence of Haemophilus 

influenzae due to their role in iron acquisition. Despite iron-uptake being essential to 

Haemophilus influenzae growth, no consistent naming scheme, or in-depth analysis 

of the distribution of Hgps existed. We aimed to inform future study and vaccine 

development by identifying the prevalence of Hgps across Haemophilus influenzae, 

while determining their expression (ON-OFF) in an invasive NTHi isolate collection.  
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Key Findings: Provided a necessary nomenclature system based on sequence 

identity for classifying Hgp proteins in Haemophilus influenzae, and identified 

previously uncharacterised variants. We also determined that hgpB was present in 

every Haemophilus influenzae genome and hgpC in >95% of genomes. hgpB or 

hgpC were also phase-varied ON in ~60% of invasive NTHi isolates. The surface 

domains of Hgps are highly variable, but all contain conserved core regions that 

could serve as a component of a rationally designed subunit vaccine. 

 

Chapter 5: Haemophilus influenzae biogroup aegyptius is a pathogen that emerges 

sporadically to cause the invasive infection BPF in children. Study of this pathogen is 

hindered by lack of data. We sought to provide better resources to study this 

pathogen by sequencing five biogroup aegyptius genomes, which are now publicly 

available in the NCBI database. This information was of immediate use in Chapters 

3-4 of this thesis. 

Key Findings: Doubled the number of closed, fully annotated genomes available for 

this pathogen.  

 

Chapter 6: As covered in Chapter 1, bacterial phase-variable genes switch 

expression in a number of ways. Chapter 6 provided an introduction to phase-

variable methyltransferases; when a methyltransferase phase-varies, multiple genes 

are differentially expressed via epigenetic mechanisms - a phasevarion. The review 

article comprising Chapter 6 highlighted the importance of phasevarions in regulating 

proteins involved in virulence, which is highly relevant to vaccine design.  

Key Findings: Summarised current research of phasevarions in human-adapted 

bacterial pathogens. 

 

Chapter 7: Phasevarions impact the expression of virulence associated genes. 

Streptococcus pneumoniae is a human-adapted bacterial pathogen with significant 

global morbidity and mortality. S. pneumoniae encodes the SpnIII phasevarion. This 

chapter aimed to further our understanding of this phasevarion by carrying out a 

detailed phenotypic characterisation of this system. We also evaluated the impact of 

the SpnIII phasevarion on expression of vaccine candidates to determine the 

suitability of using conserved protein antigens in a universal pneumococcal vaccine. 

Key Findings: Detailed sequence analysis demonstrated multiple different variants 

of the SpnIII system were found in S. pneumoniae genomes. Switching of the SpnIII 

phasevarion results in highly diverse phenotypes commensurate with 

methyltransferase expression, such as host cell adherence, invasion, and neutrophil 

mediated killing. Crucially, the SpnIII phasevarion altered expression of multiple 

putative proteinaceous vaccine candidates in a serotype/strain dependent manner. 

This latter discovery will directly impact development of a universal pneumococcal 

vaccine. 
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Contributions to Knowledge 

The primary purpose of studying the pathobiology of human-adapted pathogens is to 

inform future treatment strategies. By publishing works that review literature 

(Chapters 1, 6), provide resources (Chapter 5), and examine phase-variable factors 

(LOS genes, Chapter 2; Lav, Chapter 3; Hgps, Chapter 4) in NTHi, this thesis has 

contributed significantly to our understanding of NTHi pathobiology. Additionally, 

detailed examination of the SpnIII phasevarion of S. pneumoniae (Chapter 7) 

provided great insight into the role of this system in the pathobiology of S. 

pneumoniae. The stark phenotypic differences found between strains expressing 

different alleles of the SpnIII phasevarion warrants considering the SpnIII 

phasevarion when conducting study. Many studies utilise S. pneumoniae strains D39 

or TIGR4 as prototype lab strains to inform more generally on pneumococcal 

virulence. My work has shown that both these strains can produce six distinct sub-

populations, and the role of the phasevarion is not considered in many of the studies 

using these organisms as model strains. Therefore, future studies of pneumococcal 

virulence using any prototype lab strain should consider the role of the phasevarion 

when interpreting results – an important issue for S. pneumoniae researchers. For 

example, experiments may have been unwittingly selecting the most or least virulent 

phenotypes of the SpnIII alleles and forming assumptions that may only apply to a 

fraction of the pneumococcal population of their strain. The importance of the SpnIII 

phasevarion has also not been studied in a clinical setting. Future work needs to 

consider the role of the SpnIII phasevarion: the work in Chapter 7 demonstrated 

multiple conserved proteinaceous vaccine candidates are differentially expressed 

due to SpnIII phase-variation, which is critical information for future vaccine 

strategies. Differential expression of vaccine candidates is further complicated by the 

strain-to-strain differences seen in Chapter 7, and requires much more investigation 

to draw useful conclusions. 

The published works comprising this thesis frequently touch on the topic of 

vaccination. As the current Hib vaccine has effectively eliminated disease caused by 

Haemophilus influenzae serotype b, NTHi has emerged as a major pathogen of 

clinical importance. Antibiotic resistance is also an ongoing global issue for NTHi, 

and expected to become worse [12]. In lieu of the lack of a globally licenced vaccine 

against NTHi, and increasing antibiotic resistance, Chapters 2-5 of this thesis aimed 

to provide valuable information for rationally designing a sub-unit vaccine against 

NTHi. For example, a vaccine that targets conserved surface regions of Lav, Hgps 

and the O-acetyl group of the LOS (added by the glycosyltransferase by OafA), may 

provide protection against disease caused by NTHi.  

Unlike NTHi, there are globally available vaccines to protect against S. pneumoniae, 

with a vaccine in use since 1977. Chapter 7 highlights the complex and dynamic 

nature of protein expression impacted by the S. pneumoniae SpnIII phasevarion. 

Expression of the capsule synthesis locus (cps) is also impacted by the SpnIII 

system [13]. Since capsule components and surface proteins are variably expressed 

by the SpnIII system, and are both targeted in vaccine strategies, it is possible the 

SpnIII system impacts vaccine efficacy. My analysis showed a variant of this 

phasevarion is present in nearly every strain of S. pneumoniae. The findings of 
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Chapter 6-7 show that phasevarions, and factors affected by phase-variable 

expression, need to be thoroughly evaluated and understood before either 

discounting or including them in a vaccine. Although phase-variable proteins, and 

proteins controlled by phasevarions are not stably expressed, they could be used in 

a vaccine if they are highly immunogenic, or highly expressed (selected for) during 

particular disease states. Hence, work to characterise them is key. Conversely, 

unstable expression of a vaccine candidate due to phase-variable regulation could 

lead to vaccine escape by variants within a population that won’t necessarily be 

obvious when examining genome sequences in silico, or from in vivo and in vitro 

models.  

Future Work and Limitations 

This thesis focussed on phase-variable genes and phasevarions found in the 

important pathogens Nontypeable Haemophilus influenzae and Streptococcus 

pneumoniae. Key follow-up questions and limitations are listed below.   

Invasive NTHi Isolate Collections: 

• The invasive and carriage collections used in the characterisation of LOS, Lav 

and Hgp provide just a ‘snapshot’ of the gene expression state 

(ON/OFF/MIXED) at the time of collection. Examining a single time point to 

study the phase-variable gene state does not capture the expression 

dynamics that may be seen over a longer time course. For example, a gene 

may only be ON in a population transiently when needed, then OFF due to 

immune pressure.  

• Although patients presented with an invasive infection, and the site of isolation 

of the NTHi isolate was known, variables such as disease progression and 

disease outcome were unknown for the isolate collections. It is encouraging 

that other studies have reported similar results as those found in chapter two - 

oafA ON and lic2A OFF [14-16], and chapter three - lav OFF [16]. 

 

NCBI Database: 

• <100 genomes were surveyed in Chapters 3, 4 and 7. As these were the only 

publicly available, fully annotated genomes at the time of study, the findings 

may not truly reflect a global population of these pathogens. “Would findings 

be similar if a greater number of genomes were surveyed, from more areas?” 

Furthermore, it is likely that more alleles/SpnIII forms exist but were not 

detected.  

 

Haemoglobin-Haptoglobin Binding Proteins: 

• Chapter 5 provided preliminary structural and functional information about 

Hgps. As this was based on computational modelling, further in vitro 

experimental work is needed to confirm these findings, i.e., an actual 

structure, e.g., “How does the predicted iron-binding core of Hgps bind 

haemoglobin, and does it always adopt the same tertiary structure?” 

• The iron-binding core of Hgps appears conserved and may make a good 

target for vaccine development. To determine the value of targeting this 

region and these proteins, significantly more work is needed. “Does targeting 
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Hgps provide protection against NTHi?” or, specifically, “Does targeting the 

conserved iron-binding core of Hgps provide protection across this protein 

family (HgpA-G), while inhibiting protein function or providing protection 

against infection?” 

 

The SpnIII Phasevarion: 

• Two strains (D39, TIGR4) were examined when evaluating phenotypes of the 

SpnIII system. Upon examining available genomes, multiple different versions 

of the SpnIII system were detected. Further investigation into these different 

forms was not undertaken in this study, though may prove valuable. The 

follow-up study would need to be comprehensive in that the phenotypic 

effects we observed are strain-specific. i.e., findings from examining one 

strain may not reflect other strains with the same SpnIII form due to genomic 

differences, as we observed when comparing D39 and TIGR4. Follow-up 

investigation may tease out further strain-to-strain differences influenced by 

the SpnIII phasevarion.  

• Clinically relevant traits were not further evaluated for the specific factors that 

caused these traits between locked SpnIII alleles, i.e., what protein(s) were 

differentially regulated by different alleles of the SpnIII system to cause 

differences in cellular adherence, etc. Although clinically relevant traits were 

reported (such as adhesion/invasion), the exact proteins/glycans involved 

causing differences were not examined. Further investigation into which 

specific factors (like adhesins) causing the differences would benefit the field. 

• In vivo investigation would have greatly benefited Chapter 7. Further work 

involving a pneumococcal isolate collection/clinical samples and animal 

studies would be ideal to see if the implications of this study apply in a ‘real’ 

clinical setting. “Is the SpnIII system clinically important in patients?”. 

Additionally, a study using mice immunised with the protein vaccine 

candidates and challenged with wild type pneumococci would have allowed 

us to study if specific switching of the SpnIII system occurs in response to a 

pre-primed immune response against these vaccine candidates ‘Does 

switching to an SpnIII allele that results in the lowest expression of the 

vaccine candidate occur to allow pneumococcal survival, and potentiate 

vaccine escape?’ 

 

Summary 

Through examination of phase-variable factors in human-adapted bacterial 

pathogens NTHi and S. pneumoniae, this thesis has contributed significantly to 

the respective fields of NTHi and S. pneumoniae pathobiology, while serving to 

direct and inform vaccine development against these important human 

pathogens. Understanding the impact of phase-variable factors is important to the 

pursuit of better treatments and vaccine strategies.  
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Appendix 

 

Supplementary Material for Chapter 2 

Analysis of Invasive Nontypeable Haemophilus influenzae Isolates Reveals 

Selection for the Expression State of Particular Phase-Variable Lipooligosaccharide 

Biosynthetic Genes 

 
Supplementary Data 1 File available online (see online version). 

 

Supplementary Data 2 File available online (see online version). 

 

Supplementary Material for Chapter 3 

Characterisation of the Phase-variable Autotransporter Lav Reveals a Role in Host 

Cell Adherence and Biofilm Formation in Nontypeable Haemophilus influenzae 

 

Supplementary Data File available online (see online version).  

 

 

Supplementary Figure 1. Full anti-Lav Western Blot and corresponding Coomassie gel. 
Whole-cell lysates from NTHi strain 86-028 NP with 21 SSR repeats (21r), 22 SSR re-peats 
(22r) or 23 SSR repeats (23r) present in the lav gene were run on a 4-12% Bis-Tris SDS 
PAGE gel and Coomassie stained to show standardised loading (A). Western Blotting (B) 
with mouse anti-Lav sera shows an SSR tract number of 21 (21r) puts the gene in-frame, 
and ON, with Lav protein detected at ~72kDa. The 22r and 23r populations have the lav 
gene out-of-frame and OFF, with no corresponding band detected in these samples.   

 

   70  kDa   
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Supplementary Figure 2.  Input CFU per strain used in adherence and invasion assays. 
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Supplementary Figure 3. Fragment analysis results to demonstrate stable expression 
of lav and lic1A. A) Results from multiple sub cultures of enriched Lav populations 21r 
ON, 22r OFF and 23r OFF on sBHI agar and in sBHI broth over a period of 5 days. Fresh 
sBHI plates or sBHI broth were reinoculated with a sample of the previous days’ growth over 
five days; B) Inputs and outputs of the A549 adherence and invasion assays were used 
as a template in fragment analysis PCR reactions using either Lav_F+R primers, or 
Lic1A_F+R primers and checked for changes in the simple sequence repeat number present 
in each gene in order to determine if phase-variation of lav (top) or lic1A (bottom) was 
occurring in our enriched Lav populations (21r ON, 22r OFF and 23r OFF) during these 
assays; and C) Inputs and outputs of the nasal airway epithelial cell adherence assays 
were used as a template in fragment analysis PCR reactions using either Lav_F+R primers, 
or Lic1A_F+R primers and checked for changes in the simple sequence repeat number 
present in each gene in order to determine if phase-variation of lav (top) or lic1A (bottom) 
was occurring in our enriched Lav populations (21r ON, 22r OFF and 23r OFF) during these 
assays.  NA = we were unable to generate a PCR product for either lav or lic1A from this 
archived sample despite multiple attempts. All assays were carried out in triplicate with each 
output result equating to one replicate. SSR No = majority number of simple sequence 
repeats present in the respective tract based on PCR amplicon size.  
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Supplementary Figure 4 – alignment Lav passenger domain alleles 1.1 vs 1.2, and 

alleles 3.1 vs 3.2 

 

Supplementary Material for Chapter 4 

Examination of phase-variable haemoglobin-haptoglobin binding proteins in non-

typeable Haemophilus influenzae reveals a diverse distribution of multiple variants 

Supplementary Data File – Available online (see publication)  
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Supplementary Data 1. Gene and protein sequence data of HgpA-G for all 75 strains from 

NCBI Genbank with a fully annotated genome sequence.  

 

 

 
Supplementary Table 1. (a) hgp genes branched into groups (A-G) in 75 fully annotated 
genomes from NCBI Genbank and (b) 74 invasive NTHi isolates. HgpG in the invasive 
isolates could not be split into alleles with the information available in the sequence read 
archive. (c) hgp genes were typically functional (making a full-length protein; lacking a 
premature stop codon) in genomes, shown in a side by side comparison of hgp genes; (d) 
shows similarity between surveyed genomes and invasive NTHi isolates. e) The number of 
functional (full-length) hgpB/C genes found multiple times in annotated genomes. Duplicate 
genes were typically non-identical. 
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Supplementary Table 2. hgp genes in NCBI fully annotated genomes. hgpA-G are 

indicated by ‘+’, with truncated genes that appear to lead to premature stop codons shown 

with ‘*’ and genes that have a truncation, but are likely still functional are shown with ‘#’.  

 

 

Supplementary Table 3. Fragment Length Analysis primers. 

 

Supplementary Figure 1. Percent Identity Matrices of Representative Hgp Proteins. One 

representative protein sequence was chosen of each branch of Hgp. a) Whole protein 

sequence identity matrix. b) Identity matrix generated with sequences of the major surface 

regions only. 

 

Supplementary Figure 2. Alignment of the protein sequences of HgpF in H. influenzae 

strain 2019 and an orthologue found in Pasteurella multocida strain PM-1. Sequences were 

aligned by CLUSTAL OMEGA (v1.2.4) and viewed using default JalView (v2.1.1.7) settings, 

visually representing percent identity (% ID) between sequences. A percent identity matrix is 
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provided, which compares the two protein sequences.  

 

Supplementary Figure 3. The heme-binding core of Hgps is conserved, across groups A-G. 

a) An example of a typical Hgp structure - HgpB, here generated via AlphaFold, is shown 

with variable regions illustrated in yellow. The red area is the heme-binding core, which also 

appears surface accessible. b) The protein sequence of the heme-binding core was highly 

conserved across Hgp groups (red), unlike other surface regions 
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Supplementary Figure 4. Alignment of the protein sequence of the heme-binding core 

region for all Hgp sequences examined in this study. The heme-binding core (highlighted 

red) is highly conserved across all protein sequences analysed. "*" indicates that amino 

acids are identical in all sequences. “:” indicates that conserved substitutions of amino acids 

are present. “.” indicates semi-conserved amino acid substitutions are present. 

 
 
Supplementary Data 1. Gene and protein sequence data of HgpA-G for all 75 strains from 
NCBI Genbank with a fully annotated genome sequence. See publication for resource.  

 
 
 
Supplementary Material for Chapter 7 
 

Pneumococcal Phasevarions Control Multiple Virulence Traits, Including Vaccine 
Candidate Expression
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Supplementary Tables 
 

Strain 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Methyltransferase Type Serotype Sequence Type

310 1.1> 1.2> PsrA> 2.3> <2.2 <1.1 <M 3 24F 11618

335 1.1> 2.3> <2.2 <PsrA <2.1 <1.2 <M 1 19F 81

475 1.1> 1.2> <2.2 <PsrA <2.1 <1.2 <M 3 24F 15253

521 1.2> 2.1> PsrA> 2.3> <2.2 <1.1 <M 1 24F 15253

521_2 1.2> 2.1> PsrA> 2.2> <2.3 <1.1 <M 1 24F 15253

525 1.1> 2.1> PsrA> 2.3> <2.2 <1.1 <M 1 24F 15253

563 1.2> 2.1> PsrA> 2.2> <2.3 <1.1 <M 1 24F 15253

566 1.1> 2.1> PsrA> 2.3> ? <1.2 <M 1 24F 11618

573 1.2> 2.2> <2.3 <PsrA <2.1 <1.1 <M 1 24F 14184

574 1.2> 2.1< PsrA> 2.3< <2.2 <1.1 <M 1 24F 11618

947 1.1> 2.1> PsrA> ? ? <1.1 <M 3 4 15

4496 1.2> 2.1> PsrA> 2.3> <2.2 <1.1 <M 1 1C 3018

70585 1.1> 2.3> <2.2 <1.2 <M 2 5 289

11A 1.2> 2.1> PsrA> 2.3> <2.2 <1.1 <M 1 11A 8279

180-15 1.2> 2.3> <2.2 <PsrA <2.1 <1.1 <M 1 3 180

180-2 1.1> 2.2> <2.3 <PsrA <2.1 <1.2 <M 1 3 180

19A-19339 1.2> 2.3> <2.2 <1.2 <M 4 19A unidentified 

2245STDY6178787 1.2> 2.1> PsrA> 2.3> 2.2> <2.3 <1.1 <M 5 6B 315

4041STDY6583227 1.2> 2.1> PsrA> 2.3> <2.2 <1.1 <M 1 12F unidentified 

4041STDY6836166 <2.2 <PsrA <2.1 <1.2 <M 5 16F unidentified 

4041STDY6836166_2 1.2> 2.1> <PsrA 2.2> 2.3> <1.2 <M 3 16F unidentified 

4041STDY6836167 2.2> <2.3 M> 1.2> 2.2> <2.3 <PsrA <2.1 <1.2 <M 5 9V unidentified 

4041STDY6836169 1.2> 2.1> PsrA> 2.3> <2.2 <1.1 <M 1 6B unidentified 

4041STDY6836169_2 1.1> 2.1> PsrA> 2.2> <2.3 <1.1 <M 3 6B unidentified 

4041STDY6836170 1.2> 2.2> <2.3 <PsrA <2.1 <1.2 <M 3 7C unidentified 

670-6B 1.2> 2.3> <2.2 <PsrA <2.1 <1.1 <M 1 6B 90

6A-10 1.2> 2.1> PsrA> 2.3> <2.2 <1.1 <M 1 6A 460

A45 3 6934

A66 3 378

AP200 1.2> 2.2> <2.3 <PsrA <2.1 <1.1 <M 1 11A 62

ASP0581 1.1> 2.3> <2.2 <PsrA <2.1 <1.2 <M 1 12F 4846

ATCC 49619 1.2> 2.1> PsrA> 2.3> <2.2 <1.1 <M 1 19F 1203

ATCC 700669 1.1> 2.3> <2.2 <PsrA <2.1 <1.2 <M 1 23F 81

AUSMDU00010538 1.2> 2.1> PsrA> ? ? <1.1 <M 1 19A 199

B1900 1.2> 2.2> <2.3 <1.1 <M 2 3 unidentified 

BHN97x 1.2> 2.1> PsrA> 2.3> <2.2 <1.2 <M 3 19F 425

BVJ1JL 1.2> 2.2> <2.3 <PsrA <2.1 <1.2 <M 3 1 unidentified 

CGSP14 1.1> 2.3> <2.2 <1.2 <M 2 14 15

D39 1.2> 2.2< <2.3 <PsrA <2.1 <1.1 <M 1 2 595

EF3030 ? 2.1> PsrA> ? ? <1.1 <M 1 19F 43

FDAARGOS-1508 1.2> 2.1> PsrA> 2.2> <2.3 <1.1 <M 1 unidentified unidentified 

G54 1.1> 2.2> <2.3 <1.1 <M 4 19F NA*

gamPNI0373 1.2> 2.1> PsrA> 2.3> <2.2 <1.2 <M 3 1 618

GPSC10 1.2> 2.1> ? ? <M 2 24F 2013

GPSC10_2 1.2> 2.2> <2.3 <PsrA <2.1 <1.1 <M 1 24F 2013

GPSC18 2.2> <2.3 ? <PsrA <2.1 <1.1 <M 1 14 13

HKU1-14 1.2> 2.2> <2.3 <PsrA <2.1 <1.2 <M 3 unidentified 6011

Hungary19A-6 1.2> 2.1> PsrA> 2.3> <2.2 <1.1 <M 1 19A 268

HU-OH ? <1.1 <M 5 3 180

INV104 1.2> 2.3> <2.2 <1.1 <M 2 1 227

INV200 ? 2.1> PsrA> 2.3> <2.2 <1.1 <M 1 14 9

JJA 1.2> 2.3> <2.2 <PsrA <2.1 <1.1 <M 1 19F 66

KK0981 1.2> 2.1> PsrA> 2.3> <1.2 <1.1 <M 3 3 242

M16808 1.1> 2.1> PsrA> 2.2> <2.3 <1.2 <M 1 unidentified unidentified 

M23734 1.2> 2.1> PsrA> 2.3> <2.2 <1.2 <M 3 unidentified unidentified 

M26365 1.2> 2.2> <2.3 <PsrA <2.1 <1.1 <M 1 unidentified unidentified 

M26368 1.1> 2.1> PsrA> 2.3> <2.2 <1.2 <M 1 unidentified unidentified 

MDRSPN001 1.1> 2.2> <2.3 <PsrA <2.1 <1.2 <M 1 19F 10017

NCTC11902 1.2> 2.1> PsrA> 2.3> <2.2 <1.1 <M 1 14 124

NCTC12977 1.1> 2.1> PsrA> 2.2> <2.3 <1.2 <M 1 19F 1203

NCTC12977_2 1.1> 2.1> PsrA> 2.2> <2.3 <1.2 <M 1 19F 1203

NCTC13276 1.2> 2.2> <2.3 <PsrA <2.1 <1.1 <M 1 NE 595

NCTC7465 1.2> >2.3 <2.2 <PsrA <2.1 <1.1 <M 1 1 615

NCTC7465_2 1.2> 2.1> <PsrA 2.3> <2.2 <1.1 <M 1 1 615

NCTC7466 1.2> 2.2> <2.3 <PsrA <2.1 <1.1 <M 1 2 595

NT-110-58 1.1> 2.1> PsrA> 2.2> <2.3 <1.2 <M 1 NE 344

NU83127 1.1> 2.1> <PsrA 2.2> <2.3 <1.1 <M 3 4 246

OXC141 1.2> 2.3> <2.2 <PsrA <2.1 <1.1 <M 1 3 180

P1031 1.2> 2.1> PsrA> 2.3> <2.2 <1.2 <M 3 1 303

PZ900701590 1.1> 2.1> PsrA> 2.3> <2.2 <1.1 <M 3 12F 6945

R36A 1.1> 2.2> <2.3 <PsrA <2.1 <1.2 <M 1 NE 595 

R6 1.2> 2.2> <2.3 <PsrA <2.1 <1.1 <M 1 NE 595

R6CIB17 1.2> 2.2> <2.3 <PsrA <2.1 <1.1 <M 1 NE 595

Rx1 1.2> 2.1> PsrA> 2.3> <2.2 <1.1 <M 1 NE 595

SCAID PHRX1-2021 1.2> 2.1> PsrA> 2.3> <2.2 <1.1 <M 1 unidentified 377

SNP034156 1.2> 2.1> PsrA> 2.2> <2.3 <1.1 <M 1 3 180

SP49 1.2> 2.1> PsrA> 2.2> <2.3 <1.1 <M 1 19A 277

SP61 1.2> 2.1> PsrA> 2.2> <2.3 <1.1 <M 1 19A 2432

SP64 1.2> 2.1> PsrA> 2.2> <2.3 <1.1 <M 1 19A 320

SPN XDR SMC1710-32 <PsrA <2.1 <1.1 <M 5 15A 8279

SPN032672 1.2> 2.3> <2.2 <1.1 <M 2 1 unidentified 

ST556 1.2> 2.1> PsrA> 2.2> <2.3 <1.1 <M 1 19F 1392

SWU02 1.1> 2.1> PsrA> 2.2> <2.3 <1.2 <M 1 19F unidentified 

Taiwan19F-14 1.2> 2.2> <2.3 <1.1 <M 2 19F 236

TCH8431/19A 1.2> 2.1> PsrA> 2.3> <2.2 <1.1 <M 1 19A 320

TIGR4; ATCC BAA-334 1.2> 2.1> PsrA> 2.3> <2.2 <1.1 <M 1 4 205

Xen35 1.2> 2.1> PsrA> 2.3> <2.2 <1.1 <M 1 4 205

SpnIII System Genetic Region

A
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B 

SpnIII Type Prevalence in Genomes

1 68.3%

2 8.5%

3 18.3%

4 2.4%

5 6.1%

Two SpnIII Systems 6.1%

Absent 2.4%  

Supplementary Table 1. SpnIII systems in fully annotated NCBI S. pneumoniae genomes. 
A) Orientation and genetic features of SpnIII systems. Direction of each feature indicated 
with either > or <. hsdS sequences 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 included. Red highlighted 
sections have low (<80%) sequence identity to known hsdS sequences. “?” indicates a hsdS 
region with an identity <50% to the known hsdS sequences. Duplications of features are 
indicated in Green. The CreX recombinase – Pneumococcal site-specific recombinase A 
(PsrA) included in Bold. The sequence for the associated Methyltransferase (M) was also 
included with orientation. Serotype and Sequence Type information for each strain have 
been included where available. *NA indicates the strain contains 6 of 7 MLST genes, and NE 
indicates the strain is non-encapsulated. The prevalence of each major type of SpnIII system 
found in genomes can be seen in B). Type 1 is the ‘traditional’ six-way switch as seen in 
Figure 1A. Type 2, seen in Figure 1B, is a four-way switch. Type 3 is a three-way switch as 
per Figure 1C. Type 4 is a two-way switch, as per Figure 1D. Type 5 were instances that 
did not fall into the previous four categories.  
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A
Allele CbpA GlpO MalX NanA NanB PhtD PiuA Ply PsaA PspA

A

B -2.0 -5.0 -6.1 -20.2 -2.9 -3.3 -1.6 1.6 -3.9 -3.2

C -3.4 -6.6 -3.7 -26.2 -8.2 -7.3 -3.7 -1.1 -7.2 -4.4

D -2.4 -1.6 -4.1 -12.8 -4.9 -3.6 -7.0 1.1 -2.4 -2.5

E -2.7 -3.8 -4.0 -16.6 -7.4 -6.3 -4.4 -1.0 -4.7 -4.9

F 2.0 2.4 -1.1 1.4 -3.5 1.2 1.1 1.5 1.3 1.3

Allele CbpA GlpO MalX NanA NanB PhtD PiuA Ply PsaA PspA

A 2.0 5.0 6.1 20.2 2.9 3.3 1.6 -1.6 3.9 3.2

B

C -1.7 -1.3 1.6 -1.3 -2.8 -2.2 -2.4 -1.8 -1.8 -1.4

D -1.2 3.0 1.5 1.6 -1.7 -1.1 -4.5 -1.5 1.7 1.3

E -1.4 1.3 1.5 1.2 -2.5 -1.9 -2.8 -1.7 -1.2 -1.5

F 4.0 11.8 5.6 27.8 -1.2 4.0 1.8 -1.1 5.0 4.3

Allele CbpA GlpO MalX NanA NanB PhtD PiuA Ply PsaA PspA

A 3.4 6.6 3.7 26.2 8.2 7.3 3.7 1.1 7.2 4.4

B 1.7 1.3 -1.6 1.3 2.8 2.2 2.4 1.8 1.8 1.4

C

D 1.4 4.0 -1.1 2.1 1.7 2.0 -1.9 1.2 3.0 1.8

E 1.3 1.8 -1.1 1.6 1.1 1.2 -1.2 1.1 1.5 -1.1

F 6.8 15.8 3.4 36.0 2.4 8.7 4.2 1.7 9.1 5.9

Allele CbpA GlpO MalX NanA NanB PhtD PiuA Ply PsaA PspA

A 2.4 1.6 4.1 12.8 4.9 3.6 7.0 -1.1 2.4 2.5

B 1.2 -3.0 -1.5 -1.6 1.7 1.1 4.5 1.5 -1.7 -1.3

C -1.4 -4.0 1.1 -2.1 -1.7 -2.0 1.9 -1.2 -3.0 -1.8

D

E -1.1 -2.3 1.0 -1.3 -1.5 -1.7 1.6 -1.1 -2.0 -2.0

F 4.8 3.9 3.8 17.6 1.4 4.3 8.1 1.4 3.0 3.3

Allele CbpA GlpO MalX NanA NanB PhtD PiuA Ply PsaA PspA

A 2.7 3.8 4.0 16.6 7.4 6.3 4.4 1.0 4.7 4.9

B 1.4 -1.3 -1.5 -1.2 2.5 1.9 2.8 1.7 1.2 1.5

C -1.3 -1.8 1.1 -1.6 -1.1 -1.2 1.2 -1.1 -1.5 1.1

D 1.1 2.3 1.0 1.3 1.5 1.7 -1.6 1.1 2.0 2.0

E

F 5.3 9.0 3.7 22.8 2.1 7.5 5.0 1.6 6.0 6.6

Allele CbpA GlpO MalX NanA NanB PhtD PiuA Ply PsaA PspA

A -2.0 -2.4 1.1 -1.4 3.5 -1.2 -1.1 -1.5 -1.3 -1.3

B -4.0 -11.8 -5.6 -27.8 1.2 -4.0 -1.8 1.1 -5.0 -4.3

C -6.8 -15.8 -3.4 -36.0 -2.4 -8.7 -4.2 -1.7 -9.1 -5.9

D -4.8 -3.9 -3.8 -17.6 -1.4 -4.3 -8.1 -1.4 -3.0 -3.3

E -5.3 -9.0 -3.7 -22.8 -2.1 -7.5 -5.0 -1.6 -6.0 -6.6

F

Protein Antigen Expression in D39
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B
Allele CbpA GlpO MalX NanA NanB PhtD PiuA Ply PsaA PspA

A

B 3.0 13.6 8.9 36.3 116.4 2.0 6.7 3.2 3.5 2.7

C 2.0 3.4 12.0 12.7 45.3 -1.9 -1.0 2.3 2.0 2.3

D 5.2 29.5 69.8 174.0 246.8 5.7 1.6 7.8 11.0 27.9

E 1.1 -6.1 -1.2 -2.8 -32.3 -1.5 -2.8 1.8 -1.5 1.7

F 3.0 23.4 19.4 43.5 84.9 1.1 10.2 15.2 13.3 6.6

Allele CbpA GlpO MalX NanA NanB PhtD PiuA Ply PsaA PspA

A -3.0 -13.6 -8.9 -36.3 -116.4 -1.7 -6.7 -3.2 -3.5 -2.7

B

C -1.5 -4.0 1.3 -2.8 -2.6 -3.2 -6.7 -1.4 -1.7 -1.2

D 1.7 2.2 7.8 4.8 2.1 3.3 -4.3 2.4 3.1 10.2

E -2.7 -82.8 -10.3 -102.5 -3762.8 -2.6 -18.9 -1.8 -5.1 -1.6

F 1.0 1.7 2.2 1.2 -1.4 -1.5 1.5 4.7 3.8 2.4

Allele CbpA GlpO MalX NanA NanB PhtD PiuA Ply PsaA PspA

A -2.0 -3.4 -12.0 -12.7 -45.3 3.5 1.0 -2.3 -2.0 -2.3

B 1.5 4.0 -1.3 2.8 2.6 7.1 6.7 1.4 1.7 1.2

C

D 2.6 8.7 5.8 13.6 5.5 19.7 1.6 3.4 5.4 12.3

E -1.8 -20.8 -13.8 -36.0 -1463.5 2.3 -2.8 -1.3 -2.9 -1.3

F 1.5 6.9 1.6 3.4 1.9 3.9 10.2 6.7 6.5 2.9

Allele CbpA GlpO MalX NanA NanB PhtD PiuA Ply PsaA PspA

A -5.2 -29.5 -69.8 -174.0 -246.8 -5.7 -1.6 -7.8 -11.0 -27.9

B -1.7 -2.2 -7.8 -4.8 -2.1 -2.8 4.3 -2.4 -3.1 -10.2

C -2.6 -8.7 -5.8 -13.6 -5.5 -10.6 -1.6 -3.4 -5.4 -12.3

D

E -4.7 -179.7 -80.6 -491.0 -7981.1 -8.5 -4.4 -4.4 -16.0 -16.0

F -1.7 -1.3 -3.6 -4.0 -2.9 -5.0 6.5 2.0 1.2 -4.2

Allele CbpA GlpO MalX NanA NanB PhtD PiuA Ply PsaA PspA

A -1.1 6.1 1.2 2.8 32.3 1.5 2.8 -1.8 1.5 -1.7

B 2.7 82.8 10.3 102.5 3762.8 3.1 18.9 1.8 5.1 1.6

C 1.8 20.8 13.8 36.0 1463.5 -1.3 2.8 1.3 2.9 1.3

D 4.7 179.7 80.6 491.0 7981.1 8.5 4.4 4.4 16.0 16.0

E

F 2.7 143.0 22.4 122.9 2747.0 1.7 28.7 8.6 19.3 3.8

Allele CbpA GlpO MalX NanA NanB PhtD PiuA Ply PsaA PspA

A -3.0 -23.4 -19.4 -43.5 -84.9 -1.1 -10.2 -15.2 -13.3 -6.6

B -1.0 -1.7 -2.2 -1.2 1.4 1.8 -1.5 -4.7 -3.8 -2.4

C -1.5 -6.9 -1.6 -3.4 -1.9 -2.1 -10.2 -6.7 -6.5 -2.9

D 1.7 1.3 3.6 4.0 2.9 5.0 -6.5 -2.0 -1.2 4.2

E -2.7 -143.0 -22.4 -122.9 -2747.0 -1.7 -28.7 -8.6 -19.3 -3.8

F

Protein Antigen Expression in TIGR4

Supplementary Table 2. Putative vaccine target RTqPCR. Heatmap of putative vaccine 
target gene expression across strains A) D39 and B) TIGR4 expressing individual SpnDIII 
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alleles ranging from red (- fold difference) to green (+ fold difference). Gene expression 
values from locked alleles in grey have been used as a baseline against other alleles.  

 

Primer Name Forward/Reverse Sequence (5' - 3')

CbpA_RT_F F CAAGGTAAACCAAAGGGGCG

CbpA_RT_R R TCAGGGATGAGCTTGGAAGAG

GlpO_RT_F F CATTGCCAACCACGTGAAGG

GlpO_RT_R R AACCAGACGGGCCTTGATTT

MalX_RT_F F TACGCATTCGCTGGTGAAGA

MalX_RT_R R AGCGTCTTTACCGTTTTGGC

NanA_RT_F F ATGACGACGGGAAGACATGG

NanA_RT_R R TTGTGAGGCCCATTCCGAAG

NanB_RT_F F TCTAGAAGTGGCCGTAAGGGA

NanB_RT_R R AGGCATAACCATACGAAGGCAA

PhtD_RT_F F AGCTGTTCGAAAAGTAGGCGA

PhtD_RT_R R ACTTTCCTGCTTGGCCAGTT

Ply_RT_F F CCCACTCTTCTTGCGGTTGA

Ply_RT_R R TCCGCGAACACTTGAATTGC

PspA_RT_R F CGCTCCTCAAGCTAAAATCGC

PspA_RT_R R GAAGAGGAGCACGGAAACCT

PiuA_RT_F F CCGAAGGCACTTGCTAAGGA

PiuA_RT_R R TCGCTTCACCACGTACACAA

PsaA_RT_F F CAGCGACGGCGTTGATGTTA

PsaA_RT_R R TTGGCGCTCAATTGTTTGGC

lytA_RT_F F CGGTTGGAATGCTGAGACCT

lytA_RT_R R GGCAAACCTGCTTCATCTGC  

Supplementary Table 3. RTqPCR Primers.  
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Supplementary Figure 1. Balanced S. pneumoniae D39 SpnIII locked allele inputs. Input 
colony forming unit (CFU) loads were standardised for experiments. A multiplicity of infection 
(MOI) of ~100:1 (CFU:A549) was used for adherence and invasion to A549 cells (A) and 
~5:1 (CFU:Airway Cell) for adherence to human airway cells (B). 1000 CFU per well were 
used in neutrophil killing and opsonophagocytic killing assays (C). Approximately 50 000 
CFU per well were used in the whole blood killing assay (D). 
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Supplementary Figure 2A. Full images of vaccine candidate Western Blots. Full scans of 

Western Blots using vac-cine candidate anti-sera against S. pneumoniae D39 and TIRG4 

locked SpnIII alleles. The outlined section of each Blot has been used in Figure 3. 
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Supplementary Figure 2B. Balanced loading of locked allele lysates for Western Blots. D39 

and TIGR4 locked allele cell lysate loads were standardised via Coomassie stain to ensure 

equal protein loading was used in vaccine candidate Western Blots used in Figure 3 and 

Supplementary Figure 2A.  

Supplementary Figure 2C. PiuA and PsaA ELISA with comparative Western Blot. Western 

Blot banding intensity was reflected in Whole Cell ELISAs. 


